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Visual C++ and V· 
Programmers ... 
NEW! 
Measurement Studio™ 
for Visual C++, 
Visual Basic, 
and the Internet 
Are you looking for C++ classes , ActiveX 
controls , or COM objects for measurement 
appl ications? National Instruments 
Measurement Studio bu ilds on 12 years of 
measurement programming expertise with 
LabWindowsN I CVI and ComponentWorksN to 
deliver measurement tools that are tightly 
integrated into the Microsoft Visual C++ and 
Visual Basic programming environments . 
Measurement Studio delivers the measurement 
tools you need to acquire, analyze , and 
present your data faster than ever before! 
NATIONAL 
INSTRUMENTSTM 
ni.comlinfo/mstudio (800) 891-6364 
Tel : (512) 794-0100 • Fax: (512) 794-8411 • info@ni.com 
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• Large color display for 
rea/-time data viewing 
Intuitive touch-screen interface 
simplifies setup and operation 
• Look-back while recording 
in real time 
• Up to 32 analog or digital 
input channels 
• Virtual Chart 1>1 efficiently stores 
data while saving paper 
Ethernet interface for command 
and control 
• High-resolution chart printing for 
clear, crisp traces 
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OASIS 2000 
Sensor Interface System 
This computer controlled, multi-channel 
laboratory measurement in trumentlltion system 
provides users with a convenient front-end to a 
data acquisition system. It provides a universal 
ignal conditioning interface for a wide variety 
of sensors including train gages, piezoelectric 
and piezoresistive pre ure sensors and 
accelerometers. Intelligent application software 
provides an easy operator interface and mini-
mizes set-up time. It can be used for dynamic 
measurements for a wide variety of application , 
including aerospace, transportation, and civil 
structures. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
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MODEL7290A 
Variable Capacitance Accelerometer 
Designed for measurement of low level and 
low frequency vibrations and linear acceleration 
in aerospace, automotive, and other critical 
applications. These accelerometers utilize 
unique variable capacitance microsen ors and 
operate over a 2 to 150 g full scale range. Gas 
damping and intemal overrange stops enable 
sensors to with tand extremely high shock and 
acceleration loads. The unit can operate from 
9.5 V to 18.0 V, provide a ±2 V low impedance 
output and has outstanding thennal stability over 
a wide temperature range. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
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MODEL2SAIB 
ISOTRO • Accelerometer 
The world's smallest (0.2 gm) adhesive-mounted 
accelerometer, with integral electronics, meas-
ures vibration on very small objects uch as 
scaled models, small electronic components and 
in biomedical research. It produce 5 m V Ig over 
a wide dynamic range (+ 1000 g's) and has 
resolution of 10 mg. Field-replaceable coaxial 
cable ex.tends service life in heavy-use situa-
tions. Unit requires 4 rnA constant current and 
returns low impedance voltage output through 
the same cable. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
MODEL 7270A 
200,000 g 
Accelerometer 
Series of rugged 
undamped units 
designed for shock 
measurements. This 
silicon chip-based 
sensing sy tem 
includes inertial 
mas and train gages arranged in an active 
four-arm Wheatstone bridge circuit. Their 
exceptionally high resonance frequencies 
(I MHz) and zero damping deliver accurate 
response to fast rise time and shon duration 
shock. Ideal for measurement of long duration 
tranSients due to its dc frequency response. 
Call Endevco toll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
For More Information Circle No. 553 
MODEL 851SC 
Low Profile 
Piezoresisti ve 
Pressure 
Sensor 
This rugged, minia-
ture, high sensitivity 
piezoresistive 
pres ure sensor is 
available in 0-15 
and 0-50 p ia pressure ranges and has a 200 mV 
full-scale outpUl. Its extremely low 0.030 inch 
profile and small 0.25 inch diameter package 
makes it ideally suited for use in mall-scale 
model tests, wind tests as well as in flight te ts 
on aerodynamic surfaces. 
Call Endevco roll-free at 1-877-ENDEVCO. 
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Endeveo's Quality Dynamic Measurement Products: 
Performance You Can Depend on 
Under the Most Extreme Conditions. 
When you need to perform the mOSl 
critical vibration, hock and pre ure 
measurements in the toughest operating 
environments, look to Endevco for the 
best olutious. If your application require 
temperature ranges from -4500 F to 
15000 F, hocks as evere as 200,000 g and 
extremely hostile EM!, RFI, and EMP 
condition. we've got the mo t dependable 
oJution for you. Endevco delivers out-
tanding performance over bandwidth 
from dc up to 200 KHz and over the wide 
dynamic range from Ilg to 200,000 g. And 
the e solutions come in the mallest, toughe t 
and smartest sensors available today. 
You've een Endevco quality and depend-
ability climb to the top over the past 50 years. 
So when your application call for a high-
performance product, you can alway depend 
on receiving traditional Endevco excellence. 
Contact us by fax, phone, email or vi it 
our web ite today. 
The Measurement Solutions Company. 
ENDEVCO 
-. 30700 Rancbo Viejo Road, San Juan Capi tIanO, CA 92675-1748 ~ Tel (877}ENDEVCO (Toll Free) Fax: (949) 661 -7231 
, Web Site: bnp:llwww.endevco.comlextreme Email: applications@endevco.com 
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CAD Solid Model Assemblies to Mechanical Event Simulations 
and Faster Stress Analyses with Algor's New Kinematic Elements 
Algor's Release 12 introduces 2- and 3-D kinematic elements, which produce massive speed gains in processing for a 
Mechanical Event Simulation or static stress analysis. Kinematic elements can be used in place of regular (flexible) ele-
ments when an area of the model is relatively rigid when compared with regions of stress interest. Kinematic elements 
can be constrained or loaded with force, traction, pressure or gravity. Because these elements have mass and can trans-
mit forces, they can produce motion and stress in flexible elements. Engineers, therefore, can import CAD solid models 
or assemblies and specify which parts are to be modeled as kinematic or flexible elements, as appropriate. This means 
that for the first time engineers can run a virtual experiment on complete CAD solid models or assemblies using 
Mechanical Event Simulation on desktop computers. 
Kinematic elements can interact with impact walls and other parts of an assembly 
made of kinematic or other element types. Engineers can set up test runs of 
Mechanical Event Simulations by modeling the entire assembly with kinematic ele-
ments and processing for motion only. This means the engineer can study the motion 
of the event to see if it works prior to adding regular (flexible) elements for the detailed 
stress analysis. 
Kinematic elements can dramatically speed up processing runs for regular linear 
static stress analysis when significant parts of the model are relatively rigid. 
r---------------------------------------------------------------, 
I Get a demo video and CD-ROM from Algor. www.algor.com I 
I .• Or contact: info@algor.com I 
:Complete this form and fax It to: +1 (412) 967-2781. +1 (412) 967-2700 : 
I I When the EngineerIng 
: Name Company : Has to be RighI 
I I Algor, Inc. 
I Add I 150 Bela Drive, PiUsbuJ>t!, FA 15238-2932 USi 
I ress I Phone: +1 (412) 967-2700 
I : Fax: +1 (412) 967-2781 
ICily State/Prov Country ZiplPostal Code I California: +1 (714) 564-0844 
I I Europe (UK): +44 (1784) 442 246 
I Phone Fax E-mail (kine-us) : E-mail: info@algor.com 
L _______________________________________________________________ .J Web: www.algor.com 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
Autodesk's second release of 
Inventor- 3D solid modeling and 
drawing software is based on the 
Adaptive Design process that allows 
users to design the way they th ink. 
18 
ON THE COVER 
The OCS2S00 oscilloscope calibrator from 
TEGAM, Geneva, OH, is a programmable, 
automated system for frequencies up to 2.5 
GHz. The system is one of six featured products 
in this month's Special Coverage on Test and 
Measurement. which begins on page 32. For 
more information on the TEGAM calibrator, 
and other new test and measurement products, 
see page 41 . 
(Image courtesy of TEGAM) 
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Because creating innovative test solutions for 
the industry's toughest challenges is what we do. 
Introducing the CS29010 Wide Band Distortion 
Test Set, a complete signal generation, data 
acquisition and record/playback end-to-end 
solution. The CS29010 delivers a level of 
capability you'd never expect in an off-the-shelf 
product - huge bandwidth (45 MHz @ 12 bits), 
deep memory (4 GB RAM), and blazing fast speed 
(600 MHz Pentium III based). Based on an open 
architecture design, intuitive software and 
standard module cards, this single platform tool 
can simplify and enhance your test, measurement 
and analysis capability. 
THIRD ORPER INIERMOP Active microwave 
and electronic component testing. 31M test and 
measurement for non-linear components and 
sub-assemblies such as filters and amps. 
ADJACENT CHANNEL POWER RATIO Cellular, 
PCS or satcom (dual band, mUlti-channel). For 
broadband communications amps with any test 
signal such as CDMA and noise. Multi-channel 
capability for crosstalk measurements and 
evaluation of components and subsystems. 
NOISE POWER RAnO TWT's, amplifiers, 
telecom switches, cable (modems). RF and 
data NPR test capability that surpasses anything 
available. Additional functions include Power in/ 
Power out/ device gain and phase delay as a 
function of power. 
All this capability is packaged in one easy-to-use 
box featuring Windows NT/Pentium controls for 
efficient integration into your test system and 
plan. Check out the details at www.csjdaq.com 
or call 888-274-5604 for more information. 
MORE DATA. MORE SPEED. MORE FLEXIBILITY. 
Celerity Systems 
10411 Bubb Road, Cupertino, CA 95014 • Phone (888) 274-5604 • www.csidaq.com 
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our FREE Dell® 
shipping box. 
Order MSC.Nastran for Windows 
now, and we'll deliver it in a 
FREE Dell workstation or 
notebook computer. Just plug it 
in, turn it on and you'll be 
up and running on the best 
Windows simulation software 
in minutes. 
Call 1.888.377.2647 x 2500 
today or find out more at 
NASA 
Commercial 
Technology 
Team 
NASA's R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA's 
national network of commercial technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RITCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
(NTTC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
(FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area. 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (fSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and, if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s). These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology. 
Ames Research Goddard Space Johnson Space Langley Research Marshall Space 
Center Flight Center Center Center Flight Center 
Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno-
logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: 
Fluid Dynamics; Earth and Artificiallntelli- Aerodynamics; Materials; 
Life Sciences; Planetary genceand Flight Systems; Manufacturing; 
Earth and Science Human Computer Materials; Nondestructive 
Atmospheric Missions; lIDAR; Interface; Structures; Evaluation; 
Sciences; Cryogenic Life Sciences; Sensors; Biotechnology; 
Information, Systems; Human Space Measurements; Space 
Communications, Tracking; Flight Operations; Information Propulsion; 
and Intelligent Telemetry; Avionics; Sensors; Sciences. Controls and 
Systems; Command. Communications. Sam Morello Dynamics; 
Human Factors. George Alcom Hank Davis (757) 864-6005 Structures; 
Carolina Blake (301) 286-5810 (281) 483-0474 s.a.morel/o@ Microgravity 
(650) 604-1754 ga/com@gsfc. hdavis@gpl0l.jsc. larc.nasa.gov Processing. 
cblake@mail. nasa.gov nasagov Sally Little 
arc.nasa.gov (256) 544-4266 
Jet Propulsion Kennedy Space John H. Glenn sally.liHle@msfc. 
Oryden Flight Laboratory Center Research Center nasa.gov 
Research Center Selected techno- Selected techno- at Lewis Field 
Selected techno- logical strengths: logical strengths: Selected techno-
logical strengths: Near/Deep- Command, logical strengths: Stennis Space 
Aerodynamics; Space Mission Control , and Aeropropulsion; Center 
Aeronautics Engineering; Monitoring Communications; Selected techno-
Flight Testing; Microspacecraft; Systems; Range Energy logical strengths: 
Aeropropulsion; Space Systems, Fluids Technology; Propulsion 
Flight Systems; Communications; and Fluid High Systems; 
Thermal Testing; Information Systems; Materials Temperature TesVMonitoring; 
Integrated Systems; Evaluation and Materials Remote Sensing; 
Systems Test Remote Sensing; Process Research. Nonintrusive 
and Validation. Robotics. Engineering. Larry Vitema Instrumentation. 
Lee Duke Merle McKenzie Gale Allen (216) 433-3484 Kirk Sharp 
(805) 258-3802 (818) 354-2577 (407) 867-6226 cto@ (228) 688-1929 
iee.duke@dfrc. merle.mckenzie@ ga/e.allen-l @ grc.nasa.gov technology@ 
nasagov ccmail.jpl.nasagov ksc.nasa.gov ssc.nasa.gov 
NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal R&D and 
foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also can direct you to the 
appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. To reach the Regional 
Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785. 
Joseph Allen Dr. William Gasko Gary Sera 
National Technology Center for Technology Mid-Continent 
Transfer Center Commercialization Technology Transfer 
(800) 678-6882 Massachusetts Center 
Ken Dozier 
Far-West Technology 
Transfer Center 
University of Southern 
California 
(213) 743-2353 
Technology Park Texas A&M University 
(508) 870-0042 (409) 845-8762 
J. Ronald Thornton 
Southern Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Florida 
(352) 294-7822 
Lani S. Hummel 
Mid-Allantic Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Pittsburgh 
(412) 383-2500 
Chris Coburn 
Great Lakes Industrial 
Technology Transfer 
Center 
Battelle Memorial 
Institute 
(440) 734-0094 
NASA ON-UNE: Go to NASA's Commercial Technology Network (CTN) on the World Wide Web at 
http://nctn.hq.nasa.gov to search NASA technology resources, find commercialization opportunities, 
and learn about NASA's national network of programs, organizations, and services dedicated to tech-
nology transfer and commercialization. 
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters th ere are 
seven major program offices that 
develop and oversee technology pro-
jects of potential interest to industry. 
The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 
300 E St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
Carl Ray 
Small Business 
Innovation Research 
Program (SBIR) & 
Small Business 
Technology Transler 
Program (SITR) 
(202) 358-4652 
cray@mail.hq. 
nasa.gov 
Dr. Robert Norwood 
Office 01 Commercial 
Technology (Code RW) 
(202) 358-2320 
morwood@mail.hq. 
nasa.gov 
John Mankins 
Office 01 Space Flight 
(Code MP) 
(202) 358-4659 
jmankins@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Terry Hertz 
Office 01 Aero-Space 
Technology (Code RS) 
(202) 358-4636 
thertz@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Glen MucklOW 
Office 01 Space Sciences 
(CodeSM) 
(202) 358-2235 
gmuck/ow@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Roger Crouch 
Office 01 Microgravity 
Science Applications 
(Code U) 
(202) 358-0689 
rorouch@hq.nasa.gov 
Granville Paules 
Office 01 Mission to 
Planet Earth 
(Code Y) 
(202) 358-0706 
gpaules@mtpe.hq. 
nasa.gov 
NASA's Business Facilitators 
NASA has established several organi-
zations whose objectives are to estab-
lish joint sponsored research agree-
ments and incubate small start-up 
companies with significant business 
promise. 
Wayne P. Zeman 
lewis Incubator lor 
Technology 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 586-3888 
B. Greg Hinkebein 
Mississippi Enlerprise 
l or Technology 
Stennis Space 
Center, MS 
(800) 746-4699 
Joe Boeddeker 
Ames Technology 
Commercialization 
Cenler 
San Jose, CA 
(408) 557-6700 
Marty Kaszubowski 
Hampton Roads 
Technology Incubator 
(langley Research 
Cenler) 
Hampton, VA 
(757) 865-2140 
If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain, Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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SIMPLY BRILLIANT. 
INTRODUCING THE 
KINGSTON i nfo S tat;onr: 
WHEN IT COMES TO INTELLIGENT STORAGE ENCLOSURES, the spotlight shines on 
Kingstons new InfoStation':' Perfect for RAID applications, the InfoStation is a scalable backplane 
expansion chassis featuring: 
• Support for up to (9) 3.5" Ultra2 (LVD) drives 
• A user display and control interface for drive bay configuration and system set-up 
• Upgradable support [or up to 4 host channels (60 devices) 
• (2) redundant, hot swappable, load sharing 400W power supplies 
• (4) high-pressure, variable-speed blowers in (2) hot swappable modules 
• A generous 7 -year warranty 
With many field-upgradable options to come, such as a SCSI RAID controller board, a Fibre to 
SCSI bridge, and remote monitoring capabilities, the InfoStation is flexible and will grow with 
your future storage needs. 
Call Kingston- Storage today at (888) 435-4963 to request more information about this brilliant 
new addition to Kingstons family of rugged and reliable Rhino· vi nll~on 
products. Mention this ad and Kingston will mclude a small ." fft~~~ o't~ 
token of appreciation in your literature packet. STORAGE PRODUCTS DIVISION 
........ CE (U. 
~ Ku!csaODTedildorCoraJwry· 17600 Nrwhopr: Somc1. FOUIlUaI\~CA92108, US/\ (71+>133-18'50, Fu(71+1H8 .. HK7 C lOOOK~Tr:dm.,lo«y~ AD"","rescnal 
.. All ~_~ mdaBarbm- the propnty ofthm R5prCln'C'.~ 
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Reader Forum 
Reader Forum is devoted to the thought ,concern que tion and comments of our readers. If you have a comment, a 
question regarding a pecific technical problem, or an answer to a que tion that appeared in a recent is ue, end your letter 
to the addre below. 
NASA Tech Briefs is terrific - cover to 
cover. I've enjoyed articles on automotive 
plastics, vehicle noise, rapid product 
development, charge-coupled devices 
(CCDs), photonics, and much more. This 
information will influence future designs 
by our company. The technical articles 
stimulate the design of innovative prod-
ucts. Thank you. 
Roland L. Snyder 
Senior Design Engineer 
McDonnell Douglas 
roe. 1 st@i1 .net 
(Editor's Note: Thanks for your compli-
ments, Roland. I hope you continue to 
enjoy NASA Tech Briefs as we bring you a 
new century of "stimulating" innovations!) 
I'm looking for Kapton or an equivalent 
material in terms of temperature/punc-
ture/outgassing performance that is avail-
able as bubble wrap and/or metallized. I 
need something that is comparatively fire-
resistant, insulating, and strong. I'm hop-
ing to clad the material with lightweight 
muslin or Kevlar fiber, to end up with a 
material that can be hung as walls for a 
lightweight structure that can be disas-
sembled. Does anyone know where I can 
obtain Kapton polyamide sheet material? 
Thanks for your assistance. 
Rustin 
rustin@ny.freei .net 
(Editor's Note: Rustin, you can contact 
DuPont, the manufacturer of Kapton·, at 
www.dupont.com. There, you will find a 
list of products, and a contact link for 
information on how to purchase the 
polyamide film.) 
I need a gas that emits visible light 
when compressed or when pressure is 
released. It will be used in an aerospace 
application, and the pressure change will 
be on the order of approximately 2 atm. 
Thanks for any help. 
Tom Psenak 
tpsenak@flash.net 
Po t your letter to Reader Forum on-line at: www.nasatech.com or end to: Editor, f\SA Tech Briefs, 317 Madison 
Ave., ew York, NY 10017; Fax: 212-986-7864. Plea e in lude your name, company (if applicable), address, and 
phone number or e-mail addre s. 
Ho N much time do you spend reading technical 
documents on average? Is I 20 percent or more? 
And how much of the Information IS relevant to your 
projects") A fraction? What if your computer could 
read everything and actually show you which 
documents are most relevant to your projects? 
Well. now it can-
with Knowledglst™ from Invention Mach ne! 
Based on breaktrrough semantic processing tech-
nology. Knowledglst reads. extracts all key concepts, and 
automatically presents you with a problem-solution Index 
- greatly accelerating knowledge retneval for problem-
solving. Reduce weeks of reading to a few hours. 
Enhance technical reports with comprehensive refer-
ences. Find innovative solutions to your tasks at 
hand. Knowledgist is like having a virtual 24x7 
research assistant on your desktop. 
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III'" 2 Billion Samples per 
Second Oigitization on 
one Channel 
III'" Simultaneous 1 GS/s 
Sampling on 2 Channels 
III'" Up to 16 Meg On-Board 
Acquisition Memory 
IIIIt Wide Analog Bandwidth 
III'" SOKs for ~OS, 
Win 95/98, Win NT, 
MATLAB, LabVIEW 
GageScope for Windows 
World's Most 
Powerful 
Oscilloscope 
~~~~~~~ Software 
GaGe! 
GAGE APPLIED SCIENCES INC. 
Tel : 8()()-567-GAGE Fax: 800-780-8411 
e-mail: prodinfo@gage-appliec!.com 
Outside U.S. call 514-633-7447 or Fax 514--633-0770 
For More Information Circle No. 413 
Oller the past thm: decades, \>\SA has granted mort than 1000 palmt lianses in virtually roery area of 
tech,w/ogy. The agency has a portfolio of 3000 patents an4 pending applications auailab/e nqw 
for license Uy lrusinesus and iooividua/s, including t~ recently patented invmtions: 
Stereo Imaging Velocimetry 
(u.s. Patent No. 5,905,568) 
Inventors: Mark McDowell and 
Thomas K. Glasgow, Glenn Research 
Center 
A need exi ts for a tate-of-the-art 
full-field three-dimensional flow analy-
sis method and apparatus for any opti-
cally transparent fluid seeded with trac-
er particles regardless of size. Such a 
stereo imaging velocimeter should pro-
vide accuracy to within approximately 
2 percent of full-field, more accurate 
than any other three-dimensional sys-
tem to date. The present invention fills 
this need . At least two cameras are posi-
tioned to view the fluid, approximately 
perpendicular to one another to pro-
vide two two-dimensional views of the 
tracer particles. Cen troid determining 
means in communication with a signal 
p rocessor accurately locates a centroid 
of each tracer particle in a frame and 
establish es coordinates for each. Stereo 
matching mean determine which indi-
vidual particle images from synch ro-
nized image represen t identical 
particles for calculating th ree-dimen-
sional coordinates as a function of time 
and distance. 
Microwave Treatment for 
Cardiac Arrhythmias 
(u.s. Patent No. 5,904,709) 
Inventors: George W. Raffoul, 
James R. Carl, G. Dickey Arndt, 
and Antonio Pacifico, Johnson 
Space Center 
Under conditions that may develop 
after months or years following a heart 
attack, the combination of scar tissue 
and living cells in that tissue may begin 
to produce undesirable electrical 
impulses, which can fan through the 
otherwise healthy heart to produce the 
dangerous rapid pumping by the heart 
ven tricles called ventricular tachycardia. 
The treatment for this condition is the 
ablation by some means of the arrhyth-
mogenic cardiac tissues. This is called 
transcatheter ablation, in which the 
doctor inserts a catheter into the heart 
through a blood ve el. But each of the 
varietie of this procedure have draw-
backs. The pre ent development equips 
the catheter with a microwave radiator 
at one end. The microwave power level 
is cho en 0 that a temperature increase 
from absorption of microwave energy in 
the blood i limited by the blood 
exchange rate to a desired temperature 
range. A heating time is determined so 
that the absorption of microwave energy 
at the frequency of operation and the 
thermal conductivity of the arrhythmo-
genic tissue and surface blood result in 
a temperature rise ufficient for abla-
tion of the ti sue. 
Carbon Fiber Reinforced 
Carbon Composite Rotary 
Valves for Internal 
Combustion Engines 
(U.s. Patent No. 5,908,016) 
Inventors: G. Burton Northam, Philip 
O. Ransome, and H. Kevin Rivers, 
Langley Research Center 
Over the year engineers have pro-
posed the use of rotary, sleeve, and disc 
valves to overcome the inherent limita-
tions of the poppet valve. The basic 
design of these is to rotate a valve body 
to expose and close intake and exhaust 
ports. In this way, the need to recipro-
cate a poppet value is avoided. The prin-
ciple of these designs is that the rotary 
valve and the surface it rides in must be 
very closely mated in order to seal the 
combu tion chamber adequately. But as 
engine temperatures lise, the different 
expansion rates of these metallic parts 
leads either to sealing problems if the 
parts are not close enough, or to seizure 
if they are too clo e. Moreover, if a 
mechanical rotary valve is used to dis-
charge exhaust it will tend to become 
extremely hot and difficult to lubricate. 
The carbon fiber reinforced carbon 
matrix composite valves meet all these 
objection . It i po ible to mate rotary, 
sleeve, and disc valves very closely to the 
housings in which they rotate and thus 
overcome the principal problem as oci-
ated with the metallic counterparts. 
For more information on the inventions described here, contact the appropriate NASA Field 
Center's Commercial Technolog;y Office. See page 12 for a list of office C01ltacts. 
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• P I urn 
h Dug p t for 
Pro uc i n ud·o 
Testing 
Keithley develops a method of characterizing a communications 
DUT and the measurement system before digital audio testing. 
A revolution in audio 
recording and reproduc-
tion techniques in the last 
decade has given birth to 
the digital audio consumer 
elecu'onics market. Con-
sumers now want the same 
performan ce from digital 
cellu lar handsets and 
portable CD players that 
once was found only in 
elite audiophile products . 
The improvement in 
audio fidelity allowed by 
the digital format is a func-
tio n of decrea ed 'distor-
tio n and noise, and an 
increase in dynamic range. 
To fu lly realize the e 
improvement, however, 
the digi tal format places 
increased demands on the 
quali ty of audio circui try 
and tra n ducers. As a 
result, sophisticated tests 
previously p erformed only 
in a develo pment lab are 
now specified fol' p rod uc-
tion testing. This inclu des 
harmonic distortion and 
frequency re ponse mea-
urements to insure p rod-
uct quality. The e develop-
ments have led to new 
types of audio analyzers 
with digital signal proces-
sors (DSPs) , which per-
form accurate measure-
IIa 
I 
Audio 
,-----------+ Amplifier 
THO Analyzer 1 
Source Output 
THO Analyzer 
Input Monitor speaker or cellular handset 
AnechoIc enclosure 
GPIB 
Figure 1. Apparatus used to perform real-time 'THD measurements. 
10.0 
1.0 
Distortion, % 
0.1 
o 
Dela} interval. ms 
10.0 Frequenc) . kHz 
Figure 2. THD of a four-inch-diameter monitor speaker over a frequency range 
of 100 Hz to 10 Hz. with t.J from 0 to 2S ms. 
ments at the high speeds 
demanded in a production 
environment. 
To optimize test through-
put and measurement accu-
racy, there are several key 
areas a test engineer 
should consider. First, 
careful con ideration mu t 
be given to the transient 
response duration of the 
device under test (DUT), 
typically an electroacoustic 
transducer, and the time 
elap ed between stimulation 
of the DUT and processing 
its re ponse. Second, mea-
surement reproducibility 
must be characterized to 
determine if there is ade-
quate measurement preci-
sion to distinguish between 
conforming and noncon-
forming product. 
Making THD Measurements 
The mechanical and elec-
trical p roperties of an elec-
tro-acoustic tran ducer 
determine the acou tical 
performance, which is 
characterized by its tran-
sient and steady- tate 
re ponse to an input timu-
Ius. To perform steady-state 
distortion and frequency 
respon e measu rements ac-
curately, the tran ducei-
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Packed with the powerful features you expect from a 
new family of Sorensen programmable DC power 
supplies - the DLM is ready for your most demanding 
applications. Designed into a 19 inch rack chassis 
only 2U (3.5 inches) high, they provide high rack 
mount packing density. Units can be stacked without 
spacing because cooling air is only required from the 
front panel. Five output voltages are available: 0-8V to 
450A, 0-16V to 2S0A, 0-40V to 100A, 0-60V to 66A 
and 0-80V to SOA. Manual analog control knobs for 
voltage and current help you quickly adjust output 
settings. Remote analog control (standard) is conve-
niently selected from the front panel. An 
Enable/Standby switch gives you easy control of the 
output state. 
Other features include: 
• Active Power Factor Correction 
• Low Output Noise 
• Optional Remote Control: IEEE·488.2 and RS 232 
• Large Voltage and Current Displays (3 1/2 Digit 
LED's) 
• Field Configurable Series and Parallel Operation 
This new 4 kW DLM supply is also packed with more 
than 50 years of Sorensen power experience and costs 
only $2995 (US list). Contact us today we promise to 
raise your price/performance expectations. 
1-800-525-2024 
www.sorensen.com 
The povver you needsm 
~----~ -------------~~~--~ 
mu t be relativel free of tran ients fol-
lowing a timulu . Thus an appropriate 
time delay, t.I, may be required between 
the initial stimulus and the THD mea-
urement. 
ccording [Q the IEEE, THD is 
defined as: 
THD= 
where f is the RM magnitude of the 
fundamental and h2, h4 ••. hn are the 
RMS magnitudes of the econd 
through the nth harmonics. If THD 
over a range of frequencies is de ired , a 
weep of di crete single frequencies 
must be u ed. 
If the number of THD sweep fre-
quencie is large, an arbitrary choice or 
excessive value for t.I will incur a signifi-
cant test-time penalty. On the other 
hand, if t.I is too short the DUT will not 
exhibit a teady-state respon e and mea-
surement precision and reproducibility 
will be compromi ed. 
High- peed audio analyzers typically 
have a built-in ignal ource to stimulate 
the DUT and a programmable time 
delay feature. It is up to the te t engi-
neer to determine the appropriate delay 
between generation of the stimulus and 
sub equent acquisition and processing 
of the DUT response. To minimize test 
time and produce accurate results, the 
delay interval should be no longer than 
necessary to allow decay of the DUT' 
tran ient response. This must be deter-
mined for a particular type of DUT and 
test situation , ince the transient 
response of any audio transducer varies 
as a function of ource frequency, out-
put level, and other factors. 
In a test environment requiring high 
throughput, a fast DSP-based THD 
meter can be easily programmed for the 
best tradeoff between speed and accura-
cy. Using a few simple techniques, the 
test engineer can determine optimum 
values for t.I, set up a discrete frequency 
weep, and generate simultaneous 
results for THD and output level. For a 
DUT with good transient response (i.e., 
small t.I), results for a 20-point frequen cy 
sweep are obtained in approximately 
one second. 
To illustrate, THD measurements on 
two tran ducers commonly found in 
con umer audio products were per-
formed. The tests were performed on a 
piezoelectric tran ducer in a cellular 
handset and on a four-inch-diameter 
monitor peaker. The apparatus i 
shown in Figure 1, which includes a 
THD meter wi th a programmable source 
delay, an audio amplifier, a microphone 
and preamplifier, an anechoic enclo-
2a 
0.2 
Distonion, % 
4.0 
Frequenc • kHz 
4 
o 
2 
86 Delay interval, ms 
10 
Figure 1 THO of a piezoelectric transducer from 700 Hz to 4.0 kHz and let from 0 to 10 ms. 
sure, and a PC with data acqui ition oft-
ware. The t.I inter al determined by this 
method can be applied to other audio 
measurements such as intermodula-
tion di tortion, noi e, etc., where a sig-
nal source and audio analyzer are used. 
In the transient step respon e for a 
2.0-kHz-to-1.0-kHz signal of a typical 
four-inch-diameter speaker and piezo-
electric element, the transient respon e 
of the speaker (~20 ms) takes longer to 
decay than the transient of the piezoelec-
tric element (",4 ms) . The slow response 
of the speaker i due to the relatively large 
mass of the cone and motor structure 
compared to the piezoelectric dia-
phragm. The decay times of the transien ts 
taken from oscilloscope plots can be used 
as rough e timate for 4t and applied 
when performing production THD mea-
surements on the same devices. 
A more complete picture of how (,j 
affects DUT performance over a wide 
range of frequencies is shown in Figures 2 
-1.0 
tandard De iation, am. 
0.1 
0.01 
Delay interval, ms 
and 3. The surface plots how the actual 
THD measurements versu 4t and analyz-
er source frequency. The THD measure-
ments include harmonics from the sec-
ond to the ixth; the high and low fre-
quency limits were chosen to cover the 
operating range of each transducer. 
Because they cover a wider span, logarith-
mic cales are u ed for the distortion and 
frequency axes of the speaker plot. 
The respon e of the speaker in Figure 2 
shows a relatively large amoUllt of di tor-
tion at low frequencies (approximately 1 
percent at 100 Hz) and lower levels at 
high frequencies «0.1 percent at 10 
kHz). For frequencie less than 500 Hz, 
THD exhibits a visible dependence on t.I; 
for frequencies above 1 kHz, THD is rela-
tively constant for all values of (,j. 
The THD measurements on the piezo-
electric transducer shown in Figure 3 
cover a frequency range from 700 Hz to 
4000 Hz and (,j from 0 to 10 ms. Using a 
linear scale for the z-axis, the variation of 
10.0 Frequenq , kHz 
Figure 4. Standard deviation of the speaker THO measurements from 100 Hz to 10 kHz and t" from 0 to 10 ms. 
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Wideband Digital Data Recorder 
/ Iep· - video/analog/digital data 
Sony digital data 
recorders give you incredible 
performance and superior 
reliability in lightweight, 
compact configurations that 
fit almost anywhere. 
Our SIR-1000 series captures 
critical analog and digital data (or 
analog and synchronized video 
data with our optional video card) 
at speeds up to 160kHz and 24 
Mb/sec for as long as 2 full hours 
(32 hours max. at lower band-
widths). Utilizing the Advanced 
Intelligent Tape standard, they can 
store up to 25 Gbytes (non-com-
pressed) on a single AIT cartridge. 
For situations demanding 
lower bandwidth, but equally 
rugged performance and reliability, 
Sony provides the PC200AX series. 
These portable, DAT-based 
digital data recorders have band-
width from DC to 20kHz, can 
be configured up to 128 channels, 
and alJow recording times up 
to 6 hours. 
For More Information Circle No. 527 
Compact Sin: 
13.4 ' wide, 
10.2' deep, 4S' high 
And with 
their easy-mouse 
WindowsN"T--based 
software, Sony digital 
data recorders make your data as 
easy to analyze as it is to record. 
So, if you only have one chance 
to get it right, get the digital data 
recorder that won't let you down. 
Call us at 1-949-770-8400, or visit 
us at www.SODxpt.com. 
lep is a registered trademark of 
PCB Piez;otronics. Inc. 
Visit us at SAE. Booth #616 
Sony Precision Technology America. Inc .'CllHI 11,'1111.111.1 (.11' I,· 1.lk,· I """.1 ( II -1,'1.111 
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Figure 5. THO vs. frequency plot showing the 99.7-percent confidence Interval. <3 s""" at each measurement for (al piezoelectric transducer with to-' ms 
and (bl speaker with tosS ms. 
THD with frequency is more pro-
nounced than for the speaker. Unlike 
the speaker, however, the piezoelectric 
transducer surface plot is almost flat 
with respect to the t.! axis. ' 
These results confirm that the value of 
a THD measurement is highly depen-
dent on the source frequency, the tran-
sient characteristics of the DUT. and the 
time delay between stimulus application 
and response analysis. To minimize test 
time. the smallest t.! that produces a sta-
ble minimum value for THD at a partic-
ular frequency should be used. 
Achieving Reproducibility 
Establishing the reproducibility. or 
conversely the variability, of audio mea-
surements in the actual production test 
environment is a necessary step in 
determining if there is sufficient mea-
surement precision to distinguish 
between conforming and nonconform-
ing products. The reproducibility of an 
audio measurement is affected by fac-
tors such as the performance of the 
audio analyzer. reference microphone 
or transducer. preamplifier, signal-con-
ditioning electronics, and the acoustic 
environment in which the test is per-
formed. To keep measurement variabil-
ity as small as possible, the test configu-
ration must have high-quality measure-
ment electronics, efficient acoustic cou-
pling between the DUT and the input 
transducer, and high isolation from 
external interference. 
If measurement devices and methods 
were perfect, it would be po ible to 
make a direct determination of variability 
in THD measurements. Since there are 
imperfections, the measured value is the 
sum of two variables, the quantity mea-
sured and the error of measurement. 
Under ideal conditions, the variability 
in measurement error may be observed 
by repeating the THD measurement 
4a 
many times using a source that.remains 
unchanged. A numerical expression of 
THD measurement error is the standard 
deviation of the frequency distribution, 
referred to as Sme, obtained from such 
repeated measurements. Since the actual 
quantity measured and the measurement 
error are likely to be independent of 
each other, the formula for the standard 
deviation of the sum of two independent 
variables may be used: 
where Sm. is the total variability of the 
measurement, sty is the variability of the 
THD from the DUT, and Sme is the vari-
ability of the measurement error. 
Figure 4 shows the standard deviation 
of the speaker's THD measurements 
from 100 Hz to 10 kHz and t.! from 0 to 
10 ms. The data for the speaker, dis-
played on a logarithmic axis, shows large 
values for Smv at low frequencies and 
small values of t.! . Even after a substantial 
delay of 25 ms, Smv is approximately an 
order of magnitude larger at 100 Hz 
(0.133 percent) than at 10 kHz (0.018 
percent). The variation of Sm. for the 
piezoelectric transducer ranges from 0.2 
percent to 0.4 percent, and is nearly uni-
form for all values of frequency and t.!. 
To determine sty and the true confi-
dence limits of the THD measurements 
using equation I , the value for Sme of the 
measurement system must also be shown. 
This is not a trivial task, but the value can 
be measured to a specified degree of 
accuracy with calibrated sources and care-
£\II calibration techniques. Ifwe choose to 
provide an upper (conservative) limit on 
, we can use the following approxima-
tion of equation 2: 
www.nasatech.com 
Using the mea ured values of Smv for 
Stvt Figure 5 shows the 99.7-percent con-
fidence interval, ±3 mvt for the piezo-
electric tran ducer (a) and the speaker 
(b) over the specified frequency range 
with t.!=1 ms and t.!=5 m respectively. 
This is the variability measured with the 
apparatus in Figure 1. Changes to the 
measurement system affect results. 
Experience shows that the "quality" of 
the acoustic environment in which the 
measurement is performed can have 
dramatic effects on measurement vari-
ability and often are the most difficult to 
control. 
To optimize throughput and measure~ 
ment accuracy in a production test sys-
tem, the transient performance of the 
DUT and the variability of the THD 
measurements over the required fre-
quency range must be evaluated to 
determine minimum time delay. By 
making surface plots of THD meter 
measurements versus time delay and 
analyzer source frequency, the appropri-
ate time delay can be established. 
Similarly, the test engineer must 
determine measurement variability 
(uncertainty). For a given set of mea-
surement conditions, the standard devi-
ation of THD measurements can be 
used to quantify this uncertainty. Armed 
with this information, the engineer can 
determine if the test system has suffi-
cient precision and reproducibility to 
differentiate conforming and noncon-
forming products. 
For more information, contact the 
author of this article, Roland Lowe, 
Telecomm Applications Engineering 
Manager at Keithley Instruments, 28775 
Aurora Rd., Cleveland, OB 44139; (216) 
248-0400; (216) 248-6168; e-mail: 
lowe_ roland@keithley. com; www.keithley. 
com. 
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Low-Sidelobe Phased-Array-Fed Cylindrical-Reflector Antenna 
Sidelobes can be reduced by choosing a suitable superquadric projected aperture. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A phased-array-fed cylindrical-
reflector antenna with superquadric 
projected aperture has been designed 
to afford the ability to scan the beam 
over a wide angular range without hav-
ing to resort to a large focal-to-diame-
ter ratio and without incurring exces-
sively strong side lobes. The standard 
of comparison for this antenna is a 
paraboloidal-reflector antenna, which 
offers limited scanning capability at a 
low value of F/D (where F is focal 
length and D is diameter). The scan-
ning capability of a paraboloidal-
reflector antenna is improved by 
increasing F/D, but for a given large D, 
this entails an increase in Fand thus in 
the size of the antenna structure 
needed to support a feed element at 
the focal point. The present phased-
array-fed, cylindrical-reflector anten-
na would be compact (F/D of only 
about 0.4, where the cross section of 
the cylindrical reflector, in x-% plane, 
is a parabola with diameter, D), yet 
would feature relatively low side lobes 
at beam-scan angles as large as 16° off 
the geometric boresight axis in the 
plane that contains the cylindrical 
axis. 
The basic antenna geometry (see 
Figure 1) is that of a parabolic cylin-
drical reflector. The cylindrical axis is 
the y axis, and the geometric boresight 
axis is the % axis. The phased array of 
feed elements lies on the focal line, 
which is parallel to the y axis, at a dis-
tance Ffrom the apex of the parabola. 
The boundary of the reflector and 
thus of the aperture, as projected onto 
the x" plane, is specified by the 
superquadric curve 
!;!fl + !i!fl = 1; 
where a and b are the lengths of the x 
and y semi axes, respectively, of the 
aperture; and n is a parameter that 
can be chosen to control the rounded 
shape of the corners. The advantage 
of the superquadric projected aper-
ture is that it is amenable to compu-
tational simulation of the perfor-
mances of antennas with a variety of 
projected aperture sizes and shapes 
represented by various combinations 
of a, b, and n. 
Computational simulations have 
been performed, following diffrac-
tion-analysis procedures based on a 
physical-optics formulation. The geo-
Electronics Tech Briefs, February 2000 
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Figure 1. An Antenna With a Phased-Array Feed and a Parabolic Cylindrical Reflector can be used to 
reduce side lobes at large scan angles with suitable choice of projected aperture-shaping parameter, 
n. The dimensions shown here are only for the numerical example described In the text; the dimen-
sions specific to other applications could differ. 
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Figure 2. Some Results' of Numerical SImulations are plotted for three different scan angles in the 
full-illumination case. In these plots, "elevation" signifies the far-field angle off the z axis In the y,z 
plane, and "azimuth" signifies the far-field angle off the z axIs in the plane that Includes x axis and 
the beam peak for the given scan angle. 
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metric parameter u ed in the imula-
tion were a = S m, b = 1.5 m, F = 2.4 m, 
and three different values of n (2, 4, and 
10). The feed elements were po itioned 
at half-wavelength interval (about 1.07 
cm for a frequency of 14 CHz) along the 
focal line and were polarized along the y 
axis. The amplitudes of the array-feed 
excitations were tapered symmetrically 
about the central feed element, in pro-
portion to [cos(1ty/~)]2, where DJ is the 
length of the array feed. The beam can 
was realized through phase progres ion 
of the feeds . 
For each value of n, two ca es were 
con idered. In one case, the reflector 
Less is more. 
Less parts, less assembly steps, less 
assembly time - all yield more productivity 
and more cost reductions. To achieve this, 
designing for assembly (DFA) Is critical. 
PEMIt products are made for DFA. Just 
punch or drlll,a hole and press a PEM 
fastener Into place. PEM self-clinching 
fasteners Install permanently into thin 
sheets. There are fewer parts and fewer 
total pieces to handle during assembly 
which translates Into cost savings. We 
also offer threadless and multi-function 
fasteners to further meet your DFA needs. 
wa under-illuminated: 2SS feed ele-
ments were di po ed ymmetrically 
along the focal line from y = -1.25 to y 
= 1.25 m. In the other ca e, the reflec-
tor wa fully illuminated: 281 feed ele-
ment were ymmetrically di po ed 
along the focal line for the full length 
of the cylindrical axis from y = -1.5 to 
y = 1.5 m. 
The results of the computational 
imulation howed, among other 
thing , that for a given beam scan off 
the % axis in elevation, the ide lobe 
are higher in the full-illumination 
than in the under-illumination ca e. 
The re ults al 0 showed that the ide-
These Include SNAP-
TOpit (shown In photo 
above) standoffs which 
eliminate the need for 
screws, locating pins for 
quick alignment of mating 
parts, P.C. board fasten-
ers and many others. 
For automated installation, our line of 
PEMSERTERIt presses quickly Install PEM 
fasteners, further reducing assembly time. 
Clinch it with PI . ~ 
FASTeNER' & PRESIEI 7' ~~~ 
6a 
183R 
C1QG8 PENN ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP.' P.O. Bole 1000' Denboto. PA 18818-1000 W 
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lobe level for a given beam can can 
be monotonicall reduced at far angle 
from the peak of the beam by suitable 
choice of n, and the impact of the 
haping parameter, n, on the side lobe 
level i more pronounced as the beam 
i cann~d away from the bore ight 
axi of the an tenna ( ee Figure 2). 
This work was done by Ziad Hussein 
and Eastwood 1m of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further 
information, access the Technical Sup-
port Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
PO-20494 
Lightweight 
Reflector Dishes 
Would Be Made by 
Spin Casting 
These dishes could be 
mass-produced cheaply. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 
Lightweight reflector dishes for radio 
antennas would be mass-produced 
cheaply by spin casting of polymers, 
according to a proposal. The e reflector 
dishes were conceived for compact 
towage followed by deployment and 
operation aboard spacecraft, but might 
al 0 be useful on Earth in applications in 
which there are requirements for 
extremely light weight and stowability but 
not for highly preci e reflector shape. 
The spin-cast reflector dishes would 
be thin and flexible, and thus foldable 
for compact stowage. In some applica-
tion , it could be de irable to rigidize the 
dishes after deployment. This could be 
done, for example, by making dishes of 
an ultraviolet-curable polymer and expos-
ing them to ultraviolet light (e.g., as part 
of unlight) immediately after deploy-
ment. Alternatively, dishes could be made 
of a material with a glass-transition tem-
perature above that of the deployment 
environment; after deployment, these 
dishes would be allowed to cool natura11y, 
so that they would be rigidized by the 
rubber-to-glass tran irion. 
This work was done by Cekste Satter of 
Caltech and Dan Marker of the Directed 
Energy Directorate, Air. Force Research 
Laboratory, for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free 0n-
line at WUJW.nasatech.com under the 
Materials category. NP0-20548 
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Adaptive Filtering of SAR Interferograms 
Improves the performance of subsequent phase-unwrapping. 
fASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
An algorithm for filtering synthetic-aperture-radar (SAR) 
interferograms ha been developed which substantiall 
improves the performance of ub equent phase-unwrapping. 
It accomplishe this task by filtering the interferogram trong-
Iy in areas where the cene contains little detail. and weakly 
where the scene contain much detail. The filter is adaptive in 
that the amount of filtering is cene dependent. 
The interferogram is divided into many small, overlapping 
patche . Each patch is Fourier transformed in two dimensions. 
The magnitude of the re ulting spectrum i then raised to a 
u er-selected power. An exponent of 1 yields no filtering at all; 
2 produces heavy filtering. The patches are then tran formed 
back and accumulated through a rectangular, pyramidal win-
dow, which reduce edge effects. It is helpful to normalize the 
total power of each patch in order to prevent radar-bright areas 
from unduly influencing their neighbors. 
The filter is effective in removing residues. the bane of 
phase-unwrapping, where the phase is not changing rapidly. 
However, where the phase does change rapidly, or is noisy. no 
filtering is applied. This effect prevents phase-unwrapping 
from occurring where the data does not warrant it. 
This work was dam by Charles Werner and Richard Goldstein of 
Caltech for NASA's J et Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the Information Sciences category. 
NP0-20440 
Retroreflective Communication Systems 
This system provides two-way communication with one transmitter. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
A retroreflective communication system (RCS), is a tate-of-the-
art system that provides (1) two-way optical communication using 
only one transmitter and (2) multi path communication among 
remote locations. RCSs were conceived for use in communication 
among tations on the ground and aboard spacecraft in flight 
In the basic mode of operation of an RCS, a laser beam is tran.Y 
mitted from a first station to a second (remote) station that is 
equipped with a precise retroref1ector and a light modulator. The 
second station can thus modulate the beam with new information 
and return the beam to the first tation. The second station is char-
acterized as passive in the limited sense that it does not contain a 
laser or other transmitter. Because of this passivity, the size, weight, 
and power consumption of the second station can be much less 
than in other communication systems; these characteristics make 
the RCS particularly attractive for spacecraft communications. 
Other spacecraft communication systems can include repeaters 
mounted on towers or launched into orbit to extend their ranges 
and! or to enable transmi ion over the horizon. A typical repeater 
in such a system consists of a receiver and a transmitter connected 
to one or more antennas (in a radio system) or len sub terns (in 
an optical S}"Stem) . Complicating matters. orbiting transmitters 
and receivers are often powered by batterie that must be 
recharged by solar photovoltaic arrays. For long-range communi-
cation. the amount of power that must be provided to a tran mit-
ter is several orders of magnitude greater than that needed to 
operate tlle associated receiver. Therefore, electrical ubsystems 
must be ized to satisfy the peak power demands of transmitters. 
When multiple remote ites receive simultaneous communications 
from a transmitter, its power must be shared among these sites. ot 
surprisingly the weight, size, and complexity of a power S} tern, a 
transmitter. and an antenna launched on a satellite ignificantly 
affect the co t oflaunching. Yet another disadvantage of maintain-
ing a tran mitter in orbit i that the satellite that carries the trans-
mitter must be repeatedly repositioned (or precise pointing of the 
transmitted beam( ). Because of the large amounts of energy thal 
must be expended to reposition the mass of the communication 
equipment and the re t of the satellite. tlle useful orbital life of the 
satellite is limited by the consumption of fuel. 
B reducing the consumption of power in a communication 
satellite, the design of a low-bandwidth RCS can reduce the use of 
fuel and thereby increase the useful orbital life of a satellite. The 
Electronics Tech Briefs. February 2000 
modulator in a passive RCS unit is a liquid-crystal shutter (LCS) tlUit 
varies the polarization of a beam of light An LCS, which functions 
similarly to the liquid-crystal display in a wristwatch, is powered by a 
photocell that generates power when exposed to light from a trans-
mitting source. An LCS consumes so little power that a button.,sized 
lithium cell could well support continuous operations for several 
years. Although such practical limits as bandwidth and temperature 
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ell.tr me might alter this, an R hould be capable of communi-
cating dara from the Moon to the Earth b ' of a laser transmit-
ter and an optical telescope, expending little more energy at the 
Moon ite than is used to power an LCD wristwatch. 
Another trength of the R is its ability to dramaticall reduce 
requirements for precise aiming. In an R ,an number of loca-
tion on Earth could simultaneousl receive information from a 
p 've unit on the Moon, using a few precise points. A typical 
envelope for capturing and returning a beam of light by a ingle 
retroreflector i a 22°-half-angle cone about the main optical axis 
of the retroreflector. One can group together multiple retrore-
flectors aimed at different angle to increase the effective capture-
and-return envelope. The pointing requirements for commw1i-
cation at extreme distance are dicrated only b the capture-and-
return envelope. Because d1e divergence angle of a beam 
returned b a typical precise retroreflector is :51 arc second, a ig-
nificant fraction of incident light is retw-ned to its urce. 
An R could be used, for example, to communicate informa-
tion from an acti\'e unit on Earth to a imilar unit on the Moon, 
where uch information would be tored and reflected back to a 
cond active unit on Earth. In fact, retroreflectors left on the 
Moon during lunar landings in the 1970 have already been 
tracked from Earth with laser apparatuses imilar to those of 
R . R remote units could also reflect information from 
microrover landers to parent pacecraft orbiting a planet. 
For spacecraft communication, the R concept offers the 
potential for major improvement over systems now in use. Reduced 
weight and ize, the po ibility of minimizing tran mitting antennas 
and pointing requirements, and a passive design (con umption of 
litde electrical power and generation of negligible heat) place the 
R concept ahead of its competitors. These characteristics could 
be exploited to reduce the fuel-to-weight ratio of support pace-
craft, thereby promoting deeper penetration of outer pace for 
exploration. Though utility is largely limited to OUler-5paCe appli-
cation like those described above, R might be useful in some 
terre trial application because the RCS concept offers a unique 
combination of passivene of a remote ration, a secure link, and 
very low power or self-powered operation of the remote ration; no 
other communication S) tern offers this combination of feature . 
This work was done by Leo G. Monf{ll"d, Jr., of Johnson Space 
Center. F{lI" further infarmation, access the Technical Suppart Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.cmn under the Electronic Components 
and rystems categury. MSG22781 
SiC-Based Black-Body 
Absorbers for Submillimeter 
Wavelengths 
These absorbers can be fabricated at relatively 
low cost. 
'ASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Open-<:eU ilicon carbide foam coated with a ferrite-filled 
absorbing re in has been found to be useful for black-body 
absorbers at millimeter and ubmillimeter wavelength . The pan-
els can be used as calibration targets for radiometers that operate 
at these wavelengths. 
Heretofore, black-body calibration targets have been made from 
lightweight carbon-<:oated polyurethane foams or from heavy ferrite 
materials with machined or molded, finely pointed, periodic swface 
features (e.g., arra of cones or pyramids) (see Figure 1). These 
black-body loads have either exc ive weight, deteriorate (crumble) 
over time in vacuum, or have poor thermal conductivity. 
Electronics Tech Brief! , February 2000 
Figure 1. A Panel of SiC Foam Coated With Ferrite Resin is shown at the same magnification with three 
panels of older competing designs. Tests at frequencies from about 120 to 640 GHz showed that the 
SiC-foamlferrite-resin panel performed comparably to the panel with the array of pyramids, which cost 
much more. 
The new loads are SiC-based, can be fal:r 
rieated easily, are lighter in weight than 
solid ferrite absorbers, do not outgas exces-
ively, and exhibit sufficient thenna! con-
ductivity for the intended purpose. 
Moreover, the silicon carbide base materia! 
withstands high operating temperatures. 
The ab orber works by effecting ran-
dom scattering and urface impedance 
matching with absorption of power to 
produce a low return loss to incident 
radiation over a broad range of 
wavelengths. The open-cell foam 
tructure is re ponsible for the cat-
tering and impedance-matching 
properties. The ferrite coating 
increase the absorption coefficient 
without significantly changing the 
cattering and impedance-matching 
properti . 
The combination of roughne 
needed for random scattering and the 
impedance match to the radio-fre-
quency field i optimized by choice 
of the foam cell ize, which hould 
be of the order of half the wave-
length at the frequency of intere L 
the open-cell SiC foam sheet and baking 
the heet to cure the epoxy resin. Slabs 
can then be assembled in wedge or pyra-
midal geometries to enhance absorption 
(see Figure 2) . 
This WIJTk was dO'YlR fly Peter SU!geI oj CaiJ£ch 
and Robert Tuffias oj Uilrane/ Corp. Jor NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further inJor-
mation, access the Technical Support Packal£8 
(TSP).free on-line at www.nasatech.com under 
the Physical Sciences category. NPO-20401 
i foam can be fabricated \vith 
foam cell ize ranging from a few 
millimeters down to Ie s than a 
tenth of a millimeter, correspond-
ing to a frequenC}' range from below 
100 GHz to 1 THz or more. 
The absorber is fabricated by pour-
ing the castable ferrite resin over 
Figure 2. Two Coated SiC Panels are mounted in a wedge 
configuration to make incident radio-frequency energy 
undergo multiple reflections to enhance absorption. The 
panels measure 9 x 9 and 9 x 12 in. (229 x 229 and 229 x 
305 mm). respectively. The wedge can accommodate a 
fairly wide beam but the thickness of the panels [0.5 in. 
(13 mm)) places the lower limit of operating frequency at 
about 100 GHz. The slots on the sides enable the adjust-
ment of the dihedral angle between about 20· and 4S· to 
obtain the best performance for a given beam diameter. 
Electronics Tech Briefs, Febmary 2000 www.nasalech.com 
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ELECTRONICS COMPO-
NENTS DISTRIBUTOR 
Mouser Electronics presenlll its 
newest catalog featuring more 
than 90.000 components from 
~----. 200+ leading uppliers such as 
LlilllLliiiilliiiill 3M, AAVID. Alpha Wire. AMP. 
Amphenol. Cl')dom . Magoecraft, NEC, STMicro-
electTonics. Spectrol. Vishay, and more. View our 
calalog at www.mouser.com. The website features 
secure online ordering; product search; complete 
line card; pee sheets •. earch by part number, key-
word. cross-reference, 0" manufacturer. Mouser 
Electronic. 958 N. Main L. Mansfield. TX 76063; 
800-992-9943; fax: (817) 483-6899; E-mail : catalog@ 
mouser.COln. 
Mouser Electronics 
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HIGH-
TEMPERATURE 
MATERIALS 
....:;;;;~~-==----01 TESTING 
Hot Disk'" is a rapid !henna! property-testing insuu-
ment for R&: D and manufacwring environments. Key 
fearure; are direct lhenna] conducmity measwem=ts 
0.005-500 \\'/m-K "i!hin seconds. no calibration 
required, and "ide temperatw'e capabilities ·250 ·C 10 
900 C. Also measures !henna! di!fus;"ity. heat capacity 
and homogeneity of metals. films, ceramics. com~ 
ite5, polymers and past"" For mon: infonnation contaCt 
Mathis Instruments Ltd.. Garland Court. Fredericton. 
Ne\ BIUf\S\,ick, Canada E3B 6C2; (506) 457·1515; fax 
(506) 462-7210; e-mail: info@Ma!hi!lnstruments.oom 
or ,lSit our website at "","W.hOl-disk.com. 
Mathis Instruments Ltd. 
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PRODUcr OF THE MONTH "Quick-Fit" Male Terminals 
Telecommunications 
Systems Connectors 
The new Model B tele-com-
munications sy terns connec-
tor from Ranoda Electronic 
Inc., Broomfield, CO, is 
Surface-Mount Capacitor 
Cornell Dubilier, • ew Bedford. fA, introduces the 
T -pe E RE pol rmerized aluminum electrolytic 
capacitor, one of which can replace three or more 
tantalum or electrolvtic capacitors, the company 
says. Rated at 100 !If to 270 !If (2 V DC to V DC), 
the ESRE has extremel low equi\'aI nt serle resis-
tance. typically 10 milliohms or less at 100kHz. "elel-
ing low impedance at high frequency. The capacitors 
are also ignition-free. The company sa that thi , cou-
pled with the higher 3.O-A ripple current rating, make 
the ESRE uitable for applications requiring higher 
capacitance values at DCDC power convener outputs 
and power decoupling around microprocessor . 
For More Infonnatlon Clrd. No. 750 
Voltage Controlled 
Crystal Oscillator 
Kel tone Electronics 
toria, Queen • 
its an ti-rock 
turdi-Mount male ter-
minals are de igned to 
increase the fOl ce neces5ar) to deflect them, which 
prevents mounting leg breakage that can cause PCB 
connection failure. TIle design also serves to keep ter-
minals perpendicular to the PCB so that position is 
maintained during and permanent! after \\'a"f! sol-
dering. The mounts are available in 0.1 7-in. (4.75-
mm) , O.205-in. (5.2-mm) , and 0.25O-in. (6.4-mrn) tab 
ize ; the first two are available in 0.020-in . (0.51-mrn) 
or 0.032-in. (0. mm) tin-plated brass, whereas the last 
made in 0.032-in. tin-plated brass only. 
For More Infonnatlon Circle No. 751 
Power Meter for 
Digital Mobile 
Radio 
designed to withstand a minimum of 1600 V RM 
(2260 V DC or peak) before corona discharge arc-
over occur between any two pins. With a contact 
pitch of2.160 mm, the B connector maintain the 
standard board-edge Centronic connector form and 
dimensions, but increases arc-over protection with a 
proprietary blue in ulating material. Contact re is-
tance is specified at 15 milliohms typical; maximum 
operating current per contact is 2 A. Minimum oper-
ating lifetime is pecified at 200 mate/ demate cycles. 
Raltron Electronics Corp., 
~1jami , FL, announces the 
Model VS-9000 voltage-con-
trolled crystal oscillator 
(VCXO) in a miniature 
ceramic-metal MT package 
measuring just 5-x-7-x-2 mm. It has an optional 
enable/ disable pin that can be used to tri-state the 
VCXO's output, saving MO switching power when 
the host product i in a quiescent mode. Pulling 
range of ±IOO ppm over the full voltage control range 
from 0 to VCC and 5-V supply is available. VS-9000s 
are available from 1-70 MHz, with 77.76 MHz under 
developmenLJiuer is Ie than 50 ps p-p (5 P RMS) . 
Anritsu co., Morgan 
Hill, CA, offers the in-
gle-channel ML2407A 
and the dual<hannel 
ML240SA RF power meters, specifically de igned to 
measure ignal used in both DMA radio S) terns 
and by pulsed RF carriers. Anritsu uggests use of the 
meters with the MA2469A dual-diode sensor, which 
has 1.25-MHz video band"idth, and delivers more 
than 80 dB of dynamic range. The company says that 
so used the power meters can perform highly accurate 
measurements on peak and average power, as well as 
cre t-factor measurements. The meters can conduct 
600 readings per second. 
lOa 
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Flat-Top Surface-Mount Inductor 
Datatronics, Romoland, CA, recommends its 
Model DR332 Data-lineT " erie inductors for 
balanced data transmission system and inter-
face such as RS-422, RS-423, or RS-485, as well 
as telecommunications interface (ISDI ) and 
automotive databu systems ( bus). The data-line choke filter common-
mode interference induced on tran mi ion line at frequencies of 10kHz and 
higher while allowing data signals up to about 100 kHz to pass unaffected. 
Measuring just 0.276 x 0.232 in ., the Model DR332 is available in even differ-
ent tandard inductance ranges from 5-4700 pH ±25 percent at 100 kHz. 
For More Infonnation Circle No. 757 
Surface-Mount DC/DC Converter 
Power Trends Inc., Warremille, IL, introduces addi-
tions to its ExcaliburT" series, its new line of 5-W to 
IOO-W isolated and nonisolated DC/ DC conveners. 
Among them is the PT4480 that the company call the 
industry'S first IOO-W DC/ DC convener available in a 
surface mount package. It has a full telecom input voltage range of 36-75 V and an 
ambient operating temperature range of -40 to +85 'c. Other feature include digi-
tal 5-bit programmable output voltages from 1.$.3.5 V, remote on/ off, differential 
remOle sense, and over-currenl, over-temperature, and oveH"Oltage protection. 
For More Information Circle No. 760 
AIGalnP Light-Emitting Diode 
tanley Electric. In;ne, CA, sa) that its through-
hole A1GalnP light-emitting diode (LED) delivers 
lighting levels that are 10 to 15 times brighter than 
conventional LED • reducing the component 
count necessar) to achieve equivalent I",el and 
reducing the total co t of lighting. Luminou inten ity i up to 5000 mcd 
depending on color. Operating temperature range i 40 to + 5 ·C. The series 
come in three colors-red-orange (635 nm ), orange-red (609 nm), and amber 
(592 nm)-with a lO-degree vi",,;ng angle. Various package design , including a 
:Hom ize, are available. 
For More Infonnation Clrcl. No. 754 
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652 653 654 655 656 657 658 659 660 
672 673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 
692 693 694 695 696 697 698 699 700 
n2 713 714 715 n6 n7 n8 n9 720 
732 733 734 735 736 737 738 739 740 
752 753 754 755 756 757 758 759 760 
772 773 774 775 776 777 778 779 780 
792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 800 
812 813 814 815 816 817 818 819 820 
832 833 834 835 836 837 838 839 840 
to a new e-mail newsletter from NASA Tech Briefs, featuring exclusive technology and business news as well as 
previews of upcoming issues. To qualify, simply complete the survey below and fax this page to (413) 637-4343. 
Your response w ill be kept completely confidential and will be used for statistical purposes only. This survey is 
optional and not required to order product information above. 
1a. Are you involved in advising, recommending. specifying, or approving the purchase of computer-aided 
design (CAD) software for your company? [J Yes [J No 
1b. tfyes. do you plan to increase your purchase of CAD software in the next 12 months? Q Yes Q No 
2. Which of the following types of CAD software do you now use? (check one) Q 20 [J 3D Q Both 
3. Please list the names of CAD packages you (or your department) currently use. 
4. Please list any additional CAD packages you are considering purchasing in the next 12 months. 
[J Check here to receive your free subscription to the new NASA Tech Briefs e-mail newsletter. (Please be sure to 
fill in your e-mail address at the top of this page.) 
, PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
A utode k, San Rafael, CA, ha introduced Autode k Inventor~ Release 2 3D olid modeling and drawing oftware. It is based on Adaptive De ign, a new proce that allow u er to de ign the way they think and collaborate with teams, upporting concurrent engineeling and the re-u e of de ign and 
manufacturing knowledge. The oft:ware also allow intelligent 2D layouts to become 
the foundation for 3D as emblie , and enable designer to relate parts and as emblies 
by pecifying hape and po ition instead of parameters and equation. The new relea e 
features improved performance when editing model, and in activities uch a pan, 
zoom, rotate, and highlighting for large assemblie . Other enhancements include 
greater as embly design capabilitie , the ability to capture deeper intent, increa ed ea e 
of use, an improved Drawing Manager, more detailing functions, added functionality 
for sheet-metal de ign, and integrated et 1eeting that allow u er to create meeting 
from within Inventor and host collaborative sessions. 
For More Information Circle No. 745 
FutureFlight Begins 
I n the July 1999 UpFront, we told you about ASA' full- cale virtual airport-control rower taking shape at 
NASA's Ames Re earch Center in California. The 10-
million, two- tory FutureFlight Central facility opened on 
December 13. Jointly funded by ASA and the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA), the facility is designed to 
te t - under reali tic airport condition and configurations 
- ways to olve potential air and ground traffic problems 
at commercial airports. 
FutureFlight Central will allow integration of tomorrow's 
technologie in a risk-free simulation of any airport, airfield, 
and tower-cab environment. The facility prO\~de an opportu-
nity for airlines and airports to mitigate pas enger delays by 
fine-tuning airport operations, gate management, ramp-move-
ment procedure , and other airport improvements. It also 
enables air traffic controllers to provide input and become 
familiar witll new airport operations and technologie before 
they are con tructed. 
Technology 
of the 
Century 
W e recently ked you ro vote for the mo t 
important technological 
development of the 20th 
century. We wanted to know 
what innovation you t1lOught 
had the greatest impact on 
our ociety and economy in 
the past 100 year. Here are 
the results: 
#1: The transisror 
#2: The automobile 
#3: The integrated circuit 
#4: The computer 
#5: Televi ion 
You also cast votes for the 
microproce sor, atellite, 
plastics, nuclear power, and 
the Internet, but the tran istor 
was a clear winner. Thanks to 
all of our reader who voted. 
p to 12 air traffic controllers in the tower cab are in 
direct communication through a simulated radio and 
phone sy tern with pilots and ramp controllers at tation 
on the fir t floor. uWe can simulate any airport in the 
world," according ro ancy Dorighi , ASA FurureFlight 
Central facility manager. UThe three-dimen ional visual 
model of an airport is viewed out the 360-degree window 
Twelve rear-projection video creens provide a earnles, 
360-degree, high-re olution view of the airport or other 
in the tower cab. The vi ual cene, along with peciIic air-
port traffic patterns, fleet mix, and procedure make thi a 
very credible operational te t-bed.·' 
cenes being depicted. The imaging ystem, powered by high-
performance workstation from GI of Mountain View, CA, 
provide a realistic view of weather conditions, environmental 
and easonal effects, and the movement of up to 200 active 
aircraft and ground vehicle. 
For more infonnation, visit Ihe web site at hllp:/ Iffe. arc. nasa.gov. 
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Don't just predict 
your real-time system's 
performance. Prove it. 
~th the new PC-in-the-Loop"'" products, you can accurately test the 
New PC-in-the-Loop products etUlble real-time 
rapid prototyping of embedded designs on 
standard x86 PC hardware ill any form factor. 
performance of real-time embedded system 
designs on a low-cost PC long before your final 
target hardware is available. Simulink code 
generation products convert block diagrams to 
real-time C code for rapid prototyping. You can 
then go directly to your embedded target with our production-quality code. 
Learn how PC-in-the-Loop products enable rapid prototyping right on your own desktop. 
To get your Embedded Systems Technical Kit, for pricing information, or to buy 
online now, visit www.mathworks.com/ntcg. 
Visit www.mathworks.com/ ntcg 
or call 508-647-7000 
Des;gll alld develop 
complex embedded 
SYSlmlS faster alld 
more effi~lltly Wllh 
Simrl1ink producu. 
w. ha ... worldWl<k nttwork of international n-pre.<Il1ativ ... 
VlSll our Web silt at www.mnhworU.comlcur for more information.. 
For More information Circle No. 557 
SIMULINK* 
, ata Subsystem Simplifies 
Spacecraft Ranging Effort 
Model 6227 digital I/O VIM·2 module 
Pentek 
Upper Saddle River, NJ 
201-818-5900 
www.pentek.com 
• 'A$A\ Jet Propulsion Laboratol) (JPL) ill 
Pasadena. :\, has replaced a full r.lck of lr.lck-
ing and ranging equipment to implif' ~A."A' 
Deep pace I etwork (DS:'\) operations, which 
are managed b} JPL. 0 N is an international net-
work of anlcnnas that support~ interplanetal . 
'pacecraft mis ions, and radio and radar astrol1-
OIlW obsen.J.tioll for the exploration of the ulli-
ven.e. The D 'cun'en11y consisL~ of three deep-
pace communication facilities placed approxi-
mateh' 120 degrees apan around the world. The 
trategic placement of the ·teerable, high-gain, 
parabolic r'c£lector antennas allows constant 
obervatiol1 of pacecraft as the Earth rotates. 
The exiting 0 1 pacecraft ranging sYStem 
has been updated using a smaller hardware 
design. The pre\;om equipment has been replaced b\ 1111'ee 
'~f£ boards, including Pentek's 4290 Quad 'C6x 0 P board to 
handle the main proce sing, and the 6227 Velocity Interface 
Mezzanine (VI~I) board. 
ASA Implements Web-Based 
Solution to Manage Facilities 
Reviewlt'" web-based collaboration technology 
Cubus Corporation 
San Francisco, CA 
877-44-CUBUS 
www.cubus.net 
_ 'ASA has implememed Reviewlt, a web-based collabora-
tion technologv, in a eries of projects at Ame Re earch 
Center in :\loffett Field, CA. The technology \\;11 be II ed to 
share critical facilitie. information between internal and 
external tcams, and to manage ongoing maintenance and 
repair projects at Arne. 
The technology create a secure, vinual work environ-
ment for team to hare, communicate, and manage pro-
jects ria the Internet. ~A X facilitie team' \\iIl use the 
technology to wOlk in a ~eCllre emironmem on the web, 
where it i ju,t as ea ~ to collaborate with omeone halfway 
acros the world a~ it is to collaborate with someone in the 
next office. Thi technology will enable. 'A A engineer to 
interact with complex graphics and dam sets. such a plans, 
blueprints, photograph, and rendering. They tem al 0 
track. project actidty and communication, creating an 
electronic audit trail to help teams manage a growing 
amount of project data. 
"The old DS~ ranging de ign uscd c\I'tOm-made board., to 
corH latc the rClein;c\ r,l11ging signal against the cxpelled 
patleill. ,mc\ accumulate the lonc1ation result in hardware," 
aClording to cott 
Bryant. telecommu-
nication engineer 
at JPL. "Thl!> ne" 
de ign redu e the 
ranging hard"are 
count b\ eliminat-
ing custom cOI,.ela-
tor \,\1£ board ' . 
t.: age of COT 
(commercial off-
the-shell) DSPs re-
ducc~ the cost and 
development time 
of the pacecraft 
ranging effort," he 
said. 
The -1290 board 
provides the proce -
sor and FIFO in-
putloutput speed 
required for the 
new OS, spacecraft 
ranging \stem. The mezzanine provides a imple 
input/output and control connection to the DSN receiver 
harch,-ale. 
For More Information Circle No. 743 
Ame Re'iearch enter i . ~:\. A' headquarters for Advanced 
ir Tran portation Technologies ome of 111e center's projects 
that \\ill be managed \,ith the new system include the Tenninal 
Area PIOdllcti\'ity (TAP). Development Aeronautic 
Revolutionizing 'Vind Tunnels with Information S\'stem for 
• 'ASA (DAR\n, J. and the Simulation Facilit\ Group. 
For More Informat ion Circle No. 742 
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That's right we've take portable data acquisition to a 
whole nevv level. The OEWE-3010 and OEWE-2010 
completely redefine what a data acquisition system 
should be. Not just portable a rugged, but also open-
architecture, so you can upgrade the hardware and 
software long into the future. With modular signal 
conditioners you can mix and match to create your own 
system with dozens of fast channels and up to 2048 
slow/temperature channels! 
DEWE-30 I 0 Ultra-portable 
complete system 
-STO-810 ShocklVib* 
Includes OEWEScope+ Software 
• Plug-in OEWE-MOOULES 
• Front-ends for any NO card 
• Complete stand-alone systems 
Our OEWEScope+® software makes setup and 
recording easier than ever. Want to use OASYLBb® or 
LabVIEW®7 No problem - our open-architecture 
platform runs them all (and more) without a hitch. 
Trigger and capture effortlessly to disk at rates up to 
1.25 MHz. With plug-in modules for direct connection 
of every sensor - DC and AC strain gages, charge and 
ICP® accelerometers, microvolts to kilovolts, RTDS and 
thermc;>couples (9 types), lVDTS, string pots, RPM and 
TACH signals from engines and turbines, and more. 
With I OOOV isolation, exceptionally low noise, and 
multiple range/filter selections in each plug-in module! 
Oewetron builds rack-mounted and portable systems 
for a wide variety of applications in the automotive, 
aerospace, industrial, process control, research, 
chemical, medical research, and other industries. 
Find out what so many others have already 
discovered-for a no-obligation demo, please contact 
us today at 1-401-782-3866, visit our website, or send 
an email to: justdewit@dewamerica.com 
AMERICA • AUSTRIA • BELGIUM • GERMANY · NETHERLANDS • SLOVENIA • THE CZECH REPUBLIC ' THE U.K. 
All trademarks acknowledged as the properties of their owners. • Certain COROM drives do not meet MIL -STD specifications 
For More Information Circle No. 533 
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America's #1 Industrial Marketplace™ 
Booth 8755 
1 ewport Elenronics, anta 
Ana, CA, will display the i~ 
series of temperature/ proce 
meters and cono'ollers. The 
meters feature 21-mm displays that can be 
programmed to change color [rom green, to 
amber, to red for any set points, range, or a1aJw points, A tandard 
universal input allows menu selection of thennocouples, RTDs, and 
ranges of process voltage and current. Other features include 10 and 
24 Vdc transmitter excitation CE compliance, NEMA 4/ IP65 front 
bezel, wuversa! power supply, and plug connectors. The inso'Uments 
feature a single erial communications option selectable for either 
RS-232 or 485. Control output option include SPDT relays, olid~tate 
relays, DC pulse, and programmable analog voltage and CUITent for 
control or retransmission of the process value. 
Circle No. 778 
InCAD De ign-
Pak is a new 
addition to the 
luCAD familv of 
products from ALGOR, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA.. 
DesignPak works from within CAD. pro\iding 
access to finite element aJlal} is (FEA) tool .. It 
also feature a solid tetrahedral me h engine for 
faster solid FEA meshe , enhanced plate ' hell 
modelingtatic stres analv is. and all HT~fL 
Report Wizard. Engineers can use tlle same u..er 
interface and operation, regardless of the CAD 
s, tem used or anal, is types needed. De ignPak 
users can perfonn linear static u'e aJlah,es 
while working \\itl1.in CAD program Hch as 
Pro/ E. 'GI:\'EER, \{echanical Desktop, Solid 
Edge. or SolidWorks. Exact images of the 
geomeu'v can be captured \\ithoUl translation, 
even when Algor and the CAD solid modelel' 
reside on >cpa rate computers. 
Cirde No. 766 
ational Manufactming Week 2000 - March 13-16 
at McCormick Place in Chicago - will feature 
more than 600,000 square feet of displays from 
more than 2,000 exhibitors, and will encompass four 
major shows: National IndustrlalAutomation, 
National Industrial Enterprise IT, National Plant 
~ee~MRO&~en4andNGonal 
Design Engi.n~ Show (NDES). More than 52,000 
people attended National Manufactming Week. last 
year, including professionals from the automotive, 
software, consmner goods, electronics, materials, and 
process industries. This years 10th annual event will 
include an expanded Motion Hall, as well as pa'rilions 
highlighting Rapid Prototyping, CAD, and Medical 
Design Engineering. Following are some of the 
products that will be on display by NDES exhibitors. 
(For more information on the even4 visit the web site 
at www.manufacturingweek.com) 
PaJameuics 
forC'ADKEY 
99 and CAD-
KEY Design 
Suire \\ill be 
displayed b)' 
CADKEY Corp., ~farlborough, MA. A new addition 
to the CADKEY 99 mechanical CAD software, 
the Parameuics program integrates paranleuic 
definition and editing of dimension-dtiven olid 
models into CADKEY 99. The Design uite, 
available for Windows 95/ 98/ NT 4, incorporates 
hybrid modeling capability, data traIlslaLion, and all 
exten i\'e set of de ign, edit, and validation tools. 
Hands-on uwning for CADKEY lLSers also will be 
a\-ailable at the booth. Training e ions "ill cover 
parameuics, power de ·ign. and productivit tip. 
Circle No. 763 
B 1225 
nigraphi lutions. Maryland 
Heights, MO, offers nigraphics (UG) 
Version 16 CAD/ CAM/ CAE software, 
which marks the introducti.on of Predic-
tive Engineering, a set of technologies that 
incorporate engineering practices and product 
life"cycle knowledge into the product development en-
vironment. UC V16 includes a streamlined user interface, 
including controls for assemblies. feature, and manufacturing 
operations. It also feature integration of Microsoft Excel preadsheets 
for controlling and optimizing parameoic data and interacting with 
mecl1aIlisrns. The software allows CAM users to define and plan me 
manufacturing sequence up froot and store the infonnation for 
ubsequem acce and re-use. UG/ enario for Motion+ is a CAE 
solution for \irtua! prototyping of dynanuc mechanical terns. 
Circle No. 764 
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FRAME GRABBER 
HI*DEF Accura no 
1-25'" 
I-50'" 
1-60'" 
IMASCAN'" 
PIXELJITIER PIXEL RATE 
±0.5 ns up to 150 MHz 
±1 .0 ns up to 25 MHz 
± 1.0 ns up to 50 MHz 
±1 .0 ns up to 60 MHz 
±2.5 ns up to 20 MHz 
BITS 
10 bits 
8 MSB of 10 bits 
10 bits 
10 bits 
8 bits mono 
24 bits color 
Fy ' FORESIGHT 
:Jr IMAGING'" 
978-256-4624 
info@foresightimaging.com 
www.foresightimaging.com 
For More Information Circle No. 548 or Visit www.nasatech.com/548 
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UE \. terru., Elm ford. ;0..,\: \\ill exhibit the Clu<I-
probe 9000 digital ulmlSonic il1'opection . It m that 
offers airborne 'trucrure 
borne ultrasound inspection 
and data logging. L'se can 
locate a desired in pection 
frequency, adjll>t headphone 
\·olume. store or do\\nload 
data, locate recorded data, 
and enter notes with just two 
controls. 16- egment bar graph pro,,;des a \;sual 
representation of intensity wings, and a back-lit panel 
displa) numeric value of frequency and decibel. 
On-board memory allo" ll~ers to log in frequencv and 
decibel readings, as well as specialized notation in any 
of 400 memory locations. The tern feature the 
U1tratrend' fil tration system that provides signal 
proce ing and sound recognition. upporting oftware 
is on an open platfonn and ma be connected to 
most vibration analyzers. 
Circle No. 770 
Booth 1818 
think3, Santa 
Clara, CA, will ex-
hibit thinkde ign'" 
4.0 mechanical 
CAD software that 
provide a bridge 
between 2D and 3D 
design, enabling users to leverage the 2D de ign 
process and legacy data while tapping into the 
flexibility of 3D de ign. The program features a set of 
2D drafting and layout tools that tum 3D designs into 
2D drawings. A standard part library management 
system called thinkparts'" consists of more than 1,000 
commonly used parts in both 2D and 3D. Designers 
can share, create, manage, and re-use components 
from a central catalog. A capture and playback 
feature allOl users to record, play, and commwlicate 
about specific design se ion over the web. 
thinkdesign is available for Windows 95/ 9B/ NT, and 
come with 3D game-based learning oftware. 
Circle No. 767 
B 50 
The W.lOOO Series 3 x 4 mm chip 
sensor from [ K, Bloomington, 
!\fl':, feature more than two million 
B th 1219 
Baldor Elecuic, Fort mith, 
R, will exhibit AC induction 
linear motors and D brush 
and blUshle linear motors. 
Also on di play \vill be the 
LinDrive, Lin+Drive, and 
MintDrive linear mOlor 
controls. ~fini and micro 
inverter products \viII be 
featured , along with single-
and multi-axis ervo and vector drive using a common keypad 
language. The MINT" motion control programming language 
and products, offering positioning capabilitie up to 4 ax of 
coordinated motion, also will be displayed. 
Circle No. 768 
129 
olid Edge Version 3D solid 
modeling software from ni-
~<lphics Solution, HllntsviJle, AL, provide new tools for machine 
design and modeling large assemblie . It also includes enhancements 
to help 2D designers migl<lte to 3D olid modeling. It provides 3D pan 
modeling, large assembly design, d l'llfting, and proce -specific features 
for sheet metal, plasti ,and tubing de ign. Solid Edge is available for 
Windows 95/ 98/NT. The olid Edge Voyager Program include more 
than 130 down tream engineering software applications in disciplines 
such as fin ite element anal) is, mamtfacturing, kinematics and 
dynamics, electromechanical, rapid prototyping, product data 
management., and bard\\<lTe solutions. 
Circle No. 765 
Booth 2202 
Knowledgist' 
1.5 technical 
knowledge 
analysis soft-
J 
----_ .. _- -
gates on one chip. The OES II, IC ilicon is bonded directly to the 
circuit board to include the light recei\'er. Users pre a Teach-in 
bunon and the sensor automatically sets itself up for the application. 
ware from Im'ention Machine Corp., Boston, MA, 
enable engineers to extract relevant technical 
knowledge out of documents from internal and 
external sources. The program uses emantic 
lechnology to read and analyze documents, 
extracting the technical knowledge and delivering 
it automatically in a problem olution index. It 
reads the collection of documents, extracts the 
technical concepts, and automatically generate a 
mantic index of the whole collection. sers can 
selecl the pertinent information from the index, 
and read only those documents most relevant to 
their problem. nlike keyword searches, which 
return large lists of documents, Knowledgist 
analyzes and indexes the concepts contained 
within the documents, 
The Teach-in ability is built into the I, making the fealure 
tandard on the energetic proximity and fiber-<>ptic sen ing mode . 
The device feature, a molded lens used on a photoelecuic ensor, 
IP 67 and NL'\1A 6 enclo ure ratings, and the ability to make 
adjusunents \'ia wire or "ith a sealed pushbutton. 
Circle No. 769 
www.nasatech.com 
Circle No. 779 
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34401A Digital Muftimeter 
546450 Mixed Signal Oscilloscope $4,995" 
E3633A Power Supply 
£44008 Signal Generator 
(£SG-A Series) 
£44118 Spectrum Analyzer 17,500' 
(ESA-L Series) 
33IZOA Function Generator S1,795" 
1664A LogIc Analyzer 14,990' 
You understand how frustrating searching for the nght Instrument can be So does Agllent Technologies 
That's why we asked engineers what they wanted from their tools Before we deSigned them. Now we 
g ve you the most complete range of high quality genera purpose nstrumen That way yo cal b Y 
ust the performance you need 
In the mterest of time we II a ways g ve ou the mformatlOn you need. when 0 nee t Specs 
a at on nformat on eve pncmg J st ca I us toll-free or s tor we can eve order 
ke Or ca I a d ta k to a ot 
o mance and s 9 t you eed So 
tra ange 
1-800-452-4844-, Ext. 6733 
I have time to oc n your e gl eer 9 cha lenges 
Agilent Technologies 
I novat ng the HP Way 
Fer Man II ... nlllltlcM CIrcle No. 501 
26 
19 
Spatial. Bouldel~ co, will exhibit the third 
release of 3Dmodelseryer.com, a web-based 
CAD model healing and tra.nslation e.l"\~ce, 
which now includes a full tra.n ' Iadon for 
CATL\ and STEP files, in addition to healing 
and translating SAT and ICE files. Also on 
display will be 3Dmodel erver Enterplise, a 
service for corporate int:ra.netS that allows 
users to keep data totally in-house. ACI 
6.0, the latest version of the 3D modeling 
kemel for developing CAD/ CAM/CAE 
applications, fearures enhancements to 
tOlerant modeling, skinning and lofting, 
sweeping with topology change, and C2 
continuous multi- w'face defolTIlalions. 
Circle No. 762 
800111 1454 
B th 1434 
PEMe Type MP '" tainle leel elf·dinching nu will 
be featured b Penn Engineering & Manufacturing Corp. , 
Danboro PA. The fasteners are designed for appllication 
where there is minimal pace 
for hardware to attach ex-
tremely thin steel sheets. The 
fasteners can be mounted 
clo e to the edge of a heet, 
and can be ins1alled in 
sheets as thin as 0.025". They 
become a pelmanent part of 
an assembl)" and are made of 
300 Series stainless steel. The 
nuts are available in unified and metric thread sizes ranging 
frOID #2-56 through #6-32, and M2.5 thmugh M3.5. 
Circle No. 771 
B01IUl5728 
The PIPANEL WS 15 compact wOl'kstation 
from Pilz Industrial Electronic , Famlington 
Hills, MI, i equipped witll a lot CPU based 
on Pentium technolOgy, and is suitable for 
installation in a cabinet 01' panel. The front 
p31lel provides shielding against ,-vater and 
dust, and features a 15" TIT display ,,~th a 
resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels, OUler 
features include 24 pecial keys and 12 
Oriental Motor 
USA Corp., 
Tonance, CA., will 
display Alpha Step, 
a two-phase , hybrid, 
ge31'ed step motor 
and driver package 
that features a built-in feedback device that 
constantly mortitors tlle motor shaft to detect and 
conect for loss of synchronism. The motor 1llln 
function keys, a ensor mouse or touchscreen, and aJl integral Ether-
net interface that allows the urtit to be integrated imo an existing 
network. A bi·directional panillel and two serial RS-232 interfaces 
provide the link to other systems. It includes three slots earn for 
open loop under normal conditions and nms in 
closed loop when a pOSition deviation of 1.8 degrees 
or more is ensed. The motors 31'e available with 
tapered, planetary, aJld harmortic gear heads. 
ISA 31ld PCI boards. Memory can be expanded to 256 RAM. 
Circle No. 773 
B 0 1118 
StructunU Research & Analysis 
Corp., Lo Angeles, CA, will release 
311 integrated version of COSMOS/ 
DesignSTAR for Autodesk 
lm'entor" software, providing 
designers \\~th derailed model 
artalysis during the de ign process. 
Users can verilY Inventor models and perform multiple "what if' scenatios. 
Other capabillities include basic and adVaJlced anal)'Sis bundle ilial feature 
tress, displacement, frequency, buckling, dyrtamic respon e, aJld optional 
assembly anal} is; re ultS visuali7.ation with OpenCL graphics; automa.tically 
prepared Web-enabled design reports in HTML; and loads and boundary 
conditions applied to the geometry - not to nodes or elements - allowing 
automatic bi-direcdonal CAD model updates. 
Circle No. 775 
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Circle No. 774 
Booth 2034 
E-A-R Specialty Compos-
ites, Indianapolis, IN, will 
exhibit Ver aDamp 2000 
vibration- aJld shock-
isolation thermoplastic 
elastomer materials with 
formulations mat can be 
adjusted to optimize damping performance, 
durometer, or both. They feature durometers 
raJlging from 40 Shore A to 75 Shore A, and have 
a variety of energy control capabilities. The mate-
rials are injection-molded into isolators 31ld other 
equipment components. They can be used as anti-
shock and aJlti-vibration mounts for compact de-
vices. The materials contain no free sulfur, carbon, 
or plasticizer. 
Circle No. 793 
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Maxon Precision Motors, 
Burlingame, CA, offers the RE 
series of motors that uses rare 
earth magnets and graphite 
brushes (0 maximize the torque 
available in the 1.57' diameter 
package. The patented rhombic moving coil design 
provides low electrical noise, and an ironle rotor 
allows for zero cogging. The motors weigh 17 ounces, 
are 2.8" long, and are rated at 150 watts. The motor has 
three dill'erent windings available (0 match desired 
speed with available voltage. Maximum speed is 8,200 
RPM, and maximlUn efficiency is 91 %. Ambient 
temperature range is -20 to + 100°C. Matching 
gearheads and encoders are available. 
B 21 
eDrawings 
compre ed 
electronic 
drawing file 
from Solid-
Circle No. 777 
Works, Concord, MA, enables users to create, view, 
send, and receive mechanical design drawings via 
e-mail. Each file include a seli<ontailled viewer that 
allOl recipieDls to start using the drawing infonna-
tion immediately. The eDrav.ings Publisher is avail-
able for exi ting users of SolidWorks, AutoCAD, and 
any CAD system outputting a DXF or DWe file. An 
eDrawillg file contains Virtual Folding, which allows 
use to look at several drawing views at one time, 
regardless of how they were arranged in the original 
drawing. It also recognizes how drawing views relate 
to one another, and allow the user to point to a 
location in all drawing views simultaneously using 
the 3D Pointer feature. 
Circle No. 776 
Roper Scientific MASD, an 
Diego, CA, will exhibit the Model 
2000 digital imager that provid a 
means of recording high-speed 
images for video playback al variable 
peeds, and as a data source for computerized motion analysis. The 
imager enables users to record 24-bit color or eight-bit monochrome 
images at frame rates up to 2.000 frames per second. A 512 x 384 sensor 
captures high-resolution images. The imager can be operated with an 
attached handheld keypad. or remotely from a PC via l00-BaseT Ether-
net connection. Images can be downloaded in either compact or TIFF 
format onto a PCMClA hard drive or solid-5tale memory card.. Elec-
tronic huuering eliminates motion blur, and an anti-blooming feature 
prevents image degradation under intense lighting conditions. 
Circle No. 780 
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Genius. 
Visionary. 
Superhero. 
... Get Tecplot, 
and your boss 
will be calling 
you names 
Tecplot" 
Version B.D 
The Most Powerful Visualization 
Tool for Communicating Results 
Tecplot empowers scientists and engineers to 
communicate more effectively via the Internet with 
new options for publication and collaboration. 
Tecplot Version 8.0 allows you to: 
• Access remote data via FTP and HTTP 
• Create presentation-quality plots 
• Publish your research as HTML, TIF~ EPS, 
PNG, 8MP and AVI 
• Interface with industry standard data formats 
Splendid graphics. Astounding presentations. And so 
easy to use. Get Tecplot 8.0, you'll feel like a genius, 
"I use Techplot extensively, 
and I'm convinced Tecplo! 
is the BEST data visualiza-
tion software on the market. 
No contest." 
Robert Wagner, 
University of Missouri - Rollo 
Visit our website at 
www.omtec.com 
Downlood our Teeplof demo! 
OrCall 1. 800 .763 .7022 
TEl425.653.1200 FAX 425.653.9200 
NTecplot plots ore 1 00% 
publication quality plots.· 
Patrick Nolz, 
Purdue UniversIty 
~ I e.C· 
AMTEC ENGINEERING , INC . 
This Month in 
Ra~id Product 
DtZvtilDpmtZnt Online 
A new web publication for NASA Tech Briefs readers. 
:ASA Tech Briefs' new, total] digital publication, Rapid 
Product Development Online (www.rapidproducts.net), 
help engineers develop better products faster by giving 
them immediate, 24-hour access to the latest information 
on CAD, FEA, modeling, reverse engineering, and rapid 
prototyping tools and techniques. 
RPD Online includes feature stories, industry and prod-
uct news, product reviews, show coverage, demos, links, 
and a keyword-searchable supplier guide. 
This month's RPD Online includes: 
• Disk Drive Manufacturer Improves Productivity 
with Integrated Software - Quantum Corporation, a 
leading manufacturer of hard disk and tape drives, used 
software from The Math Works to replace their tradi-
tional process with one that integrates algorithm devel-
opment with system simulation and verification. 
L. ............................. • Composite Dies Support Fast Drawing of Titanium 
Aircraft Parts - To quickly and economically produce 
high-quality titanium aircraft parts for a major airline, a 
plastics company machined metalforming dies from an 
advanced composite tooling board. 
..... .. ................................. • Show Coverage - See the latest news on the Na-
Solid Edge is 
Unigraphics 
Solutions' 
mid-range 
CAD software 
package. 
tional Design Engineering Show, which will feature a 
must-see Rapid Prototyping Pavilion; and the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers' (SME) Rapid Prototyping & 
Manufacturing 2000 conference and exposition. 
, ............. • New Products - Machining software, molding ser-
vices, and digital development oftware are among this 
month's featured new products. 
Be sure to visit www.rapidproducts.net for the latest 
information on the rapid product development industry. 
For advertising and sponsorship information. contact 
Joe Pram berger at joe@abptuf.org; Tel: 212-490-3999. 
www.rapidproducts.net 
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~ ~ Commercialization Opportunities 
Integrated Optical Voltage-
Measuring Apparatus 
Thi apparatu could be highly suit-
able [or automatic control of space-
based or aeronautical power manage-
ment and power-di tribution s stems. 
Potential terre trial application include 
measuring voltages and electric fields in 
power sy tems, physiological monilOr-
ing, measuring pulsed power, and test-
ing for electromagnetic compatibility. 
(See page 36.) 
Two Approaches to Improve-
ment oflnGaAs/ InAlAs/ InP 
HEMTs 
One approach involves increasing the 
indium content of In.Gal_.As channel 
layer. The econd approach involve re-
duction of the gale length. Both ap-
proaches have provided insight on how 
to build the ultimate cryogenic millime-
ter-wave solid amplifier. 
(See page 42.) 
Electronic Modules With a 3-D 
Interconnection Scheme 
Thi cheme for modular packaging 
and in terconnection of electronic cir-
cuits offer electrical, thermal, and me-
chanical advantages over an older three-
dimensional cheme. 
(See page 44.) 
Protective Shells for Composite 
Overwrapped Pressure Vessels 
An energy-absorbing laminated shell 
was developed that serves as a light-
weight, inexpensive, removable cover 
that protects compo ite overwrapped 
pre ure ve sel from impacts. 
( ee page 49.) 
Spherical-Coordinates Encoder 
Module 
Thi i a relatively simple and inex-
pen ive electromechanical apparatus for 
quickly and easily mea uring three-di-
men ional otE ets between objects at di 
tances of the order of a few feet. 
( ee page 52.) 
AlGaN Photodiodes Respond to 
Ultraviolet C 
These are solar-blind phmodiodes, for 
which there are numerous potential ap-
plications. orne of the e include detec-
tion of fore t fire , artillery fire, and mis-
sile launches. 
( ee page 58.) 
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Low-Power, Fast Machine Vision 
System on a Single IC Chip 
The conceptual design of the tern 
takes advantage of recent advance in the 
design of in tegrated image-sensor I proces-
sor circuits, electronic neural networks, 
microprocessors, submicron VLSI circuits, 
and massively parallel computation. 
( ee page 62.) 
Special-Purpose Interface for 
Fast Writing on a Hard Disk 
Thi interface circuit enables rapid 
writing of source data on equential ec-
lOr on a hard disk. The circuit can be 
readily connected to a variety of com-
mercially a"ailable hard-di k drives. 
(See page 63.) 
You've got boards ... 
We've got slots. 
800.995.7561 
www.dolchpac.com 
FlexPAC is the most 
space efficient multi-slot 
portable ever. It packs a 
big 14" XOA Color LCD, 
a de ktop Pentium-' PIT-, 
or pm- CPU, four ISAlPCI 
Jots, PCMClA, CD-ROM, 
LS120, up to 18 OB, and 
superior cooling into a 
rugged enclosure weighing 
less than 20 pounds. 
Multi-Slot 
FlexPAC offers any 
combination of four 
ISAlPCI slots - other 
models offer one to ten. 
Rugged Construction 
FlexPAC' rugged glass 
filled polycarbonate outer 
hell, protects an aircraft 
aluminum inner shell. 
Global Support 
6 - Int'J Subsidiaries 
58 - OEM Partners 
87 - Distribution Partners 
T HE RUGGED EDGE 
DOLCH COMPUTER SYSTEMS, I c. . 3178 LAURHVIEW COURT ' FIEMO T, C ", 94538 
For More Information Circle No. 414 29 
Zero to 
c/c++ 
• In no 
time. 
Use industry-standard MATLAB to design, 
develop, and refine your applications. Then 
use the C/C++ Compiler Suite to convert 
them into standalone C or C++ code. 
MATlAB CjC++ Compiler Suite includes: 
• MATLAB Compiler - automatically generate 
C/C++ code from programs written in MATLAB 
• C/C++ Math Library - contains 350 MAnAs 
math functions accessible from C/C++ 
• C/C++ Graplllcs Library - embeds MATIAB 
graphics and GUIs in your C/C++ code. 
Compile 
complete 
application;, 
like this 
signal 
processing 
e"",nple, into 
Information and demos on the Web. 
For product information, or to buy online 
now, visit www.mathworks.comfntbc. 
MATLABe 
508-647-7000 • www.malhworks.(om/ nlbc 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 415 
Who's Who at NASA 
Chief Technologist Samuel L. Venneri 
Each month in this new column, we'll talk 
with a key 11Stl. offuia~ discussing their 1P-
sponsibilitie. within the agrmC)~ critical issues 
affecting I1SA, and their impact on the engi-
neering communi!)'. 
Samuel L. enned wa appointed 
Chief Technologist at 
ASA Headquar-
ter, Wa hington, 
DC, in ovember 
1996. He reports di-
recdy to the ASA 
Administrator, erv-
f.' f, 
ing as the principal advisor and advocate 
on matters concerning Agency-wide tech-
nology policy and program . 
NASA Tech Briefs: How does the Office 
of the Chief Technologist (OCf) fit into 
the overall structure of NASA? 
Chief Technologist Venneri: The Of-
fice of the Chief Technologist was cre-
ated [in 1996] when we were looking at 
an organizational change at ASA that 
put technology re pon ibility within 
each of our functional enterprises 
[ pace Science, Earth Science, Human 
Exploration and Development of pace, 
and Aero-Spac Technology]. What we 
were concerned about was an overarch-
ing view of technology in the Agency: 
Were we looking at the trategy in tenus 
of policy and program investments 
acro the total Agency - not as individ-
ual enterprises? 
NTB: What do you see as the most crit-
ical technologies for the next decade? 
Venneri: What we're looking for i rev-
olutionary technologies - how to revo-
lutionize our architectural mis ion con-
UUCl. We've looked at a couple of 
cdtical areas. One i advanced miniatur-
ization. We're looking at how to func-
tionally package ize, volume, and capa-
bility at an increasingly mailer 
feature- ize scale that functionally does 
more than what we were able to do with 
a size larger. 
Where we are today in our miniatur-
ization work is in what i called MEM 
technology - microelectromechanical 
systems. The feature ize of MEMS tech-
nology is a tenth of a micron. That rep-
re ems where the electronics industry is 
today in terms of chip making, and it rep-
resents what we can do in term of using 
www.nasalech.com 
technique to make mechanical tern 
at that feature ize. That would be using 
advanced lithography medlOds, electron-
b am forming where ou use an electron 
beam to cut and etch mat rial away. 
We're working to de\'elop products such 
as a Mars weather tation that 'ou could 
hold in the palm of our hand. Device 
that could be the ize of our fingemail 
would repre ent the functional tate of 
an advanced navigation system dlat used 
to be implem nted in term of black 
boxe or cards. So we're looking at how 
you put a spacecraft on a chip. 
NTB: What do you see as NASA's 
greatest technological challenge? 
Yenned: The development of in-
telligent systems: How do we bring 
intelligence into our space tern archi-
tectures in Lerms of pacecraft, transpor-
tation sy terns, and aircraft system that 
enable us to move to another, higher 
level of reliabili ty and afety? In telligence 
in systems would free up the way we im-
plement mission architectures, so that 
they become learning system that can 
navigate, that can plan, that can end 
back requests for help. 
If we had herd of robots or fleets of 
pacecraft, tho e intelligent entities 
could communicate and work among 
them elve , and the urn of the parts be-
comes greater than anyone whole. 
NTB: In the next 10 years, what is 
NASA going to be looking for from com-
mercial industry, and in what areas of 
technology is NASA most likely to form 
partnerships? 
Venneri: We fOlm partnerships right 
now with industry across the spectrum. 
We deal with indu try in terms of power 
and propulsion. We've had partnership 
with companie looking at development 
of arcjets that have flown on commercial 
atellites. In fact, our partnerships have 
led to the u e of arcjet thruster for com-
mercial satellite , that have changed the 
capabilitie of the e atellite in term of 
more payload or down izing to a lower-
co t launch vehicle. Tho e are the type 
of partnerships we do today, and we're 
going to continue tho e. We're also look-
ing at partnership that might bring new 
industry tructure that don't exi t today. 
A Jull transcript oj this interview is avail-· 
able online at www.nasatech.com. 
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-$ Special Coverage: Test and Measurement 
Easy Instrumentation 
in Visual Basic 
High-level instrument drivers allow users to focus on the application 
they are building and the function needed, making it possible to quickly 
and easily create a complete instrumentation system inside Visual Basic. 
I nstrument driver oftware i one of the mo t important component in 
test systems today. Many manufactur-
ers of measurement hardware pro-
vide some form of instrumentation 
d river because instrument drivers 
handle the details of control and 
communication with pecific in tru-
ments. With higher-level functions 
like "read waveform," the focus is on 
working with data to get the informa-
tion needed. 
There are two basic forms of instru-
ment drivers commonly used with Vi-
sual Basic. The first - dynamic linked li-
braries (DLL) - is popular because it 
interfaces with most programming lan-
guages. This means that instrument man-
ufacturers can release one instrument 
driver for most programming environ-
men ts. The other - specifically for VIsual 
Basic - is ActiveX controls, which easily 
can be incorporated into any Vi ual Ba ic 
project with minimal programming. 
If an in trument manufacturer doe 
not upply an ActiveX in trument dri\,-
er, but only the communication com-
mands, the instrument still can be inte-
grated into a oftware application. 
Software such as Measurement Studio ™ 
(from ational Instruments, Au tin, 
TX) provides support for many differ-
ent in trument communication 
uch as GPIB and Serial - for both Vi-
sual Basic and Vi ual C++. This type of 
oftware also contains VISA librarie to 
simplify communication and code cre-
ation for GPlB, erial, and VXl in tru-
ments. To talk to an instrument without 
an instrument driver, one needs to 
know the commands that the instru-
ment accep ts and the way it will return 
data. Instrument communication soft-
ware provide ActiveX control and clas 
References - Prolectl EJ 
OK 
~~~~b~K[~C~~.I-----=~~==========-=~========~==~ 
Figure 1 
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librarie that implify communication by 
parsing cryptic re ponse strings that 
come back from in truments.lnteractive 
parsing uch as thi can aye hour of te-
diou coding time. 
Dynamic Link Libraries 
A DLL is a library of functions that is 
linked dynamically to an application at 
rWltime. This modular library can be 
u ed in many program. To upgrade a 
function, simply replace the DLL of that 
function , making distribution and soft-
ware maintenance easier. 
Mo t DLL instrument driver ship 
with a type library enabling easy integra-
tion of in trument driver functions into 
a Vi ual Basic project. To locate the DLL 
instrument ru;ver, select Reference from 
the Project menu. In the References dia-
log box, browse to find the DLL for the 
desired in trument. Once the reference 
is added to the DLL, any of the functions 
inside the DLL can be used without 
using any more declarations. (See Fig-
ures 1 and 2.) 
The Object Brower from the VIew 
menu can then be u ed to di playa de-
tailed list of what function are in the in-
trument driver. Once the de ired func-
tion is located, the browser al 0 shows 
how to call the function and define the 
variable . This makes calling DLL driver 
functions into Visual Basic easier_ 
ActiveX Controls 
To provide more integrated support 
for hardware, some vendors offer Ac-
tiveX controls. ActiveX controls inte-
grate easily into Vi ual Basic becau e 
they are built on the Component Object 
Model (COM) architecture, and there-
fore interact ;vith other objects and con-
tainer by expo ing interface . 
Interface u ually expo e methods 
and propertie that define the en'ices 
that the component provide . Meth-
od are functional ervices, and prop-
j ASA Tech Briefs. February 2000 
erties expose the data and attributes 
of the e services. Methods return data 
to the container or other objects by 
firing events. An event tells the appli-
cation that the expected activity hap-
pened and the data i available for ac-
tion. This makes event-driven pro-
gramming easier, and naturally ex-
tends Visual Basic. 
To add a component to a project, e-
lect Components from the Project 
Menu, or go to the Toolbox, right-
click, and select Components. This 
bring up a list of all of the compo-
nents installed and registered on the 
machine. Choose the ActiveX driver 
from the list and select Okay. A new 
button will appear in the Toolbox 
palette. To add the appropriate instru-
ment driver to an application, click on 
the button and drag it to a form. When 
the control is highlighted, one can 
then view and et the properties in the 
Property Explorer. When methods are 
added, the code will AutoComplete. 
(See Figure 3.) 
Interchangeable Virtual 
Instrument (IV!) Drivers 
The IVI Foundation has developed 
standards for instrument driver software 
that focus on the areas of instrument in-
terch angeability, execution perfor-
mance, and development flexibility. To 
accomplish this task, the Foundation de-
fined a two-tiered architecture for in-
strumen t drivers. The first tier is com-
posed of instrument-specific drivers that 
add features like state caching, instru-
ment simulation, and multithreaded de-
velopment capabilities. The drivers pro-
vide significant performance im-
provements over prior approaches to in-
strument driver development such as 
VXIplug&play. 
To provide in trument interchange-
ability, the Foundation has grouped in-
truments into cla se, uch as digital 
rnultimeters and oscilloscopes. Within 
each cla s, there are defined instru-
ment capabilitie based on the rno t 
popular instruments in that clas . The 
capabilities cover most of the feature 
of in truments in that class and allow 
instrument in terchangeability. 
The Foundation defined a econd 
tier of generic class driver targeted at 
all instruments in a certain class. With 
these in truments, program develop-
ers write hardware-independent soft-
ware that can be reused even if instru-
ments are upgraded in the future. 
Overall, the IVI architecture provide 
performance improvements within in-
dividual instruments, and instrument 
interchangeabiljty regardless of instru-
ment vendor or I/O bus type. 
ASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
Figure 2 
Visual Basic can be used to commu-
nicate with instruments in many ways. 
GPIB, erial, or VISA commands can 
be used to directly send commands to 
instruments. Or, by acces ing an in-
strument through a higher-level driver, 
there i a much easier way to commu-
nicate with the instruments. These in-
strument drivers allow users to focus 
on the application they are building 
and the function needed, making it 
possible to quickly and easily creale a 
complete instrumentation system in-
side Vi ual Basic. 
For 7rwre infonnation, contact the author, 
Jeff Laney, Product Manager, at National In-
struments, Austin, TX; Tel: 512-683-6681; 
Fax: 512-683·5569; or visit www.ni.com. 
Components ~ 
OMicrosoft OTC Fr~ 
o Microsoft FlexGrid Control 6.0 (SP3) 
o fila osoft Fonns 2.0 Object l.b-IIY 
o fila osoft GrId CortroI 
O lllaosoft tterarchical F1exGrId Control 6.0 (SP3: 
o MKrosoft HTM. Object Lilrary 
o fila osoft Internet CortroIs 
o Microsoft Internet Transfer CortroI 6.0 
o fila osoft MAP} Controls 6.0 
O Moosoft Masbd Edt Control 6.0 (SP3) 
O Moosoft Mlbneda Controi 6.0 (SP3) 
OMiaosoft ~ DTCs 
o fila osoft NetShow Fie Transfer Control Type U 
• 
Figure 3 
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@ Rayleigh-Scattering Measurement of Temperature and Velocity 
Further development of the temperatur~measurement capability is needed. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Figure 1 chematically depicts an 
experimental setup in which 
Rayleigh cattering from molecule 
of a flowing gas is used to measure 
the temperature and one compo-
nent of the velocity of the gas. The 
Rayleigh-scattering apparatus in this 
setup is capable of operation in the 
harsh environments (varying tem-
peratures and intense vibrations and 
sound) commonly found in aero-
space test facilities. 
The power of Rayleigh-scattered 
light is proportional to the gas den-
sity, the spectral width of the scat-
tered light is related to the gas tem-
perature, and the shift in the 
frequency of the spectral peak is pro-
portional to one component of the 
bulk velocity. Because the molecules 
of the flowing gas of interest are 
Rayleigh scatterers, no seeding of the 
flow is necessary. The concept of 
using molecular Rayleigh scattering 
Lens 1 
'NeutraHlensi1y Riter 
'---<-' 
Fabry-Perot 
Interferometer 
Output Optical 
Fiber 
operated in the static, imaging 
mode, then focused bien 8 into a 
charge-coupled-device (CCD) cam-
era cooled by liquid nitrogen. 
Additional optic are included 
to provide for a reference Fabry-
Perot image of non-Rayleigh- cat-
tered laser light. These optics in-
clude a mirror that intercepts laser 
light coming out of the polarizing 
beam plitter. The light reflected 
by the mirror is focused by lens 6 
through a neutral-density filter (if 
needed to reduce the intensity of 
the reference light) and a diffuser 
located in front of the output opti-
cal fiber. The diffusely scattered 
laser light then enters the fiber. 
The mirror, diffuser, and neutral-
density filter are mowlted on re-
motely controlled pneumatic lin-
ear actuators so that they can be 
moved into position for acquiring 
the reference image or moved out 
to measure temperature and velocity 
Figure 1. Rayleigh Scattering in the probe volume is excited and 
measured by remotely located equipment connected to the 
flow-test location by optical fibers. 
bas been reported previously. The 
novel aspect of the present Rayleigh-
scattering apparatus lies in (1) the 
manner in which its delicate optical and 
electronic equipment are protected from 
the harsh flow-test environment and (2) 
the manner in which the Rayleigh-scatter-
ing spectrum is acquired and analyzed. 
of the way for Rayleigh-scattering 
measurements. A prism assembly 
can be placed in the path between 
At the protected location, light from an 
argon-ion laser is focused by lens 1 into an 
input optical fiber, which delivers the light 
to the test location. There, the light is col-
limated by lens 2, then directed through a 
polarizing beam splitter. The light re-
flected by the beam splitter i directed into 
a light trap (not shown in the figure) ; this 
light must be trapped becau e even 
though it would not contribute to the 
Rayleigh-scattering ignal, it would con-
tribute to detected stray light if it became 
depolarized when scattered from surfaces 
near the probe volume (the small volume 
from which Rayleigh scattering is to be 
measured). The beam transmitted by the 
beam splitter is focused into the probe 
volume by lens 3. Rayleigh-scattered light 
is collected by lens 4 and focused by lens 5 
into an output optical fiber, which delivers 
the light back to the protected location. 
34 
The light coming out of the output op-
tical fiber at the protected location is colli-
mated by lens 7, then passed through a 
planar mirror Fabry-Perot interferometer 
REFERENCE IMAGE 
the Fabry-Perot interferometer 
and the CCD camera to direct light into 
a standard video camera. 
The Fabry-Perot interferometer is 
aligned automatically on the reference 
RAYLEIGK-SCATTERING IMAGE 
Figure 2. These Reference and Rayleigh-Scattering Images were generated in 10-second exposures. 
The Rayleigh-scattering image was acquired at a temperature of 297 K. In each case, a single fringe 
is shown, with horizontal and vertical plots of readouts from a single row and a single column of pix-
els through the center of the fringe. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
MICROWAY DELIVERS SUPERCOMPUTER PERFORMANCE IN NT, L1NUX AND UNIX WORKSTATIONS 
ince 1982, Microwa ' 
products and technical up-
port have helped u ers get 
more done for Ie money. 
tarring with the concept that 
PCS could use more numeric 
power, we built a product line 
and customer base that is now 
worldwide. The mother-
boards and workstation we 
design today u e Pentium-
and Alpha-based proce sors 
that deliver 20,000 times the 
throughput of the 8087s we 
tarted with in 1982. 
Microway has been build-
ing Linux Beowulf clu ters 
ince 1997. Our users employ 
either PVM or MPI to manage 
communications between 
proces ors in clusters from 8 
to 200 Pentium or Alpha 
CPUs. We de ign systems 
Dual Alpha 
21264DP 
Motherboard 
using 21264 dual Alpha 
motherboard , UP2000 dual 
motherboards, 21164-LX sin-
gle Alpha motherboards, or 
Pentium processor for all 
price points. 
Our exp rti e in parallel 
proce ing dates back to the 
mid-80s when we were 
Inmo 's large t customer for 
transputer. Following this, 
1icroway built small uper-
computers that featured up 
to 20 Intel i860 RI C proces-
ors. The 667-MHz dual 
Alpha motherboard, which 
www microway.com 
we currently feature in our 
high-end workstations, deliv-
ers 2.6 gigaflop of through-
put. If you have an applica-
tion that i a big-time num-
ber-cruncher 01' a DSP appli-
cation that need 64 bits of 
precision, you hould consid-
er our solution. 
Microway i known for giv-
ing excellent ervice. When 
you call us, 'ou talk to a com-
petent person. Becau e we 
appreciate the critical nature 
of your work, every one of our 
products comes with free tech 
upport for two years. Our leg-
endary tech upport make it 
po ible for us to configure 
your favorite True 64 UNIX, 
and OpenVMS sy tern, yet 
also deliver NT and Linux. 
And we know how to take care 
of special iruations, including 
rack-mounted industrial-
grade y terns, RAID-con-
trolled hard disk fanns, and 
high bandwidth interproces-
sor communications 
Microway's current soft-
ware product line is 
anchored by DP Fortran, 
which is available [or 
Pentiums and generates 
Alpha code for Linux. 
ompaq and Intel's ten-year 
agreement in ures that the 
Alpha 21264 and 21364 will 
continue to be performance 
leader in the high-speed 
numeric market [or years to 
corne. Intel and Samsung will 
manufacture the Alpha, 
which Compaq engineers will 
design and market. This 
means that you can count on 
Microway to continue our 
tradition of designing state-
of-the-art clusters, mother-
boards, and workstations. 
Microway hardware 
products have alway 
been popular with 
government, indus-
try, and university re-
searchers. Our i860 
powered cards were 
used to earch for oil, 
improve MRl re olu-
lion, do air flow tud-
i s on jet engine, 
and help the ASA 
SETI project search 
for extraterre trial 
life. 1icroway high-
end Alpha and 
Pentium workstalion 
are currently in u e 
throughout the US in 
m.yor universilie. and 
research organization 
like ASA, I T, 
IH, Lincoln Labora-
LOry, mithsonian, 
and CDC. 
Company History 
Microwa wa 
founded in 1982 to 
help scientists and 
For More Information Circle No. 568 
engineer take advantage of 
the IBM PC. Our first product 
was a library, which made it 
po ible to u e an 8087 in a 
PC. We bundled our Iibrarie 
with 8087 and became one 
of Intel's largest customers. 
Our hardware products 
included PC accelerator, 
coproce sor card, and moth-
erboards. In 1986, we intro-
duced the first 32-bit Fortran 
to run on an [ntel PC. The 
fir t P to hit a megaflop 
u ed a Microway/Weitek 
coproce sor driven by DP 
Fortran. Over the years, NDP 
Fortran has been u ed to port 
hundred of popular main-
frame application , including 
MATLAB and ASPE , to 
Intel-based PCS, 
Microway' workstations 
have been purchased by uni-
versity and ASA laboratories 
since 1989. PC Computing 
Magazine named our Alpha 
system "tlle fa test Windows 
T workstation on the planet 
... the performance leader." 
For more information, contact 
Microway, Inc., Research Park, 
Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364; 
Tel: 508-746-7341; Fax: 508-
746-4678; e-mail: in/o@micruway. 
com; www.m.icroway.com 
Microway 24 Node Linux 
Beowulf Cluster 
ADVERTISEMENT 
image, then locked in alignment for ac-
quisition of Ra leigh-scattering Fabry-
Perot imag . A five-parameter mathemat-
ical model of the instrument function is 
fitted to the digitized reference image. 
Thereafter, each Rayleigh- cattering 
Fabry-Perot image is digitized, then 
proce d by an algorithm that, using the 
instrument-function parameters, finds the 
best fit of the image to a five-parameter 
mathematical model of the Rayleigh-scat-
tering Fabry-Perot image; the fitting para-
meters are the amplirude of Rayleigh scat-
tering, velocity, temperarure, amplitude 
of tray laser light, and uniform back-
ground (see Figure 2). 
In a te t on a ub onic free air jet, ve-
loci tie determined b Rayleigh catter-
ing were in good agreement (within 5 
m / ) with velocitie calculated from 
i entropic-flow relation , but tempera-
rure determined by Rayleigh cattering 
were not in equall good agreement. In 
a te t on lowly flowing heated air, the 
velocitie determined by Ra leigh cat-
tering again agreed within 5 m i s, but 
the temperatures determined b 
Rayleigh cattering exhibited s tematic 
errors on the order of 10 to 15 percent. 
Thus, it appears that the apparatus i 
capable of accurate velocity measure-
ments, but that additional development 
This is rocket science ... 
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So much rides on superior imaging. 
II True. EDT's data interface boards are 
exceptionally fast. But when 
years of planning and research 
are at stake - not to mention 
millions of dollars - speed is 
only half the equation. 
Scientific and technological 
breakthroughs demand 
dependable performance. 
EDT masters the challenge 
with products featuring simple 
and practical designs. 
Built to tough military 
specifications, they 
handle the most 
advanced camera 
specifications. And our latest 
models come complete with 
PCI/RCI fiber-optic interface for 
flawless image transfer and total 
flexibility in locating your 
computer. 
It isn't rocket sdence when 
it comes to selecting the best 
interface cards. Contact EDT 
today and see how our products 
provide the extraordinary 
performance your work 
demands ... with engineering 
customer-support that 
ensures seamless 
integration 
of your system. 
Engineering Design Team, Inc. 
1100 NW Compton Dr., Suite 306, Beaverton, Oregon 97006 
Phone: 1-800-435-4320 • Fax: (503) 690-1243 
email: info@edt.com • www.edt.com 
For More Information Circle No. 416 
of the temp rature-measurement capa-
bility is needed. 
This work was done Uy Richard G. SeasIwIJz 
and Lawrence C. Greer ill of Glenn Research 
Center. For further infrmnt1.tWn, access the 
Technical upport Package (TSP) free online 
at www.nasatech.com under the Physical Sci-
ences categvry. 
Inquiries c01uerning righls for the C011lmer-
cial use of this invention Iwuld be addressed to 
~SA Glenn Researrh Center, Commercial 
Technology O.ffice, Attn: teue Fedqr, Mail Stop 
4-8, 21000 Brookpark &ad, Cleveland, Ohio 
44135. Refel· to LEW-16747. 
. Integrated Optical 
Voltage-Measuring 
Apparatus 
This apparatus can measure 
high voltage safely and 
remotely. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, 
Cleveland, Ohio 
An integrated optical voltage-measur-
ing appararus based on a Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer has been designed and 
constructed. The main feature of this 
apparatus is that optical fibers link part 
of it to an optical sensor head placed at 
the source of the voltage to be mea-
sured, whether the source be a space-
based power distribution control system 
or a ground-based high-voltage system. 
The optical fibers and sensor of this ap-
pararus are immune to electromagnetic 
interference. This appararus could be 
highly suitable for use in automatic con-
trol of space-based or aeronautical 
power-management and power-distribu-
tion systems. Potential ground-based 
commercial application include mea-
suring voltage and electric fields in 
electrical power systems, physiological 
monitoring and recording, measure-
ments of pulsed power, and testing for 
electromagnetic compatibility. 
Optical measurement of voltage in-
volve utilization of the linear electro-
optic effect, also known as the Pockels 
effect. Previously developed electro-op-
tical voltage sensor have incorporated 
bulk electro-optic crystals and uch 
bulk optical components as lenses, 
beam plitter , and polarizers. Because 
of the deficiencie in the design and 
construction of the e devices, they 
have proved to be difficult to imple-
ment in the field. The use of bulk opti-
cal components can lead to difficulties 
in miniaturization, inadequate stability 
ASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
New Mothcod8 2000 provides the 
IOlallechnical solution. 
Advanced calculating power is iust the beginning. 
New Mathcad 2000 is much more than Just a calculation package. It's the most useful tool available for taking all your technical projects 
from start to finish, quickly and easily. It starts with unmatched calculating power and speed, coupled with superior visualization tools. But 
Mathcad 2000 lets you go further, with professional documentation and collaboration tools. Plus integration tools to bring together all your 
calculations, text, graphs, sketches, and drawings Into your Mathcad worksheets. Most Important, every last one of Mathcad 2000's 
powerful new features Is designed to help you do your best work, with the least amount of effort. 
• Unmatched Math Functionality 
Mathcad 2000's advanced math functionality provides 
greater support for your work in engineering, science, 
statistics, business and finance, and more. And improved 
IntelliMath~ automation and ease·of-u e features boost 
your productivity, while optimizing your results. 
• Professional Documentation 
The latest document formatting options allow you to 
prepare your documents to the exact specifications you 
need, with just the look you want. 
• Web Integration and Collaboration 
Built-in Web tools make it easy to collaborate and share 
your work with colleagues. 
Over a million engineers and scientists worldwide rely on 
Mathcad for performing their technical work quickly and 
accurately. Whether you choose Mathcade 2000 Premium, 
Professional, or Standard edition, you ' ll add a whole new 
dimension to your calculating power. 
Get Mathcad 2000 at one of these resellers: 
smrr-t 'IlIo __ ,.,_ COR"IATl z=. IIfT.AIf Ttl S SOFTCH 
TfCMlOLOIY 
• Complete nteroperability 
Mathcad works seamlessly with all your favorite Microsoft-
Office, OLE and ActiveX applications, so you can bring 
together YOUT data and graphkal elements in just the right 
way. And with built-in SmartS ketch· LE, you have advanced 
2D parametric CAD capabilities right at your fingertips. 
• Superior Visualization 
Improved 2D and 3D graphing, now enhanced by Axum· 
LE, gives you better insight into your work. You get precise 
control over your graphs, for spectacular results and 
presentation-quality documents. 
Or by visiting www.mathsoft.com/webstore. For volume licenSing call 1-800-628-4223 (1 -800-MATHCAD) today! 
Copyrlpt 1999. Ma'lhSon.,I.ne. all rigbll raen-ed.l\1.albcad and Axum.~ rq:isterrd tndnn.arks and Ln:tdll\1.alh hi a Incieman of MathSoft. ~ 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 502 
in outer-space application , and high 
manufacturing co ts. 
The pre ent integrated optical voltage-
measuring apparatus overcome these de-
ficiencies of electro-optical voltage en-
ors made from bulk optical componems. 
This apparatus is capable of measuring 
quasi-dc and ac signals at frequencie up 
to 3 MHz. It displa the true root-mean-
quare value of ignals up to 200 full 
scale. Its error i Ie than 2 percent of the 
full-scale reading. The maximum afe 
peak potential that can be applied to the 
optical head of thi apparatus i 1,000 V. 
This apparatus also prO\ides an analog 
OUtpUl that can be used to display the 
measured waveform on an oscillo cope. 
The optical mltage-sensing head and the 
resl of thi apparants can be eparated by 
a fiber-optic cable for remote measure-
ment of high voltage. 
The oULStanding feature, benefiLS, and 
capabilities of this apparatus, in addition to 
tho e described above, are the following: 
• Optical i olation, 
• Measurement of continuous--wave and 
puJ ed signal , 
• large dynamic range, 
• Integrated Test and Operations System 
• 0 need for electrical power at the 
en or head, 
• Po ibility of placing the en or head in 
a hostile or harsh environment, and 
• Safe measurement. 
This l1XJI1l was done by Stuart A. Kingsley 
and riram S. riTam of SRICO, Inc., for 
Glenn Research Center. 
Inquiri£s concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of thi invention slwuld be addressed to 
~SA Glenn Research Center; Commercial 
Technowgy Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail Slap 
4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleveland, Ohio 
44135. ReferloLEW-16731. 
This modular system is customized to specific applications through entries in a data base. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
The Integrated Test and Operations 
System (ITOS) is a generic system of soft-
ware for controlling spacecraft and com-
ponents of spacecraft during develop-
ment, testing, and operation in orbit. The 
ITOS oftware is an inexpensive, portable, 
highly configurable system that runs 
under a variety of UNIX operating sys-
tems - including Solaris, FreeBSD, and 
Linux - on workstations or personal 
computers. The ITOS evolved from the 
ground support equipment built in 1990 
to support integration and testing of 
SAMPEX, the first Small Explorer 
(SMEX) mission, and now is supporting 
SAMPEX and eleven other missions. 
~spacecraft 
The ITOS software i executed on a 
cluster of workstations (see Figure 1) in-
terconnected over a local-area network 
(LAN). Each workstation runs the com-
plete ITO software. One of the work-
stations i designated as the primary op-
erator console; this console receives 
telemetry data from a spacecraft inter-
face and sends commands to the inter-
face via an Internet-Protocol (IP) Ether-
net connection. 
The primary console relays the space-
craft telemetry data to all other ITO 
workstation on the LAN. Such compu-
tation-intensive operations as reaJ-ti me, 
high-rate processing, distribution , and 
plotting of telemetric data can be dis-
tributed among workstations to achieve 
high performance at minimal cost of 
hardware. Each ITOS workstation un-
packs the telemetry data packets and 
performs such data-processing tasks as 
limi t checking, conversions of engi-
neering units, and monitoring of con-
figurations. 
The primary ITOS console can dis-
tribute telemetry data, via an IP Ether-
net connection, to external sci en tific, 
engineering, flight-dynamics, mi ion-
planning, and command management 
systems attached to the LAN. These data 
are provided in a variety of formats and 
I Command Management System III Scientific-Data-I~ Processing System ~D ------/,/ ..... ~round statio~ ....... ", 
/ , 
/ , 
I \ 
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I I 
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~"iiii~c.. Dynamics 
~!!;i~~system 
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ITOS Gateway 
(Server) 
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" Electrical Ground Support /:0 ~ 
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General-Purpose 
Interface Bus Controller 
Figure 1. A Typical Ground Data System for integration, testing, and flight operations of a spacecraft includes several workstations and external systems 
connected via a local-area network. 
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can be transferred by frame, packet, or 
individual darum. The ITO use a pro-
tocol that enables each of these exter-
nal sy tems to request a particular type 
of data. 
One ITOS computer can be con-
nected to the Internet as a server to 
provide telemetry and event displa ' 
that are viewable through any Java-ca-
pable web-browser oftware. This fea-
ture enables engineers to monitor and 
participate in tests and flight operations 
from remote locations, including their 
homes and offices. The server can also 
provide telemetry and event displays to 
the public via the lnternet. 
The ITOS software is cu tomized 
from mi sion to mission, through an 
operational data base (which contains 
mission telemetry and command speci-
fications), and through a small set of 
configuration file . 
The ITOS can accept telemetry from 
multiple sources imuJtaneously. It can, 
for example, proce spacecraft teleme-
try and ground-station status blocks or 
telemetry from a dynamic simulator. It 
can also control and monitor such ex-
ternal devices as receivers, bit synchro-
nizers, and simulator by use of IEEE-
488, RS-232, or network connections. 
With respect to functionality, the 
ITOS oftware system can be character-
ized a divided into five subsy tems: 
telemetry, command, control, data 
base, and events (see Figure 2). The 
telemetry subsystem contains programs 
for ingesting, unpacking, di playing, 
and checking telemetric data from 
spacecraft. The command sub y tern 
contain programs for generating and 
tran mitting spacecraft commands. 
The control subsystem include pro-
gram for controlling and monitoring 
the pacecraft and the elements of the 
ground system. The data-base sub y -
tern compri es program for creating 
and gaining acces to the opera-
tional data base. The event subsystem 
manages the recording, display, and 
forwarding of all messages generated 
by the ITO programs and b the 
pacecraft. 
The cost of replicating the ITO is 
low. This is partly because (1) the only 
commercial component of the ITOS 
oftware i a plotting program for 
which run-time licensing i not re-
quired and (2) the ITO oftware i 
based on open tandards. The ITOS 
software ,vas developed b use of the 
Open Source G development uite. 
Its graphical u er interface is based on 
Motif and the Java Development Kit. 
The development team made every ef-
fort to ensure that the ITO code con-
forms to all relevant standard for max-
NASA Tech BriefS, FebruaI) 2000 
To and From Spacecraft 
To and From User 
Figure 2. The ITOS Software System comprises five subsystems. The software is modular; most of its 
components can be replaced or augmented. 
imum portability across U IX imple-
mentations. 
This work was done by Karen M. 
Keadle-Calvert and Sharon OrsbornI' of 
Goddard Space Flight Center; Bria.n 
Goldman and Mark Richardson of Al-
lied Signal Technical ervices; Danny Lewis 
of SGT; and Greg Greer, Tim Singletary, 
and Bruce Wendel of Hammers Company. 
For further infonnalion, access the Techni-
cal Support Package (TSP) free orvline at 
www.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
GSC-14012 
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@ Software for Precise Ultrasonic Contact Measurements 
This software performs control, analysis, and display functions. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
The UlTRA 0 computer program is 
de igned for use in precise ultrasonic con-
tact can measurements for nonde tmc-
tive characterization of material. This 
program performs major functions neces-
sary for controlling an ultra-
onic appararu, analyzing 
the measurement data gener-
ated by the apparatus, and 
di playing the re ults of the 
analysis. Written in the Lab-
VIEW programming lan-
guage, ULTRA ON is in-
tended to upplant older 
ultrasonic-testing programs 
that are difficult to use and 
that require large computers: 
ULTRA SON is user-friendly 
and can be executed on per-
sonal computers. 
late the ultrasonic properties that are 
often used to characterize the bulk nonul-
trasonjc phy ical propertie and mi-
cro tructure of the pecimen. The e ul-
trasonic propertie include the following: 
In thi program, with the exception 
of power spectra, ultrasonic propertie 
are calculated on the basi of magni-
rude (as opposed to power) frequency-
domain spectra. 
ULTRA 0 is written 
for use on a personal com-
puter with a minimum 
recommended '586 proces-
sor operating at a speed of 
at least 133 MHz and mn-
ning the Window 95 or 
Windows NT4.0 operating 
system. A Sonix, Inc., 
STR*81g card (which con-
tains a 1-GHz analog-to-dig-
ital converter) and the as-
sociated software must be 
installed in the computer. 
The user-interface part of 
ULTRA SO is de igned 
for a video monitor with a 
resolution of 1,024 x 768 
pixels and a ize of at least 
20 in. (51 cm). 
For a given specimen to be 
characterized, ULTRA SON 
guides the user by generating 
an interactive display (part of 
a LabVlEW ''Virrual Instru-
ment") that contains a se-
quence of buttons and win-
dows through which the user 
sets the parameters of the se-
quential measw-ement, anal-
ysis, and display operations 
One of the ULTRA SON Displays is a window containing a raw time-domain wave-
form (ultrasonic-transducer voltage vs. time). This display prompts the user to enter 
the times when the front- and back-surface echoes are considered to begin and end 
("82" denotes the second back-surface echo), the voltage sensitivity level for the dis-
play, and the voltage offset control to enable calculation of frequency-based prop-
erties. The user can also specify the type of time-domain signal-processing window. 
This program was written 
by Don J Roth and Wei Cao of 
Glenn Research Center 
and Kevin Furrow of Sonix, 
Inc. FOT further infonnation, 
access the Technical Support 
pertaining to that specimen. The user pro-
vides input via a keyboard, a mouse, or 
both. The figure presents an example of 
an ULTRA SON interactive display. 
ULTRA SO provides for analog-to-
digital conversion at a sampling rate up to 
-1 GHz. Once a set of ultrasonic-echo 
data for a specimen has been acquired, 
ULTRA SO processes the data to calcu-
• The phase velocity and the attenua-
tion coefficient, both as functions of 
frequency; 
• Reflection coefficients; 
• Cross-{:orrelation velocity; 
• Peak frequencies, bandwidths, dura-
tions, rise times, fall times, slew rates, 
and overshoots of pulses; and 
• Magnirude, phase, and power spectra. 
Package (TSP) free on-line at www. 
nasatech.com under the Physical Sciences 
category. 
Inquiries concerning rights fOT the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addwssed to 
NASA Glenn &search Center, Commercial 
Technolol!J Office, Attn: Steve Fedor; Mail StajJ 
4-8, 21000 Brookpam Road, Cleveland, Ohio 
44135. Refer to LEW-16703. 
• Apparatus Records Acceleration and Temperature 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
An apparatus records triaxial accelera-
tion and temperature as a function of 
time, operating unattended for as long as 
3 weeks on power upplied by two D cell . 
The apparatu , which has dimensions of 
only 3.5 by 4.5 by 2.2 in. (8.9 by 11.4 by 
5.6 cm) and weighs oilly 28.5 oz (0.81 kg) 
is de igned primarily to be attached to an 
article of commerce to log the hock, vi-
bration, and temperarure to which the 
article is exposed during shipment. The 
apparatus contain three digital ac-
celerometers. It is easily programmed 
40 
through a serial link to a desktop or note-
book computer mnning Windows 95. 
When activated, the apparatu tore up 
La MB of acceleration and temperarure 
data in nonvolatile memory. The acceler-
ation data can be stored as sampled (or, 
for efficient utilization of memory, can be 
preprocessed into such parameters as 
peak or root-mean-square acceleration or 
velocity) at a rate from 1 to 4,000 sample 
per econd. The stored data are subse-
quentl downloaded to a personal com-
puter for display and analysis. 
www.nasatech.com 
This work was done by John C. Cole of 
Silicon Designs, Inc. , for Kennedy 
Space Center . 
In accurdance with Puhlic Law 96-517, the 
contractor has elected to 11Jlain title to this in-
vention. Inquiries concerning rights fOT its com-
mercial use should be addwssed 1.0: 
John C. Cole, President, Silicon Design, Inc., 
1445 N. W. Mall St:reet, Issaquah, WA 98027. 
(425) 391-8329 
Refer to KSG11989, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
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$- Special Coverage: Test & Measurement 
Measurement 
tudio measurement tools for 
Microsoft Visual Ct+, VIsual 
The software delivers acquisi-
tion, anal is, and visualiza-
tion tools to integrate with 
popular text-based program-
ming languages. The software extends Lhe programming environ-
ments by adding measurement tools and libraries Lhat simplifY devel-
opment of data acquisition and instrument control applications. 
The suile include user interface controls, mathematical anal is 
and ignal processing routines, and data acquisition and instrument 
control 1/0 libraries for Visual C++ and VIsual Basic programmers. 
After launching Visual C++, engineers begin by u ing the 
Measurement Studio App Wizard to create a template that includ 
all measurement tools necessary LO build an application. The soft-
ware also includes ActiveX control for u ers building \~rtual instru-
mentation in Visual Basic. 
For More Information Circle No. 732 
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, 
CA, has introduced the 
BFOOT-I 050 1 Ethernet-
ready measuring device Lhat 
can be embedded into a 
range of products to allow 
them to be remotely moni-
tored and controlled from 
any Internet broweI'. The 
measurement and control 
plug accommodates a variety of measurement and automation appli-
cations. The web plug module has a 10Base-T inlerface so that it can 
be connected to any Ethernet network. 
The plug provides standardized interfaces to measure or control 
devices used in many indu tries. All hardware and software needed 
to embed the module inLO sensors, instruments, and machines is 
included. The module can mate with existing serial (RS-232) 
device. It is suitable [or situation requiring continuous monitor-
ing, or where multiple users need access to common data over lhe 
Inlemet from an) PC. 
For More Information Circle No. 727 
TIniu Olsen Testing 
Machine, Willow 
Grove, PA, offers an 
in~tntmented impact 
testing system for 
materials characteri-
instrumenled wiLh a 
strain gauge to mea-
sure the applied 
force to standard size 
and miniature test 
pecimen. Data is 
collected automatically upon contact ",ith the pecimen and is saved 
in the database of Lhe Window:.-based oftware. 
The machine features a high-speed tern re ponse of at least 100 
MHz. The tern consists of an in trumented striker, a power sup-
ply/ ignal amplifier, an 0 cilloscope card, a copy of Lhe data acquisi-
tion and anal is software, and a computer. The electronics are 
housed "'ith Lhe PC in a ready-to-use package. 
For More Information Circle No. 728 
The YP20 3D coordinate measuring 
machine from Son Precision Tech-
nology America, Lake Forest, CA, com-
bines non-{;ontact, auto-focusing opti-
cal/laser sensing technology and PC 
based computer numerical control 
(C C). The system pro\'ides 3D inspec-
tion, measurement, and analysis of 
microscopic surface features on integrat-
ed circuits, printed circuit boards, com-
puter hard disks, and machined materi-
als. Operating within a Z-axis measure-
ment range of 20 mm, the system uses a 
semiconductor la~er to read and measure the urface. 
A CCD color video camera comes standard \ViLh 50x optical lens to 
prO\;de image feedback of measured points to a color monitor via a 
video capture board within Lhe unit's PC. Optional lOx, 20x, and 
100x optical lenses a.re a.vailable. C C movement within aU axes is 
closed-loop comrolled by Lhe unit's 450-MHz Pentium II PC. Ajoy-
stick is included for manually driven X-V movemenl. 
TEGAM, Geneva, OR, offers 
the automated Model 
OCS2500 oscilloscope calibra-
tor \ViLh leveled output accura-
cy traceable to 1ST stan-
dards. The programmable sys-
tem is designed for frequen-
cie to 2.5 GHz, and includes a 
ext-Cal-Date tracking feature 
that lets the u er know when 
the next calibration is due. Built-in self-test routines and hardware 
features check the operation of all major circuits each time the system 
is turned on. 
The system consists of Lhe Model SG5050 Leveled inc Wave 
Generator, CG50ll Calibration Generator, and TM5006A 
Mainframe. The sine wave generator provides caJibrdted output volt-
ages from 4.5 mV to 5.5 V peak-to-peak into 50 ohms. Absolute ampli-
tude accuracy is ±1.5% from 10 kHz to 50 kHz. A tandard remote lev-
eling head plugs into the oscilloscope. The calibration generator fea-
tures a remote pulse head, prOviding pul e rise time of 160 p . 
For More Information Circle No_ 730 
and dm·mload them to a PC fol' later anal) is. 
Cole-Parmer Instru-
ment, Vernon Hills, 
IL, offers Lhe Model 
9 899-00 portable 
analytical viscometer 
Lhat provide real-
time measurements 
and analyses of Ouids 
uch as oils, coatings, 
lubricants, and adhe-
ives. Results can be 
~iewed graphicall . or 
numerically on the 
LCD. Datalogging 
capabilitie allow 
users to ave results 
The handheld, baLlerY-<lperated \;scometer takes \;SCo ity and tem-
perature measurements, eliminating Lhe need 10 take lab samples 
and a\'Oiding incorrect readings due LO changing conditions. 
For More Information Circle No. 731 
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• DRAM Circuit Tolerates Single-Event Upsets 
The equivalent of a majority vote is taken among triplicate memory cells. 
NA :A' Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
dynamic random-acce memory 
(DRAM) circuit that tolerate single-
event up ets ( EU) has been devel-
oped. A ingle-event up et is a bit flip 
caused by ionizing radiation. In a 
DRAM, the tate of each bit (0 or 1) i 
tored as charge on a buried capacitor. 
The impingement of an energetic 
charged particle can change the charge, 
and thu the tate of the bit. There is no 
way to make a DRAM completely im-
mune to EU, but the probabiHty of a 
bit error in the DRAM output can be re-
duced significantly by u e of redun-
dancy; thi i the concept on which the 
pre em E -tolerant de ign i based. 
For protective redundanc, the 
DRAM incOl-porate thl-ee memory 
cel1s for each single cel1 that would oth-
erwi e be u ed. During recording, a bit 
i written in all three cell of a triple at 
the ame time. pon readout, the bit 
from the fir t cell i compared with that 
from the econd cell; if the bits from 
the fir t and second cell are equal, 
then one of these bits is pas ed on to 
the data proces or that reque ted the 
readout. If the bits from the fir t and 
econd cel1s are not equal (becau e 
one was changed in an E ), then the 
bit from the third ce\1 i sent to the 
proce or . 
• Two Approaches to Improvement of 
InGaAs/lnAlAs/InP HEMTs 
It should be possible to increase gains and cutoff frequencies. 
:ASA:S-Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Researcher are fo\1owing two ap-
proaches in an effort to improve the 
low-noise performances of InP-ba ed 
high-electron-mobility tran i tors 
(HEMTs) that could be u ed as from-
end amplifier in millimeter-wave re-
ceiver . The e devices are de igned to 
operate while cooled to temperature 
:520 K, where they function with high 
gain, low leakage, and the lowest noi e 
levels of any transi tor operating in 
the millimeter-wavelength range. How-
ever, the low-noise performance of 
the e device are still slightly below 
those of nontran i tor state-of-the-art 
device. 
The two approache to improvement 
are be t explained \vith the help of a 
cros - ectional view of a typical In-
GaAs/ lnAlA / lnP HEMT (see fig-
ure). The first approach involves in-
creasing the indium content, x, of the 
InzGa l_ channel layer, which i 
Source Ohmic 
Contact 
The com pari on and election of bits 
to pas on to the proce or are accom-
plished by use of comparator and bu 
buffer. The EU-tolerant DRAM al 0 
contain additional ignal line for full 
te ting and for i olation and correction 
of fau lts. 
This work was done by Steven Cole of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further information, access the 
Technical upport Package (TSP) free 07V 
line at www.nasatech.com under the Elec-
tronic Components and Systems category. 
NPO-20474 
Drain Ohmic 
Contact 
Channel layer: In J3a,-xAs 
InAIAs 
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. 
Increasing x re ults in enhanced elec-
tron-transport propertie , which tran -
late to higher cutoff frequency and 
A Typical InGaAs/ lnAIAslinP HEMT is depicted here in cross section (not to scale). Research directed 
toward improving low-noise performance has followed two approaches: (1) opt imizing the indium 
content and thickness of the channel layer and (2) shortening the gate. 
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• Volts 
• Coulombs 
• Other 
lOOaA- 20rnA 
lOml1-200Cl1 
1OI1V-200V 
10fC- 201JC 
Digital I/O 
Handler interface 
1200 rgds/s 
0.25% 
0.025% 
0.4% 
The Model 6514 Electrometer is our newest and lowest-
priced, comparable in cost to a high-end DMM. It offers 
researchers an affordable solution for making tough 
precision measurements of low currents, voltages from 
high resistance sources, or charges. With high reading 
rates of 1200 rdgs/s, it's the best instrument for applications 
where an on-board voltage source is not needed. For 
high resistance measurements, our Model 6517A, the 
world's best high resistance meter, offers an on-board 
voltage source. Both electrometers offer less than 
1 fA p-p noise and are easy to configure and use. 
Keithley electrometers are high sensitivity multi meters 
that operate like ordinary DMMs, but with significantly 
lower voltage burdens. For complete specs on the 
full line, or to talk with an Application Engineer, 
contact Keithley today at 1-888-534-8453. 
• Volts 
• Coulombs 
• Other 
KEITHLEY 
0.125% 
1OI1V - 200V 0.025% 
10fC - 20l1C 0.4% 
± lOOOV source built-in 
Alternating polarity ohms method 
Temperature and humidity stamp 
Built-in 10-channel scanner option 
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higher gain. Unfortunatel , increasing 
x also inc rea es the train in the 
In.Gal_As layer with re pecl to the InP 
substrate; a a re ult, the thickne 
of the In.Gal_As mu t not be allowed 
to grow beyond a maximum critical 
thickne that decrease with increas-
ing x. The thickness of the channel 
layer i important because the thick-
ness of the quasi two-dimen ional gas 
in this layer determine the quantum 
electron state and the confinement 
and den ity of electrons in the chan-
nel. If the channel is too thin, then 
the performance of the device i de-
graded. 
In tJli re arch, devices are fabri-
cated , itll channel of x = 0.60, 0.65, 
and O. 0 and corre ponding thick-
nes e . In the case of the x = O. 0 chan-
nel, the indium content i not uni-
fonnly O. 0; instead, it is graded to a 
maximum of 0.80 to minimize the 
train and thereby make it po ible to 
grow the thickest possible channel 
layer while benefitting from the tran -
ports with the highest feasible x. 
The second approach involve reduc-
tion of the gate length from 0.1 pm to 
~ 0.07 pm. Reduction of the gate 
length causes a reduction of internal 
capacitance, leading to lower noi e, 
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IF YOU THINK YOU CAN'T SEAL IT, 
YOU HAVEN"T TRIED 
Pneuma-Seal® is an 
inflatab le gasket that is 
pressurized with air. It 
fi lls the gaps between 
surfaces, even hard-to-seal 
uneven surfaces. When deflat-
ed, Pneuma-Seal quick-
ly retracts preventing 
interference when open-
ing and closing a door or 
cover. 
Use Pneuma-Seal as an 
effective barrier against pressure 
differentials and to seal out water, 
dust, gas, chemicals, noise and other 
contaminants. 
Typical applications include: 
Processing equipment: chemical, food, textile, pharma-
ceuticals, dryers, ovens and where rapid sealing and 
unsealing are required. 
Pollution control: sound attenuation, hopper seals. 
Laboratory facilities: test equipment, clean rooms. 
Transportation: military vehicles, aircraft, shipboard, mass transit doors and 
hatches. 
Construction: special purpose doors, flood protection. 
Pneuma-Seal is particularly suitable for: 
Large enclosures where it is uneconomical to machine the entire sealing surface. 
Uneven fabrications where traditional compression gaskets or latches are 
ineffective. 
Horizontal or vertical sliding doors or covers that would tend to drag on and 
abrade conventional seals. 
Hinged doors where flush thresholds are required. 
To obtain our complimentary deSigner's handbook, engineering 
assistance or to have a Presray representative contact you, please 
call, fax, E-mail or reach us on the Worldwide Web: 
(914) 855-1220· Fax: (914) 855-1139 
West Coast: (71 4) 7 51-2993 
E-mail: info @presray.com 
http ://www.presray.com 
Presray Corporation 
159 Cbarles Colman Boulevard 
Pawling, NY 12564-1193 
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higher cutoff frequenc, and higher 
gain. For example, decreasing the gate 
length to 0.07 pm can increase the cut-
off frequency b as much as 25 percent. 
There are two challenge to reduc-
tion of gate length. The first challenge 
i the difficulty of developing a high-
yield manufacturing process to build 
O.07-pm gates. Even electron-bean) 
tate-of-the-art electron lithography 
ha thus far been limited to feature 
with dim en ions ~ 0.1 }lm. The second 
challenge i a bort-channel effect; if 
the gate i too hort, it cannot effec-
tively pinch off the channel. Thi hort-
channel effect can severely limit device 
yield in mass production. 
Both approache have been followed 
in the fabrication of HEMTs in a dedi-
cated 8-wafer lot split for the various in-
dium compositions and gate lengths. 
The information gained from the de-
vices on these wafers has provided in-
sight on how to build the ultimate cryo-
genic millimeter-wave solid amplifier. 
This work was done by Richard Lai of 
TRW Inc. for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech. 
com under the Electronic Components and 
Systems category. 
NPO-20341 
. Electronic Modules 
With a 3-D 
Interconnection 
Scheme 
Features would include 
versatility for expansion, 
testing, and integration. 
r;4SAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 
An improved three-dim en ional 
(3-D) scheme for modular packaging 
and interconnection of electronic cir-
cuits ha been proposed to overcome 
deficiencies of an older scheme and 
to obtain additional advantages. In 
particular: 
• The older cherne includes elas-
tomer-ba ed interconnections that 
fail at temperatures below -53 ·C. 
The interconnections in the pro-
po ed scheme could function at tem-
peratures from cryogenic to 200 ·C. 
• In the older scheme, it is necessary to 
di assemble an entire module in 
NASA Tech Brie6 , February 2000 
order to insert or remove individual 
submodules called "slices." In the 
proposed scheme, individual slices 
could be inserted or removed without 
disassembly of an entire module. 
• The proposed scheme provides for 
better thermal management. 
• In the older scheme, the capability 
for expansion is limited. The pro-
T 
4 in 
(102 mm) 
Typical 
1 
"y-
0.5in .-< 
(1 3 mm) 
Typical 
Bolthole 
Optionally, one could use external or 
internal input/output interfaces. Also, 
optionally, one could incorporate ther-
mal insulation between slices or be-
tween modules. 
Slices would be mechanically con-
nected to adjacent slices via guide pins 
and retainers that would mate in the 
manner of plugs and sockets. Once the 
Retainer 
_Supporting 
Frame 
DETAIL OF MATING GUIDE PIN 
AND RETAINER (TOP VIEW) 
Th is Three-Dimensional Scheme for modular packaging and interconnection of electronic circuits of-
f ers electrical, thermal, and mechanical advantages over an older three-dImensional scheme. 
posed scheme would provide versatil-
ity for integration of modules into 
sy tern, for integration of systems 
with each other, for expanding sys-
tems, and for configuring systems 
for testing. 
An essential part of the scheme is to 
construct an electronic system with a 
common modular design for all subsys-
tems. The figure illustrates selected as-
pects of the proposed scheme as ap-
plied to a four-slice module. Each slice 
would include electronic circuitry held 
in a supporting frame, which would 
contain the features needed for me-
chanical, electrical, and thermal con-
nections to support insertion, removal, 
expansion, testing, and integration. 
NASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
guide pins were inserted in the retain-
ers, setscrews would be tightened to 
pu h on lanted guide-pin surfaces to 
generate contact forces. In a module 
oriented as in the figure, the contact 
forces between slice would be hori-
zontal. The thermal path for each lice 
could be vertical and directly into a 
heat sink if the slice were bolted down 
onto the heat sink via the boltholes on 
the flange of its supporting frame. 
This work was dfJne IJy Don Hunter of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further information, access the 
Technical SuPPlfft Package (TSPJ free 0n.-
line at WUIW.nasatech.com under the Elec-
tronic Components and Systems category. 
NPO-20362 
www.nasatech.com 
pxr -your rugged, 
flexible solution for 
building high·perfonnance 
PC·based measurement 
and automation systems 
with CompactPCI. 
Measure with PXI 
- Automated test 
- Computer-Based 
Instrumentation 
- Data acquisition 
- Real-time control 
• Process monitoring 
• Machine vision/ inspection 
• Motion control 
Connect with PXI 
- OPC - industry standard 
for connectivity 
• Ethernet 
- DeviceNet 
-CAN 
- FOUNDATION Fieldbus* 
- Serial 
-GPIB 
"PCMCIA carrier module required 
. ..... ..,.,----....... ~ .... ....... 
"....-~-... ---.... -. 
.. - ~ ........ -., .. fO ....... a.-.. _____ ... 
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tj Software for Monitoring 
Remote Systems and 
Executing Plans 
The Knowledge erver Tool (KST) 
computer program comprise a di trib-
uted et of oftware tools for monitoring 
remote ystems. Part of KST implements 
a knowledge erver for monitoring the 
statu of a remote ystem (e .g., a com-
puter-controlled in trumentation ys-
tern, a robot, or a spacecraft) . Another 
part of KST executes plan . KST was 
developed to replace older software 
that was difficult to use, Ie capable, 
and Ie portable. 
The tools (the components of KST) 
are written in freeware Practical Extrac-
tion and Report Language (PERL) and 
communicate with each other via Unix 
ockets. The components ofKST are the 
following: 
• D I (Data erver Interface) serves as a 
bridge between external data and 
KST. D I loads data and makes them 
available for KST clients via the PIEKS 
tool described next. 
• PIEK (PERL Inference Engine 
Knowledge Server) connects to DSI to 
get current data whenever it is re-
quested by a client to make an infer-
ence. PIEKS include PIE, which is a 
frame-based, backward-chaining infer-
ence engine. The knowledge repre-
sentation (frames) in PIE is a natural 
one to represent model-based reason-
ing becau e frame can be organized 
inlo hierarchies. PIEKS can return raw 
data, data et by the client, or inferred 
data. Inferred data are returned if 
there exi ts a knowledge-base frame 
that de cribes the rule that defines the 
inferred data. When this is the case, 
the rule i evaluated and appended to 
the value of the inferred data. Clients 
for PIEKS are the APE and HSMO 
tools de cribed below. 
• CCL (Centroid Classifier erver) 
connects to D I to get curren t data 
whenever it is requested by a client to 
classify data. CCLS return "OK" or 
the name of the group, the centroid of 
which i closest to the current normal-
ized data. CCLS can be used to classify 
data in a way that orne case-based sys-
tems do. CCLS can be used in con-
junction with PIEKS and with APE 
(described next) to olve problem 
that require the capabilities of all 
three of these tools. 
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• APE (A Plan Executor) i a frame-
based hierarchical plan executor. APE 
connects to PIEKS to et its parameter 
data and to check the constraints (pre-
condition and po tcondition ) of ac-
tivitie . APE also connects to APEMO 
(which i de cribed next) to highlight 
the activitie that are currently being 
executed. The knowl dg repre nta-
tion in APE eparate plans, activity 
trategy, and constraint checking into 
three impler and more flexible files. 
The ame constraints can be used in 
different activities, and the ame activi-
ties can be used in different plans. APE 
plan can also be nested to any level. 
• APEMO (Ape Monitor) highlights 
buttons with activity name that repre-
ent the plan being executed. 
• DMO (Data Monitor) connects to 
PIEKS and plots value of data in real 
time. Because DMO connects to 
PIEKS, it can al 0 plot values of in-
ferred data in real time. 
• HSMON (Health and Safety Monitor) 
connects to PIEKS and simply return 
the value of a goal defined by PIE every 
seconds. HSMO may evolve into a 
tool that return such information as 
tatuses of all sub ystem of the ystem 
to be monitored. 
• HSDOC (Health and afety Doctor) 
connects to PIEKS and launche APE 
whenever a problem that can be solved 
easily is identified. 
• CCLMON (Centroid Classifier H&S 
Monitor) connects to CCLS and simply 
displays the value returned by CCLS. 
• CCLHSDOC (Centroid Classifier H&S 
Doctor) is similar to HSDOC but con-
nects to CCLS instead of PIEKS to clas-
ify problems and then launch APE to 
olve the problems. 
The knowledge-server concept greatly 
enhances the power of this set of tools. 
By connecting to a knowledge erver, a 
client can obtain raw data, inferred data, 
and user data (data et by the client). Be-
cause all of the tools are written in free-
ware PERL, the oftware should be 
highly maintainable. Because all the 
tools communicate via ockets, each tool 
can run on a separate workstation. 
Thu~wruMm~D~RMdmnif 
A lIUdSignal Technical Services Corp. Jor God-
dard Space Flight Center . For further inJor-
mation, access the Technical Support Paclwgrt 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech_com 
under the Software category. 
GSC-14137 
www.nasatech.com 
o Monocoque Tank Analysis 
Spreadsheet System, 
Version 2.0 
The Monocoque Tank Anal y is 
preadsheet tern (MONT ASS) com-
puter program i an integrated oftware 
tern that incorporate Microsoft Excel 
worksheet oftware and Vi ual BASI 
software. MONTAS was developed to 
enable rapid analysi and preliminary 
design of tructural dome and trun-
cated ection of cone . 
MOm performs both design and 
analysis functions by (1) calculating the 
minimum kin thickne e needed to en-
able analyzed and/ or de igned compo-
nents to withstand design temperatures 
and loads (as in a proof test) , and then 
(2) running stre and buckling analyse 
under operational temperatures and 
load . Although MONTASS was devel-
oped to analyze monocoque propellant 
tanks, it can also be used to analyze non-
pressurized conical structures. 
MONTASS can be run easily from a 
user-friendly, three-page interface work-
sheet that control a propellant-tank-
analysis oftware ub tern. Two other vis-
ible worksheets present information on 
propertie of materials as functions of 
temperature and a table of stored fluids 
and den itie . The user can customize the 
data on both of the e worksheets. The 
MONT ASS system al 0 includes six com-
ponent worksheets and two Visual BASIC 
functions that are ordinarily hidden from 
view but can easily be viewed by following 
directions given on the interface sheet 
Design and analysis inputs include 
hapes and size , minimum allowable 
skin thickne ses (constraints imposed by 
manufacturing or fracture mechanics), 
properties of fluid , afety factor , a 
choice of the max principle or the von 
Mi es failure criterion, loads, and tem-
peratures. Properties of materials are in-
terpolated from the data base for the 
input temperature pecified by the user. 
The u er can also choo e to design a 
dome with either a con tant or a tapered 
skin-thickne distribution. 
The primary de ign data products from 
MONTASS are internal volume , kin 
thickne , and a ummary of masses. 
Using these data, MONTASS then per-
forms a tress analysis for all components 
and a buckling analysis for truncated ec-
tion of a cone. Analysis load sets can in-
clude bending moments, axial force , ul-
A5A Tech Briefs, February 2000 
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All vou need to do FEA within CAD 
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lage pressures, hydro tatic pre ures, lon-
gitudinal acceleration, and rotation. 
Analysis data products from MONTAS 
are a ummary of radial and vertical de-
flections, material-failure margin of 
safety for all components, and buckling 
margins of safety for the truncated ection 
of a cone. If the analysis has shown th.at a 
tank can be expected to fail in buckling, 
then MONTASS also calculates the pres-
sure needed to stabilize the tank. 
Stand-alone components are included 
in MONTASS to provide users the option 
to run the MONfASS computational 
tools without using the interface that is in-
tegral to the MONTASS ystem. An addi-
tional Excel worksheet calculate the kin 
thickness of a monocoque cylinder that 
yields the same moment of inertia as that 
of a cylinder of a given thickness rein-
forced with integral T stiffeners. 
MONTASS was developed as a Mi-
crosoft Excel v5.0a workbook program 
on a Power Macintosh computer. MON-
TASS has also been implemented on 
'486- and '586-class personal computers 
using Microsoft Excel v7.0a for Windows 
95. The standard distribution medium 
for MONTASS is a 3.5-in. (8.89-cm), 
1.44MB diskette in MS-DOS format. 
Power Macintosh computers can read 
MS-DOS-format diskettes; however, a 
Macintosh-formatted diskette can be 
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made available if nece al)'. The docu-
mentation is available on the spread-
sheets only. MONTAS was developed in 
1996. The program is a copyrighted 
work with all copyright ve ted in ASA. 
This program was written I7y P. L. Lw: of 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 
Inquiries cQ'TlCe'ming this program should be 
addressed to Larry Gagliano at the Center Soft-
ware R£lease Aullwrity al MarshaU Space 
Flight Center (telephone 205-544-7175). 
MNr31223 
@ Automated Planning 
and Scheduling for a 
Robotic Vehicle 
A software system generate equences 
of commands for the operation of a ro-
botic vehicle. The system was adapted to 
control Rocky 7, a semiautonomous in-
strumented vehicle of the "rover" type 
used in cientific exploration of Mars. The 
software system was developed by inte-
grating two software systems reported in 
previous NASA Tech Brieft articles: Web 
Interface for Telescience (WITS) and Au-
tomated Scheduling and Planning Envi-
ronmen t (ASPE ). WITS provides a high-
level graphical interface, through which a 
user can specify scientific activities and lo-
cations by referencing to images of the en-
For More Information Circle No. 420 
vironment of the robotic vehicle. ASPE 
accepts the cientific goals specified by 
use of WITS, then reason about the low-
leyel acti"itie and re ources needed to at-
Lain these goal . ASPE then generates 
an executable equence of commands to 
perform the reque ted cientific observa-
tions; these include commands to travel 
to and/ or between pecified location in 
order to arrive at locations where observa-
tions are to be perfOlIDed. In generating 
the commands, ASPE enforces flight 
rules and detects and resolve conflicts 
over resource by reordering cientific ob-
servations, adding required activities, 
and/ or deleting low-priority observations. 
The further development of this software 
system is likely to include installation of 
the oftware in the rover itself to enable 
the rover to schedule its own activities, 
and thus to behave more autonomously. 
This parogram was written I7y Gregg Ra-
bideau, Steve Chien, Paul Backes, Gene 
Chalfant, and Tam Estlin oj Caltech and 
Kam Tso oj IA Tech, Inc., JO'r NASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. FOT furthe'r inJO'r-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Software category. 
This software is available fO'r commercialli-
censing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cali-
fornia Institute oj Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NP0-20574. 
NASA Tech BriefS, February 2000 

e 
that Simplifies 
Vision 
ational Instruments aims to 
simplify machine vision so that more 
test, measurement, and automation 
professionals can embrace vision as a 
measurement tool on the production 
floor. The company has developed 
easy-to-use , fast , and accurate lMAQTM 
Vision pattern-matching software for 
inspection, guidance, alignment, and 
identification applications. The pa-
tem-pending software locates objects 
fast-more than ten times faster than 
traditional methods-and is very reli-
able. It locates objects even if they vary 
in size and orientation and are poorly 
illuminated, degraded in quality, and 
partially hidden from view. 
The latest Automated Imaging 
Association survey states that 40 per-
cent of all machine vision applications 
use some form of pattern matching. 
But National Instruments' is pattern 
matching with a difference. Because 
problems such a rotation , poor light-
ing, and out-of-focus cameras are com-
mon in production em~ronmentS, NT 
lib 
e 
National Instruments' 
pattern-matching 
program delivers 
performance gains. 
software can be used in a wide range 
of applications. From guiding the 
assembly of a car door to aligning 
printed circuit boards and inspecting 
semiconductor wafers, NI pattern-
matching software is delivering new 
vision solutions. There is a great need 
for robust, easy-to-use pattern-match-
ing software because of the demands 
of the production environment and 
the unpredictable quality of ambient 
lighting. NI expecls to its new software 
to find more and more applications in 
the automotive, semiconductor, phar-
maceutical, and electronics industries. 
Normalized cross-correlation has 
been a common approach for years to 
finding a template jn an image . But 
this method has very low tolerance in 
searching for objects that undergo 
changes in angle of rotation, scale, 
and intensity. The correlation algo-
rithms require millions of multiplica-
tion operations; hence the correlation 
process is time-consuming. A 100-x-
100 template correlated to a 640-x-480 
www.nasatech.com 
image consumes approximately 2.6 
billion mUltiplications and additions. 
Still, the accuracy degrades with any 
changes in lighting, contrast, object 
scale, rotation, and defocusing. The 
user can speed up the matching 
process by reducing the size of the 
template or of the image to search. 
Overall , the normalized cross-correla-
tion approach does not meet the 
speed and reliability requirements of 
many automation application. 
I pattern matching 
work? Unlike cross-correlation tech-
niques, a model of the template 
image is created using the mjnimurn 
number of pixels that can best repre-
sent, or model, the image. These pix-
els, which essen tially describe the 
template, are sampled in a smart 
nonuniform way. In many cases less 
than 2 perc en t of the pixels from the 
original template are used. The pixels 
are selecled to retain geometric shape 
Motion Control Tech Briefs, February 2000 

NI IMAQTM Vision pattern matching locates objects quickly and accurately even when they are out of focus, at various angles, partial-
ly hidden, and scaled (varying in size by ±lO percent). 
information , edge information, and 
background information about the 
template pattern. 
I pattern-matching oftware typi-
cally surpri es experienced vision 
expert because it can find complex 
patterns in a full 640-x-480 image in 
les than 80 m , and the objects can be 
at any orientation. Then the user can 
change the illumination, introduce 
blur by defocusing the camera, and 
partially hide the object, and till locate 
the object. A pedal option can limit the 
earch to find objects that are not rotat-
ed. In this mode, the user can find 
objects in as little as 10 ms. The e robust 
feature are key in production environ-
ments because of ine"itable proce vari-
ations. With consistent pattern the user 
can demon trate location accuracy of 
1/40 of a pixel. The bottom line is that 
I pattern matching deliver much 
more than a tenfold improvement in 
speed over traditional cro -correla-
tion algorithm . 
I pattern-matching oftware make 
2b 
vi ion ea ier to use . In the past, if the 
u er had to locate a part at any orien-
tation, developing the correlation oft-
ware was difficult, and the search time 
could be very long. And if there were 
potential illumination variations and 
blurring, the u er could not solve the 
problem with software. I pattern-
matching oftware is robu t enough to 
handle the type of variations encoun-
tered in emiconductor, electronic, 
and automotive application . 
I also offer two functions to im-
plify and peed up machine vision pro-
gramming. The "learn" function is 
u ed to train the search engine, and 
the "earch" function execute the 
pattern matching. In addition, with 
the interactive oftware Vision 
Builder, the user can quickly te t the 
template on a sample et of image to 
prove the robu mes and peed that i 
needed for the application. Vi ion 
Builder take the gue work out of 
template training and generates the 
vi ion code recipe for the application. 
www.nasarech.com 
I's pattern-matching virtual instru-
ments quickly and accurately locate 
objects at high speeds. Typical earch 
times average Ie s than 40 ms, with 
patial accuracy of 1/40 pixel and 
angle accuracy of 0.1 degree. These 
tools can learn template image in Ie 
than 3 seconds. Template height and 
width can vary from 8 to 16,000 pixels. 
The e tools work in poor lighting 
and when image are partially 
ob cured. They find target images 
even when as much as 30 percent of 
the object i hidden from view. Fina.lly, 
I pattern-matching tools automati-
cally recognize MMX-enabled comput-
er chips for faster proces ing. 
For more information, contact the 
author of this article, John Hanks, Vision 
Marketing Manager, at ational In-
struments, 11500 . Mopac Expwy, 
Building B, Austin, TX 78759-3504; 
(512) 683-6840; fax: (512) 683-5569; 
e-mail: john. hanks@ni.com; www.ni.com. 
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WIDE RANGE 
OF QUALITY 
MOTORS 
The Maxon product line consists of quality high 
efficiency DC motors, which are available with 
gearheads. encoders, tachometers, and contrOllers. 
Our products range from cost-effective ferrile • 
magnet motors to current stale of the art rare earth 
magnel mo- • 
tors. Brushless • 
motors also 
al'e offered. 
Our patent-
ed rhombic • 
wound mO\'-
ing coil mo- • 
tors offer sev- • 
ADVERTISEMENT 
500 WATT BRUSH LESS MOTOR 
Maxon's new "EG- series of brushless motors are e1ectronicall)' coromu-
tated, thus enabling extremely long motor life, since there are simply no m~ 
chanical brushes to wear OUI. Hall effect sensors are built in to the motor 
in order to provide feedback to the control electronics. By assembling the 
motor such that the coils are outside the rotor, good heat dissipation and 
high overload capability are attained. Diameter is 60 mm (2.4 in) while the 
length is 173 nun (6.S in) . Continuousoulput power is 500 watts, wbile maximum 
5p"Cd is 7,000 RPM. Ambienl temperature range is -20' to 125' C (-4' to 257' F). Utilizing ~n"'l!Y 
neodymium magnelS results i.n a \'eI')' responshe mechanical time constant of 4 ms, while minimizing overall m. 
Using electronic commutation allow. for minimum electrical noise; in fact Ibese motors are CE approved, signi-
f)ing electromagnetic compatibility in the European ~1. Motors are ofrered with bolb "'r or ' delta" con-
figurations to optimize performance. Complementing the motors are gearheads with ratios from 3.7:1 to 
307.5: I capable of ISO , m (132 ft-Ib) of intermittenttorque. Also offered are encoden, resolvers and brakes. 
For more information, call or fax Mr. James Talent, Maxon Precision Motors, Inc., 
Burlingame, CA. Tel: 800-865-7540, Fax: 650-697-2887. 
Ci rcle No. 604 
eraJ advantages over conventional DC motor such ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
as much longer brush life and extremely low electri-
eaI noise. low mechanical time constant for fast ac-
celeration. low clIrrent consumption for extending 
batteT}' life, no cogging for smooth rotation even at 
low peeds, and linear speed-torque constants for 
simple, accurale control. 
T)'Pica1 applications include air samplers, chart • 
recorders, miniature pumps. chopper wheels, laser 
measuring devices. microscope stages, surgical de-
vices, data storage devices, vision sy tems. and print-
ers/ labelers. 
For more information, call or fax 
Mr. James Talent, 
Maxon Precision Motors, Inc., 
Burlingame, CA. 
Tel : 800-865-7540, Fax: 650-697-2887. 
Circle No. 602 
12 mm REDUCED 
COST MOVING COIL 
MOTOR 
Maxon 's new A-
max 12 mm (0.47 in) 
diameter motor d .... 
livers the perfor· 
mance and Ijfetim~ 
of a mo\ing coil 
mOlar, bUl at are· 
duced cost due to im-
proved automated manufacturing proc"sses. The • 
palen ted rhomhic mo";ug coil design provides for 
long life, low electrical noise, fasl acceleration and 
high efficienC)'. The ironless rolor allo~ for zero cog- • 
ging and simple accurate control. The motor is avail-
able either with a single shaft or "ith a passing haft. 
and is raled at .5 or .7& watLS. Other Standard options 
include ball bearings/ sleeve bearings, and termi-
nals/ leads. The motor length is 20.6 mm (0. I in) 
and weighs in at 10 to 12 g (.35 to .42 Ol) depending 
on configuration. Several different windings are avail-
able to match desired speed "ith available voltage. 
Ambient temperature range is from -30' to SS' C • 
(-22' ro ISS' Fl . while the maximum efficiency is up 
to 7I % depending on the winding. Th" maximum • 
continuous lorqu" from the motor alone is up to 
.99 m m (.14 ol-in) . Matching gearbeads are also 
availabl" with ratios ranging from 4:1 to l ,lIS:1 capa-
ble of delivering up to 530 fIU 'm (75 oz-in) of inter- • 
rniuent torque. Matching encoders are also a,-allahle. 
For more information, call or fax 
Mr. James Talent. 
Maxon Precision Motors, Inc .. 
Burlingame, CA. 
Tel: 800-865-7540, Fax: 650-697-2887. 
Circle No. 603 
IN ROBOTICS AND MACHINE AUTOMATION, 
THERE's ONLY ONE PERFECT MaroR FIT. 
Finding the right high precision 
motor starts with Maxon's commit-
ment to customer service and 
customer satisfaction. 
We've simplified the design 
process to cut your engineering 
time, giving you distinct advan-
tages in meeting rruuket 
needs and opportunities. 
Our Maxon 
Selection Program (MSP) 
software calculates your 
drive solutions for you. 
With thousands of motor 
combinations - MSP 
analyzes your needs based on 
speed, torque, vollage, diameter. 
and length - and generates detailed 
data and diagrams - it weighs the 
options and delivers the solution, 
eliminating uncertainty without 
MAxON. 
compromise and error; 
Our comprehensive catalog 
covers Maxon's complete product 
tine of IX brush and brushless 
high precision motors ranging in 
size from 6mm (02") - 75mm 
(3"), and from 05 - 500 watts 
output power; 
Maxon's approach to 
supporting your total drive 
solution includes our elden· 
51\' !? selection of gearheads, 
tachometers, encoders. 
resolvers, and velocity amplifiers. 
H your application demands a 
cost-effective or custom motor, 
we can manufacture it and deliver 
anywhere in the world 
Our consistEnt quality is attest· 
ed by ISO 9001 certification. 
which applies not only to proven 
quality in production. but also 
in design/development and 
servicing. 
We're confident youll find al 
Maxon the combination of exper-
tise, responsiveness, and personal 
commitment that ensures the best 
possible motion solution. 
maxon 
Max.on Precision Motors 
838 Mitten Road 
Burlingame, CA 94010 
TEl.: 651J/ 697-96U BOOI 865-7S40 
FAX: 65IJ1 697-2Ml 
hltp://uNnAmpm .......... motor.amt 
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Mass-Produced Hollow Cathodes Will Cost Less 
Design changes preserve functionality while enhancing manufacturability. 
John H. Glenn Research Center; Cleveland, Ohio 
commercial version of the ASA plas-
ma-<:ontactor hollow-<:athode assembly 
(PC HCA) has been developed. The ASA 
PC HCA is a highly reliable hollow dis-
charge cathode that is the mo t thorough-
ly understood, te ted, and mature of all 
hollow cathodes that have been con id-
ered for use in electric pacecraft thrusters. 
The design of the commercial version pre-
erves all the critical aspects of the techno-
logical heritage of the NASA PC HCA nec-
essary for long-term, reliable operation, 
while incorporating changes that enable 
mass production at lower cost per unit 
Beyond the original intended spacecraft 
application, the commercial hol-
low cathodes could prove useful 
on Earth in plasma re earch and 
plasma-based manufacturing 
proce es. 
an identical geometry and construction 
throughout a front ubassembly wherein all 
the critical functions of the HCA take place. 
There are only two major difference 
between the ASA and commercial ver-
ions. The first is the ubstitution of an 
advanced, commercially available heater 
for a laboratory-type helical swaged heater 
used in the NASA version. The commercial 
heater is expected to re ist vibration better 
than the swaged heater doe. The heating 
element in the commercial heater consists 
of pyrolytic graphite depo ited on chemi-
cal-vapor-<l.eposited boron nitride ceramic. 
Heaters of this type are very lightweight 
Mounting 8racl<et 
NASA VERSION 
and can be operated at extremely high 
power densitie . 
A unique characteristic of heaters of this 
type is that their electrical re i tance 
decrease with temperature up to about 
1,000 0c; this characteristic makes it practical 
to use constant-voltage (instead of constant-
current) heater power supplies. Another 
characteristic of the heater design include 
low unit-to-unit variability and precise tai-
lorability of resistance. The net benefit 
afforded by these characteristics is to make it 
possible to reduce the complexity (and thus 
the cost) of power.,supply circuitry and to 
increase the reliability of the heater, relative 
Line 
to those of the NASA PC HCA. 
The second major difference 
between the two designs lies in 
details of the internal construc-
tion and mounting configura-
tions in a rear ubas embly. 
Modifications have been made 
here to enable cost-effective 
mass production. 
Like the ASA PC HCA, the 
commercial HCA (see figure) is 
a plasma source that utilizes an 
Xe or an Xe/ Kr mixture as the 
feed gas and operates in con-
junction with everal power sup-
plie , which are typically includ-
ed within a power processing 
unit. Both the original NASA 
design and the commercial ver-
sion call for a barium-impregnat-
ed tungsten insert housed within 
a O.25-in. (6.35-mm) molybde-
num/ rhenium tube, and a 
Kee" Assembly 
This UJO'rk was dune lJy David 
ManuUa of RMS Aerospace En-
gineering for Glenn Research 
Center. 
Wires 
ElectricaVExpeliant Isolator 
COMMERCIAL VERSION 
Inquiries am.ceming rights for 
the commerr:ial use of this invention 
sluntld be addressed to NASA Glenn 
Research Center; Commerr:ial Tech-
nology O.Jjia, Attn: Steve Fedor, 
Mail Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
molybdenum/ tantalum keeper 
assembly, and both designs share 
The Commercial Version of the Hollow-Cathode Assembly preserves the techno-
logical heritage of the NASA version. but can be mass-produced at lower cost. 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. 
Refer to LEW-16658. 
Adaptive Variable Bias Control for Magnetic Bearings 
Power consumption is reduced; without sacrificing performance. 
John H. Glenn &search Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Adaptive variable bias control (AVBC) 
is an improved technique for controlling 
the currents upplied to the electromag-
nets in magnetic bearing. In AVBC, the 
bias currents are varied in uch a way as 
to reduce overall power consumption. 
In a magnetic bearing (see Figure 1) , 
the magnetic force depend nonlinearly 
upon the currents flowing in the elec-
tromagnet coils and on the distances 
between the rotor and the stator poles. 
Becau e the magnetic force are attrac-
tive only and decrease with increasing 
distances, magnetic bearing are open-
loop unstable and, consequently, clo ed-
loop control is necessary for stable oper-
ation. A conventional control scheme 
4b 
for a magnetic bearing includes the 
decomposition of the total current into 
a constant bias component and a varying 
command component in order to lin-
earize the relationship between the com-
mand component and the force deliv-
ered by the bearing. Usually, such classi-
cal feedback control techniques as pro-
Figure 1. A Magnetic Bearing utilizes magnetic forces to levitate a rotor without rotor/stator contact. For 
the sake of simplicity. electromagnets are shown on only one axis; to function properly. a bearing must 
include electromagnets on at least two axes. 
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portional-derivative (PD) or 
proportional-integral-derivative 
(PID) are used. 
Bias currents give rise to con-
sumption of power, even when 
no loads are supported by the 
bearings. AVBC was developed 
as an alternative control tech-
nique in which bias currents, and 
thus power-consumption levels, 
are reduced. Another, closely 
related benefit of reductions in 
bias currents is reduction in over-
all generation and dissipation of 
heat (including eddy-current and 
hysteretic heating of rotors). 
AVBC is based on the conven-
tional bias method, but departs 
from that method according to 
the principle that by varying the 
Figure 2. This Eight-Pole Magnetic-Bearing Test Apparatus was used in 
experiments on AVBC. 
command current over a suitable 
interval of time. The net result is 
that an AVBC controller is pri-
marilya PD controller with (1) a 
bias current that is varied and is 
usually Ie than it would be in 
an equivalent conventional con-
troller and (2) a control gain 
that varie slowly with time and 
with the bias current. Theoreti-
cal calculations and experimen-
tation ( ee Figure 2) have shown 
that AVBC is nominally stable 
and that in comparison with con-
ventional bias concrol, AVBC 
yields reduced power consump-
tion and comparable control 
performance. 
This wllri< was done fly Dexter 
bias current adaptively as needed, the 
power consumption in a bearing can be 
reduced while producing the desired 
force and maintaining the linearization 
afforded by using bias. The main static 
influence in changing the bias current is 
to change the static stiffness of the bear-
ing. Dynamically, changing the bias cur-
rent exerts two effects: the control laws 
depend on bias, and as the bias changes, 
the force-slew-rate limit changes. Inas-
much as there are many possible ways to 
Motion Control Tech Briefs, February 2000 
vary the bias, adaptive control is intro-
duced. Adaptive control in this applica-
tion entails monitoring the operation of 
the magnetic bearing and determining, 
from the information thus acquired, the 
best setting for the bias current. 
In this approach, the bias setting is not 
based on typical parameter estimation; 
instead, it is based on the commanded 
current. More specifically, the adaptation 
law is that the bias current is required to 
equal the average of the amplitude of the 
Time is precious. 
Time is scarce. 
Time is money. 
Newport understands this fundamental 
Busine s concept and has designed and engi-
neered its motion control products and serv-
ery concept in mind. Whether 
time, or I rn-key solutions to mlmmize your 
manuf clunng cycle time, look to ewpon 
to reduce your llme 10 market. 
y - contact I ewport today and stan 
For More Information Circle No. 606 
Johnson and Gerald V. Brown of 
Glenn Research Center and Daniel J 
Inman oj Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University. For Jurther inJormation, 
access the Technical Support. Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.rom under the 
Machinery/ Automation categr»y. 
Inquiries concerning rights Jor the commer-
cial use oj this invention should be acldressed to 
NASA Glenn Research Center; Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor; Mail Stop 
4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleveland, Ohio 
44135. ReJer to LEW-J6748. 
• Broad Selection of Standard 
CONTROLLERS, DRIVERS, and 
STAGES 
• Rapid Customization to Fit 
Your Specifications 
• Design and Build Complete 
Systems to Bring Your Design 
Project to Completion Rapidly 
and Efficiently 
5b 
Integrate stepper motor 
control Into measurement 
applications - choose 
National Instruments motion 
hardware and softwarel 
ValueMotlon'" Stepper Boards 
• 1 to 4 stepper axes/ board 
• Onboard processor for 
rea~time control 
• Multiaxis coordinated control 
• Full, half, and microstepping 
• Step and direction or 
CW/CCWoutputs 
• Quadrature encoder 
feedback 
• Position breakpoints 
• For CompactPCl , PXI', 
PCI, or ISA 
Easy-to-Use Commands 1- I POint-to-point pOSition mode 
I~I Velocity profiling 
[;Cl Linear 2D/3D vector ~ interpolation mode 
Graphical Motion Software 
• LabVIEw-
• BridgeVIEw-
NATIONAL 
INSTRUMENTS· 
www.ni.com/motion 
(800) 327·9894 
Tel: (512) 794C100 • Fax: (512) 683-9300 
InfoOn.com 
.~~ ........ ----~.. --
......... -...-.... -_.----
--
For More Information Circle No. 607 
MEMICA: a Concept for Reflecting 
Remote-Manipulator Forces 
Damping or resistance would be controlled electronically. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena California 
The term "mechanical mirroring 
using controlled tilIne and actuators" 
("MEMICA") denote a developmental 
concept for reflecting contact force , dis-
placements, mechanical damping, and 
temperature from the hand of a remote 
robotic manipulator back to the hand of a 
human operator who controls the manip-
ulator. The MEMICA concept is expected 
to re ult in improvements in the remote 
control of robots in hostile environments, 
and may make it po ible to perform 
remote urgery. The concept could also be 
applied to providing tactile sensations of 
Electrorheological 
Fluid 
A 
objects in computationally imulated envi-
ronments ("virtual reality") and to exer-
ci e machine . The MEMICA concept 
could be implemented b means of vari-
ous operator interface (e.g., jo ticks, 
knob , or glove ). The purpo e of devel-
oping MEMICA i to enable a human 
operator to feel, more realistically, the tiff-
ne , temperature, vibration, and other 
tactile characteristics of objects to be 
remotely or virtually manipulated, thereby 
enhancing dexterity in remote manipula-
tion or increasing the degree of perceived 
realism in a imulated environment. 
Piston 
A 
Cylinder 
VIEW A-A SHOWING PISTON WITH SLOTS 
Figure 1. An ECS Device would resist elongat ion or shortening with a stiffness that would depend on 
the voltage applied across the electrorheological fluid flowing past the piston in the slots. 
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Figure 2. ECS Devices would mirror the stiffness 
distribution at the corresponding locations on a 
remote robot finger. 
In a typical implementation of MEMl-
CA for controlling a remote anthropo-
morphic robot hand, the robot hand 
would be equipped with actuators to 
generate the desired motions and 
forces, and would be instrumented with 
contact-force, temperature, and position 
sensors. The operator interface would 
be a glove instrumented with (1) 
mechani.cal actuators to reflect the dis-
placements and the reaction (contact) 
forces; (2) operator-hand-action en ors, 
the outputs of which would be processed 
to generate commands for controlling 
the robot hand; and (3) thermoelecuic 
heater/ cooler units to provide thermal 
feedback from the robot hand. Thus, in 
a sen e, the glove and the robot hand 
would mirror each other. 
One of the major features that distin-
guishes the MEMICA concept from 
other concepts of force-reflecting robot-
ic control is the propo ed use of electri-
cally controlled tiffness (ECS) devices 
at elected locations on the instnunent-
ed glove to mirror the force of resi -
tance to motion at the corre ponding 
locations on the robot hand. An E 
( ee Figure 1) would include a piston in 
a cylinder filled with an eJectrorheologi-
cal fluid. Slots on the cyliodrical piston 
surface would allow the liquid to flo~ 
past the piston during displacement of 
the pi ton. The lots would be lined with 
electrodes. The lots and electrodes 
would be dimen ioned so that by appli-
cation of voltage over a suitable range, 
the viscosity of the fluid, and thus the 
force of resistance of the piston to dis-
placement, could be controlled over a 
de ired range. Each finger of the glove 
would be equipped with ECS devices 
Motion Control Tech Briefs, February 2000 
(ee Figure 2) to generate reaction 
forces to apply the required force feed-
back to the operator's finger. The ECS 
part of the MEMICA concept is also 
potentially applicable to active damping 
of vibrations in "smart" structures. 
While ECS device could reflect resis-
tance to motion, they could not actively 
reflect forces and displacements; that is, 
they could not reflect the action of some-
thing pulling or pushing on the robot 
hand and could not reflect vibrations. 
For active reflection of forces and dis-
placements (including vibrations), it 
would be necessary to equip the glove 
with other actuators. Hydraulic, pneu-
matic, and shape memory alloy linear 
actuators have been considered for this 
purpose. An alternative linear actuator 
that might be used for this purpose 
would be, e entially, a motor-driven vari-
ant of a common curvature-stiffened 
metal tape measure. 
This work was done by Yoseph Bar-Cohen 
and Benjamin Dolgin of Caltech and Charles 
Pfeiffer and Consta.ntinos Mavroidis of 
Rutgers University for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access lhe Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Machinery/Au.tomation category. 
NP0-20642 
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Radio-Frequency Wireless Flight-Control System 
Mechanical-cable, hydraulic, and wire control links would be replaced by RF links. 
Dryden Flight Research Center; Edwards, California 
Technological advance have driven 
the evolution of aircraft flight-control 
tem . In the dawn of 20th-century avi-
ation, the Wright Brother used cable 
and warping of wing urfaces to change 
the hape of flight-control urface . As 
engineers designed aircraft capable of 
flying faster, higher, and farther, the 
force needed for controlling the air-
craft surpas ed the phy ical abilitie of 
pilots. Hydraulics were introduced to 
provide the pilot with the capability to 
manipulate the flight-control surface 
on the wing and tail of the aircraft. 
ASA Dryden Flight Research Center 
truro RF data links into the communica-
tion paths between the flight-control 
computers (FC ) and the actuators for 
the flight-control surface at the aile-
rons, rudder, and elevator. For a 
demon tration of the fea ibility of this 
concept, a prototype y tern ( ee Figure 
2) was de igned and demonstrated on 
the F-I Iron Bird te t facility at Dryden 
Flight Research Center to e tabli h the 
ability of the RF links to provide ade-
quate control capability. For demon tra-
tion purpo e , the te ting was limited to 
the signal path between the FCC and 
an aileron on the Iron Bird. 
control loop. Power for the data link was 
provided by bench-top power supplie . 
Con iderable effort was pent to make 
the power-supply lines between the 
bench upplie and the data-link hard-
ware a hort as pos ible 0 as to hield 
the power suppl lines from outside elec-
tromagnetic interference. The data-link 
tran ceivers were placed at location for 
which there was no line of sight between 
the tran mitting and receiving antennas; 
thu, communication during the te t 
took place entirely by multipath propa-
gation. The antennas were imple mono-
pole tructure with no ground planes. 
(DFRC) has been instrumental ,--------------------------------------------------------------------, 
in effecting the continuing evo-
lution of aviation technology by 
exploring ways of replacing 
hydraulics with "power by wire" 
actuators; an instance of this 
effort was reported in "Design-
ing Electrically Powered Actua-
tor for Aircraft" (DRG96-09), 
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 21, o. 10 
(October 1997) , page 84. 
Figure 1. Spread-Spectrum RF Data Links would supplant or supplement wire communication links between the 
flight-cont rol computer and the actuators for the flight-control surfaces. 
On the verge of the next millennium, 
NASA DFRC is once again involved in 
the next major aviation mile tone: a 
wireless flight-control system (WFCS) , in 
which radio-frequency (RF) links would 
supplement or supplant wire flight-con-
trol connections. The ultimate goal is to 
develop a closed-loop WFCS that will be 
u ed to either (1) back up a wired system 
and provide redundancy for enhanced 
safety and reliability or (2) replace the 
wired system and decrease the size, 
weight, and co t of the affected aircraft. 
The WFCS concept (see Figure 1) 
involve the in ertion of spread-spec-
ADVERTISEMENT 
Product Guide and 
Index to Bulletins 
(Bulletin PG) 
The PITT Product 
Guide profiles our complete 
line of Pittman brand motors. The four-
page "Product Guide and Index to 
Bulletins" provides a general overview of 
available motors, including the different 
types of motors and general description of 
each. It also offers a list of the Pittman 
worldwide ales offices. Pittman, 343 
Godshall Drive, Harleyville, PA 19483-0003; 
phone: 877-PrrrMAN; fax: (215) 256-1338; 
www.pittmannet.com. 
Pittman 
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The RF hardware in the te t sy tem 
includes an input module that receive 
and sends analog signal to and from the 
FCC and the control-surface actuator. 
These analog signals are converted to 
and from digital value by analog-to-dig-
ital and digital-to-analog circuits. The 
converted analog signals are passed to 
buffers that are et up in the memory 
pace of WFCS computer. From these 
spaces, digital control movement data 
are encoded into mes age that contain 
the movement information as well as 
synchronization and channel-identifica-
tion data. These messages are then 
passed to the baseband processor of a 
spread- pectrum radio transceiver. Here, 
the baseband data are multiplied with 
randomized redundant data and ent to 
a modulation processor. 
The modulation processor commands 
the RF ection of the tran ceiver by 
phase-encoding the data "chips" to be 
transmitted. The RF section then tran -
mits the data via a phase-modulated car-
rier signal. The receiver performs the 
inver e proce that re ults in an analog 
signal that replicates the analog com-
mand input from the FCC. 
For the proof-of-concept test, the 
data-link hardware was constructed in 
"breadboard" form. There was no 
attempt to miniaturize the hardware at 
this stage of development. The idea was 
only to prove that the bandwidth of the 
spread pectrum was ufficient to satisfy 
a requirement for timing in an inner 
www.nasatech.com 
The WFCS hardware was completely 
software-driven, with the exception of 
the analog input and output needed to 
atisfy the analog front ends on the FCC 
and the actuators. The software was 
designed carefully to maintain a mini-
mum of phase and latency error while 
sampling the control ignals at suffi-
ciently high rate to insure accurate rep-
resentations of the waveforms without 
filtering that would inherently introduce 
phase error. Analog ignal were cap-
tured from several locations in the sy -
tern during the test to verify that the 
wireless system was reproducing the ana-
log control ignal with adequate fidelity. 
Manual commands were also used to test 
the full dynamic range of the wireless 
sy tern and its ability to move the aileron 
to its maximum extent. 
The ystem performed reliably after 
installation and debugging. oise was 
reduced by shielding the power- upply 
wire against electromagnetic interfer-
ence along their full length . Junction 
boxe that contained pass-through wiring 
were covered by foil tape; this provided 
shielding against electromagnetic inter-
ference (including RF interference) for 
the signal paths that remained hard-
wired. Considerable experimentation was 
done to explore the ize and di tribution 
of the near-field diffraction and interfer-
ence pattern associated with the hangar 
and the placement of the airframe in 
the line-of- ight path between the wire-
less tran ceivers. 
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Figure 2. A Prototype WFCS System was tested to establ ish the capabilit ies 
of its RF link. The testing was limited to the signal paths between the FCes 
and the actuator of one aileron. 
The wireless system provided control of the aileron that was 
equal to the control provided by the production system sup-
plied with the aircraft. The hardware was switchable into and 
out of operation at any time. One box controlled the signal 
paths through the aileron actuator. Another box controlled 
the signals from the FCC. When the control switches were 
placed in the "pass through mode" position, the Iron Bird 
flight-<:ontrol system operated normally. When the control 
switches were placed in the "RF mode" po ition, the WFC dig-
ital RF data link pa sed the control data for the actuator servo 
valve to control movement of the aileron. 
The WFCS was tested for frequency, stability, and amplitude 
re ponse, using the arne test criteria ordinarily used to deter-
mine the fitness of the aircraft for flight. The RF system satis-
fied all the closed-Ioop<ontrol timing requirements. The RF 
spread-spectrum system operated in under the non-line-of-
ight condition throughout the test, with no direct path 
between the transceivers. In fact, the devices were positioned 
o that the entire bulk of the F-18 was in the center of the 
direct path between the two transceivers. 
The demonstrated feasibility of the prototype system pro-
vides a solid base on which to proceed to the next stage of 
development. Future efforts will include more extensive test-
ing in progressive phase and implementation of carrier sup-
pression and code diversity multiple access (CDMA) tech-
niques. The development effort is expected to culminate in a 
flight test that will include flight-<iynamics demonstrations with 
and without the RF system in operation. The te t is also expect-
ed to include operations in jamming environments de igned 
to imulale worst-<:ase accidental interference condition. 
This wark was done 17)' Sangman Lee, Linda Ki«y, and Arthur 
Lavoie of Dryden Fligh t Research Center and Karl Kiefu and 
Kevil1 Champaigne of Invocon Inc. For furthu information, access the 
Technical u/JPOrt Package (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
undu the Electronic Components and 'Yslems category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, the contractor htis elected to 
retain title to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its com-
mercial use slwuld be addressed to: 
KarlKitf" 
Invocol1 I11 C. 
19221 IH-45 South Su. 530 
Conroe, TX 77385. 
Refu to DRC-99-08, voLume and l1WnbU of this ASA Tech 
Briefs issue, and the page number. 
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No Maintenance 
HELI·CALe Flexible Shaft Couplings 
Engineered like no other! 
• No backlash • No wear 
• No lubrication .' No moving parts 
• One-piece integrity 
Contact liS for a free catalog, sample or more info ! 
HELICAL 
PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 
901 W. McCoy Lane, P.O. Box 1069 Santa Maria, CA 93456-1069 
lei 805-928-3851 fax 805-928-2369 www.Heli-Cal.com 
Visit us at National Design Show Booth #2327 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 610 
Phytron VSS series of stepper motors are offered in three 
d"lfferent categones to COlIer most extreme environment applications. 
VSS-FV 
• Vacuum up to 10-3 Torr 
• Temperature range -40· F to +250· F 
• Clean Room, Class 10 
VSS-HV 
• Vacuum up to 10-7 Torr 
• Temperature range -4Q·F to +4OO·F 
• Clean Room, Class 1 Phytron. Inc . 1345 Main Street. 
VSS-UHV 
• Vacuum up to 10-11 Torr 
• Temperature range -454· F to +6OO· F 
• Radiation hardened to 1 ()8 Rad 
• Clean Room. Class 1 
Waltham. MA 02154 
Tel 781-647-3581 
Fax: 781-647-3526 
www.phytron.com 
e-mail 
info0'phytron.com 
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3-W 
Brushless 
"Pancake" 
Motor 
Maxon Precision 
Motors, Burlin-
game, CA, of-
fers a new series of brushless 'pancake" motors that 
are electronically commutated. The EC eries has 
no mechanical brushes to wear out, enabling 
extremely long mOlor life , according to the com-
pany. The motor weighs 32 g (1.13 oz.) and is 32 
mm in diameter, and the length of the body 
excluding shaft is 8.9 mm. Continuous output 
power is 3 W, and maximum speed is 12,000 rpm. 
Maxon says good heat di sipation and high over-
load capability are as ured by the motor's con-
struction , with the coils outside the rotor. Hall-
effect sen ors are an option. 
For More Information Circle No. 781 
Metric Linear 
Motion 
System 
Bishop-Wi ecar-
ver Corp., Pitts-
burg, CA, now of-
fers its Lo Pro lin-
ear motion system 
in a metric configuration. Lo Pro combines Dual-Vee 
wheels and track in an engineered modular system 
that can include belt, chain , lead screw, ball screw, 
and pneumatic drive options. The system can 
attain speeds of 12 m/ and loads of 26,000 N radi-
al and 40,000 N thrust. The Lo Pro has been built 
in lengths exceeding 18 meters. The company rec-
ommends Lo Pro for fiberboard lines, plasma and 
laser cutting tables, high-speed textile operations, 
and pulp and paper processing, among other 
applications. 
For More Information Circle No. 784 
Linear Positioning 
Table 
Industrial Devices Cor-
poration, Petaluma, CA, 
introduces the CE6 con-
tinuous-duty linear posi-
tioners, which feature 
recirculating ball / cylin-
drical rail bearings, heli-
coil-reinforced fixture 
holes, and a black anodized finish. They offer lead-
screw or ballscrew drives with O.l-in. to 0.5-in. 
lead, travel to 24 in. , straight-line accuracy to 
0.0005 in. per inch of travel, and bidirectional 
repeatability to 0.0002 in. Load capacity is up to 
100 lb. and linear speed is up to 20 in ';s. Options 
include accuracy to 0.00025 in./in., x-y assembly 
with orthogonality of 60 arcsec , and extended 
travel to 48 in. 
For More Information Circle No. 787 
Compact 
Indexers for 
Positioning 
Applications 
Aerotech Inc., 
Pittsburgh, PA, 
announces the 
BA Imellidrive series of compact indexers. The com-
pany says that they operate in indexing and teach 
modes to drive brush and brushless servomotors, 
and provide low-eost control for many imple posi-
tioning applications. The series has analog and RS-
232 interfaces, and accepts standard clock and direc-
tion inputs for stcpping-system replacements. Simple 
programs are stored in the indexer and executed in 
macro form. The device can also accept commands 
via RS-232 for immediate execution. It is available 
with continuous output currents from 5 to 50 A and 
up to 100 A peak. 
For More Information Circle No. 790 
lOb 
High-Pressure 
Hydraulic 
Motors 
The HMF02 eries 
of high-pressure 
hydraulic motors 
from Linde Hy-
draulic Corp., Can-
field , OH, is based on the company's patented 21 ' 
technology. The series offers a 725()..psi peak pre ure 
capability, continuous operating pre ure of 6090 
psi, and a nominal operating pressure of 5000 psi. 
Six models make up the HMF series, with displace-
ments of 28 cc/ rev up to 135 cc/ rev, for either open-
or closed-loop applications. The series offers several 
options: the choice of ANSI or SAE spline shafts, 
purge/ flushing ability to maintain oil temperature, 
high-pressure relief valves, and ISO high-pressure 
axial or radial port locations. 
For More Information Circle No. 782 
Right-Angle Servo 
Gearmotors 
Bay ide Motion Group, 
POrt Washington , NY, 
~ays its new Stealth 
right-angle servo gear-
motors are de igned 
for high torque and 
compacll1e s. They com-
bine a brushless DC 
motor with helical plan-
etary gearing. Available 
in 60-, 90-, and 115-mm 
frame sizes, they have 
ratios from 3:1 to 10:1. Bayside points out that the 
motor haft of the imegrated unit contains the 
actual input gear, ensuring perfect alignment and 
smooth operation while providing significam noise 
reduction. 
For More Information Circle No. 785 
360' Thread 
Sealant 
ND Industries 
Inc., Clawson, 
1.11, calls its NO 
ST_3™ thread 
seal am a tough, 
resilient materi-
al for fasteners 
with straight or 
tapered threads. It is dry to the touch, seal instant-
ly, and forms a custom-fitting elastic gasket lhat 
prevents the passage of mo t fuels and chemicals 
and helps keep joints tight even under severe 
vibration. It resists natural gas, butane, propane, 
and motor fuels. A specific application, shown in 
the photograph, is the preapplication 360' around 
the internal threads of large nuts for automotive 
differentials. 
For More Information Circle No. 788 
Open-Loop/Closed-
Loop Control System 
Baumuller LNI, Bloomfield, 
CT, say that the operating 
capabilities of its new 
Omega configurable open-
loop and closed-loop control 
system with integrated drive 
technology include high 
speed, modular component 
flexibility, a single applica-
tion development system, imd a library of technol-
ogy modules for efficient programming. The 
Omega system can close the posilion loop of 
motion control systems in 62.5 microseconds. The 
technology modules include winding functions, 
synchronous motion , adjustable gearing, dancer 
COOlfOl , static control , electronic cam, and addi-
tional PLC functions. 
For More Information Circle No. 791 
www.nasatech.com 
Charge Mode Ring 
Accelerometer 
The Shock and Vibra-
tion Sensors Division of 
PCB Piezotronics Inc., 
Depew, NY, introduces 
the Model 357 A05 that 
works with eXlSung charge amplifiers or in-line 
charge converters in shock and vibration testing to 
±500 g pk. With a low-profile ring configuration 
and through-bolt mounting, the unit, housed in 
titanium, is 0.4 in. tall , 5/ 8-in . in diameter, and 
weigbs 12 gram . The hear-mode piezoceramic 
ensing element generates 15 pCl g with a frequen-
c), range to 12,000 Hz. The company says that the 
temperature range of -65 to +350 'F permits a vari-
ety of uses such as automotive HV, thermal cycling 
in environmental test chambers , and on and 
around hot machinery. 
For More Information Circle No. 783 
Driverl 
Controllerl 
Motor System 
The new driver / 
controller/ moLOr 
motion control sys-
tem from yden 
Corp., San Jose, CA, 
integrates NEMA 
size 17 high-torque stepper motors and the PLG240 
programmable bipolar stepping motor driver/ con-
troller. They are available in 11 volt-amp and winding 
combinations for integration into existing designs. 
Rated volts go from 0.9 to 7.4 DC per phase, and amps 
go from 1 to 4.7 per phase. An embedded microcon-
troller in the controller/ driver allows for communica-
tion with a host PC. The system is de igned for such 
applications as pick-and-place, linear and rotary stages, 
circuit-board testing, and medical equipment 
For More Information Circle No. 786 
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Modular 
Rotary Encoder 
CUI Stack Inc., 
Beavenon, OR, de-
scribes its MG30 
modular rotary en-
coder as a compact 
two-part ki t wi th 
all housing hard-
ware stripped away, 
making it easy to 
mount to a mOlor 
or other rotating stem device during assembly. It uses 
a supply voltage of 5 V DC ±IO percent, has a current 
consumption of <30 rnA and an incremental square-
wave outpul, open coHeelor input, a maximum fre-
quency response of 150 kHz, and resolutions up to 
2000 lines per revolution digital output (8000 
counts/ rev in quadranlfe) . 
For More Information Circle No. 789 
Amplifier for 
Brushle5s Servo 
Motors 
The new MacroDrive 
amplifier from Baldor 
Electric Co., Fort Smith , 
AR, interface with any 
motion controller that 
uses a macro, the propri-
etary in terface developed 
specifically for control of 
high-speed communica-
tions. Data transmission speeds can reach as high as 
125 Mbaud. The amplifier is available in a wide 
range of input powers (up to 15 A continuous, 2X 
peak). Inputs to the MacroDrive are PWM voltage, 
electronic commutation , and current loop com-
mands. A fully protected unit, the MacroDrive comes 
with Land CE approval. 
For More Information Circle No. 792 
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Protective Shells for Composite Overwrapped Pressure Vessels 
These laminated shells are lightweight, inexpensive, and removable. 
Lyndon B. Johnson space Center, Houston, Texas 
White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) ci-
entists have developed an energy-ab-
sorbing laminated shell that is a proto-
type of lightweight, inexpensive, and 
removable covers to shield and other-
wise protect carbon-composite over-
wrapped pressure vessels (COPVs) . Al-
though COPVs are superior to metal 
vessels in strength and weight savings, 
shielding and other protection are 
needed because COPVs are highly sus-
ceptible to damage by impacts. 
The present protective shell is not only 
an energy-absorbing laminate that can 
shield a COpy against damage by impacts 
but is also instrumented with a piezore-
sistive force sensor that can be configured 
as an alarm indicator to warn of impacts 
that exceed a threshold level. Shells like 
this one will thus prove invaluable not 
only to spacecraft and launch vehicles but 
also to manufacturers of composite struc-
tures (e.g., pressure vessels, support struc-
tures, aerospace surfaces, and life sup-
port ve sels); moreover, utility may 
extend to the automotive industry, 
wherein protective shells for COPVs 
could protect fuel tanks against ruptures 
following severe impacts. 
Spacecraft and launch-vehicle design-
ers are increasingly storing high-pres-
sure gases and liquids in COPVs. These 
vessels are fragile and can be easily dam-
aged by being dropped, by rough han-
dling, or by impacts of dropped tools. 
Ensolite foam has been used until now 
to provide some measure of protection. 
But WSTF studies have concluded that 
Zn olite foam alone affords scant pro-
tection against appreciable impacts. In-
deed, the experiments have shown that 
when a COpy is hielded only by Enso-
lite foam, when an impact occurs at a 
speed of about 19 mi s, a maximum de-
flection of 0.156 in. (3.96 mm) takes 
place at about 7 ms later, and the impact 
leaves a permanent deformation of 
0.015 in. (0.38 mm). In practice, uch 
damage would necessitate replacement 
of a COpy - a costly proposition and a 
potentially hazardous practice in space 
flight. The WSTF test program has also 
revealed that COP unprotected except 
for a layer of Ensoli te foam can be se-
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verely degraded by an impact at an en-
ergy of 35 ft-Ibf (47 J). Thus, the WSTF 
test program has revealed a need for 
protection better than that afforded by 
Ensolite foam. 
The present energy-absorbing lami-
nated protective shell has been devel-
oped to satisfy this need. Thi shell has 
several novel features: Aluminum mesh 
foam is used as an energy-ab orbing ma-
terial to reduce deflection damage; a 
composite hard shell material is u ed to 
absorb indentation energy; and the 
aforementioned piezore istive force sen-
sor i used to indicate impacts with ener-
gie above 15 ft-lbf (20 J) - the thresh-
old energy level tested by WSTF. (In 
research and development to advance 
the design of the shell, the piezoresistive 
force ensor has also been used a an os-
cilloscope trigger.) 
The laminate comprises four layers, 
each performing a specific function: (1) a 
O.S-in. (12.7-mm)-thick Ensolite foam lay-
er; (2) a O.OS-in. (l.3-mm)-thick compos-
ite inner shell; (3) the aluminum mesh 
foam layer, which is 0.5 in. (12.7 mm) 
thick; and (4) a 0.37S-in. (9.S-nun)-thick 
composite hard shell. Ensolite foam gives 
protection againsLscuffing; the composite 
inner shell provides a flat, rigid surface on 
which the aluminum foam rests; the alu-
minum foam absorbs most of the impact 
force from compression; and the compos-
ite outer shell prevents penetration by 
sharp objects. The piezoresistive force 
sensor is embedded between the Ensolite 
foam and composite inner shell layers. 
In a test performed on a COPY pro-
tected by this shell, an impact occurred 
at a speed of about 20 m/ s and a maxi-
mum deflection of 0.05 in. (1.3 mm) 
The best your N~tr· 
analysis can be ~ 
Increased Profits 
Numerical Libraries Features 
• templates for each and every routine gets your 
programs up and running fast 
• cut and paste sample data, programs and results 
• broad coverage of mathematics and statistics 
• new releases on a regular basis 
• Window®98/ NT"", Unux & UNIX 
• extensive on-line documentation 
• one year support included 
Medical Fortran 77 Library C Library 
Parallel Library & F95 Compiler 
IRIS Explorer - extensible software for analyzing and presenting data 
• Collaborative visualization • Visual programming environment • 
• VRML for web viewing. Extendable functionality • Modules & Widgets • 
• Solid contouring for 20 & 3D data. Demo maps. Texturing • OpenGL • 
N~· NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS GROUP 
info-ntb@nag.com • 630-971-2337 • www.nag.com 
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BE G 
W. M. BERG, INC. I 
PRECISION MECHANICAL COMPONENTS : 
------ -- =-- -
• MANUFACTURER of 
quality precision linear motion control 
and power transmission components. 
• DISTRIBUTOR for over 30 
years Berg has been supplying 
customers worldwide. 
• CUSTOMIZED assembly 
and manufacturing of parts to design 
specifications. 
• SUPPORT free technical and 
design assistance through our 
Engineering Staff. 
• CONVENIENT visit our 
website to view our catalog, request 
quotes, fax or e-mail our engineers or 
customer support staff. 
Order your free 
Master 82000 catalog today! 
W.M. BERG, Inc. 
PRECISION MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
Phone: 1-800-232-BERG Fax: 1-800-455-BERG 
or visit our website at: wmberg.com 
499 Ocean Ave., E. Rockaway, NY 11518 
An Invensys company 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 423 
took place at about 6 m later. 0 per-
manent deformation remained after the 
te t. The e re ults demon trate a ignifi-
cant improvement over a COP hielded 
with En olite foam alone. 
This work was done fl)1 Ralph M. Tapphom 
and Tim E. Roth of Rockwell :pace Opera-
tions for Johnson Space Center. 
M G-22762 
e Nonevaporable Getters To Maintain 
Vacuum in Sealed MEMS 
These getters would prolong operational lifetimes. 
'ASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
onevaporable getter have been pro-
posed for use in maintaining vacuum in-
side hermetically ealed microelectro-
mechanical system (MEMS) that rely on 
vacuum for proper operation. A vibratory 
microgyroscope is an example of uch a 
MEM . The proposed getters could al 0 
be used in such vacuum components as 
cathode-ray tube , microwave tube , con-
ventional electron tube, plasma display 
devices, particle accelerator and collid-
ers, vacuum thermal in ulation, ultrahigh-
vacuum systems for processing emicon-
ductor, x-ray tubes, lamps, and 
field-emission display devices. 
The need for getters arises as follows: 
Over time, the vacuum inside a sealed 
MEMS (or inside any other ealed vac-
uum device, for that matter) is degraded 
by outgassing of common atmospheric 
gase and packaging-material vapors from 
the surface of the vacuum chamber, and 
by diffusion and/ or microleaking of these 
and other gases. Getters are material that 
help maintain vacuum by chemically sorb-
ing gase . Getters have been used in vac-
uum electron devices since the early years 
of electronic technology, but until now, 
there has been little sy tematic effort to 
incorporate them into MEMS. 
The proposed getters would be compo-
nents of the MEMS vacuum packaging in 
which they would be installed. They could 
be fabricated in simple planar shape or 
in more complex three-dimensional 
shape . They would be made from Zr-A1-
Fe, Zr-V-Fe, or otller uitable material 
(SAE Getters U A Inc., CO, SA). They 
would be made highly porous to facilitate 
acce s of gases and to provide high active 
urface area for orption. The getters 
would be required to be mechanicall sta-
ble in the sense that they must endure any 
vibration or hocks during use and must 
not hed particles (which could interfere 
with MEMS function) at any time during 
fabrication , activation, or use. 
In general, getters must be activated 
prior to use. Activation is an integral part 
of the process of fabrication of the device 
in which a getter is in tailed. A getter of 
www.nasalech .com 
the proposed type would be handled, in-
stalled, and activated according to the fol-
lmving in tructions: 
1. A getter hould be handled only with 
clean tools or with rubber or plastic 
glove , and never ~vith bare hands. 
2. A getter could be cleaned by ultra-
sonic agitation in highly pure i 0-
propyl alcohol for a few seconds, then 
dried in an oven. 
3. For long-term storage, a getter hould 
be placed in a clean, dry environ-
ment; e.g., a phosphorus pentoxide 
or silica gel dessicator or a dry nitro-
gen atmosphere. 
4. Weld the getter into tile MEMS pack-
age according to the fabrication proce-
dure for the particular MEMS de ign. 
5. Apply a vacuum pump to the MEMS 
until the pressure in the vacuum 
chamber in the MEMS is <10-6 torr 
(<10 .... Pa). 
6. Activate the getter by heating. 
(a) The activation parameters are tem-
perature, time, and method of heat-
ing; the amount of time spent at a 
constant activation temperature is 
very important. 
(b) The temperature of the getter 
hould be moni tored by u e of ther-
mocouple , at least until the heat-
ing parameter (e.g., heater power 
and time) that yield the required 
activation temperature for the re-
quired time have been established. 
(c) The rate of heating during activa-
tion hould be controlled to prevent 
exce ive outgassing. 
(d) Monitor the maxinlum pressure dur-
ing activation to obtain an indication 
of the gas content of the getter. 
7. Allow the getter to cool to its te t tem-
perature while till pumping. 
8. Carefully pinch off and seal the vacuum 
chamber in the MEM package. 
This work was dane by Rajeshuni Rarne-
sham of Callech for NASA's J et Propulsion 
Laboratory. For Jurlher infannation, access 
the Technical upport Package (TSP) free on-
line at WWUJ.1UlSatech.com under the Materi-
als category. NPO-20617 
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Introducing 
StreamStor" from Boulder Instruments, 
the deepest, fastest PCI-direct-to-disk recorder ever developed. 
per second, with 
For the first time ever, you can record data at the astonishing rate of 240 Mbits/second 
to 800 Mbits/second, with total capacities from 15 GBs to more than 675 GBs. 
By writing data directly to disk without going through system memory, 
capacity. 
StreamStor avoids the bottleneck traditional storage systems encounter. 
The result is blazing speed and awesome depth. Don't compromise your 
data-intensive applications. StreamStor is as fast and deep as it gets. 
Boulder 
In ents 
Boulder Instruments 303.485.1246 · 888.497.7327 
Find out more about StreamStor. Visit our Web site at www.boulderinstruments.com 
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~ Spherical-Coordinates Encoder Module 
Three-dimensional offsets can be measured with ease. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
The pherical-coordinates encoder 
module (SCEM) is a relatively simple 
and inexpen ive electromechanical ap-
paratus for qukkly and easily measur-
ing three-dimen ional offsets between 
objects at distances of the order of a 
few feet ("" 1 m). The SCEM was devel-
oped specifically for measuri ng offsets 
between sp acecraft payload trunnions 
and trunnion supports during ground-
based payload-transfer operation ; it 
could al 0 be readily used, for exam-
ple, to measure offsets to guide the ma-
neuvering of large objects during the 
assembly of heavy machine ry or struc-
tures. T he SCEM eliminates the need 
for time-consuming, tedious, error-
prone measurements by use of uch 
tools as scales, tapes, and protractors, 
Reference Pressure Monitor 
PPC2+'" 
followed by equally tedious and error-
prone manual calculations, manual 
recording of data, and verbal commu-
nication of data. 
The CEM is so named because the 
raw measurement data that it produces 
are essentially spherical coordinates. 
The SCEM includes a mechanical unit, 
part of which rotates abou t a nominally 
vertical and a nominally horizontal co-
ordinate axis (see top part of figure) . 
The coordinate axes are defined by 
mating of the nominally stationary 
base of the mechanical unit with a 
mounting bracket on the first of the 
two objects, the offsets between which 
one seeks to measure. T he mechanical 
unit contains a spring-loaded reel, on 
which is wound a O.25-in. (6.35-mm) 
innovative 
unmatched 
quality 
user 
friendly 
widely 
accepted 
reference level 
pressure standards 
pressure 
controller/calibrators 
pressure 
monitors 
Pressure Controller/Calibrator pressure .control 
accessories 
for Pr'~Q....C:;~lIr a d Flo T 
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calibration 
software 
gas flow 
standards 
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timing belt. Two opti al encoders mea-
ure the rotations about the vertical 
and horizontal coordinate axes (az-
imuth and elevation angles, re pec-
tively). A third optical encoder mea-
sure the rotation of the reel for 
determin ing the length of timing belt 
pulled off the reel and thu the radius 
from the origin of coordinates to the 
tip of the outstretched belt. 
To perform a measuremen t, a tech-
nician simply pulls the wire from the 
wheel and p lace the tip of the wire on 
the point of .interest on the second of 
the two object I the offset between 
which one seeks to measure (see bot-
tom part of figure) . The spring tension 
keeps the belt straigh t and pulls the ro-
tating part of the mechanical unit into 
Leading Edge 
Instrumentation 
COMPASS® 
Automation Software 
& LabVIEW® Drivers 
Outstanding 
Calibration Services 
In-House or On-Site 
Training 
Find out how DHI calibration 
solutions can work for you. 
Contact a DHI Product 
Application Specialist today. 
DH Instruments, Inc. 
in USA 480/967-1555 
dhi@dhinstruments.com 
CalTechnix. S.A. 
in Europe (33) 1.46.40.37.70 
sales@caltechnix.com 
www.dhinstruments.com 
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seEM Mechanical Unit 
SCEM IN USE 
The seEM is an electromechanical apparatus for measuring three-dimen-
sional offsets. To measure the offset of a nearby object, one simply 
stretches a spring-tensioned wi re from the un it to the object. 
an orientation along the offset vector of imerest. Thus, the 
azimuth and elevation optical encoder provide data on the 
offset direction, while the reel optical encoder provides data 
o n the offset radiu . 
The outputs of the optical encoders are fed to a portable 
computer, which is programmed with data-collection and 
u ser-interface software. The software include componems 
that implemem the trigonometric formula of transforma-
tio n from spherical to Carte ian coordinate. The offset in 
Carte ian coordinate is di played on the computer screen. 
The mechanical unit fits within a 7.5-in . (l9-cm) cube. At 
a rad ial offset of 18 in. (45.7 cm), the CEM can measure az-
imu th angle from D· to 340· , accurate to within an 0.30°; 
and it can measure elevation angle from 10° to 100·, accu-
rate to within an average of 0.300°. The EM measure ra-
diu to within an average of 0.005 in . (0.13 mm) . The ba ic 
CEM can be expanded to include a · many as 18 to 20 me-
chanical un its communicating with a ingle computer. The 
information di played on the computer creen can be up-
dated at a rate of four time per econd. 
Thu work was done b)' Eduardo Lopez Del Castillo and Felix A . 
Solo Toro of Kennedy Space Center. For further injonllation, ac-
cess the Technical upport Package (T. 'P) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the Mechanics calegory. 
Inquiries concerning rights fOT the com17ll'Tc7al use of this invm-
tion should be addressed to the Technology Programs and Commn-
cialization Office, Kennedy pace Center, (407) 867-6373. lUjer to 
KSC-11973. 
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_ Wearable Sensor Patches for Physiological Monitoring 
Noninvasive sensors resembling adhesive bandages would be interrogated by nearby hand-held units. 
ASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Wearable ensor patche - minia-
ture biotelemetric units - have been 
proposed for u e in measuring temper-
ature, h eart rate, blood pressure, and 
possibly other phy iological parameter . 
The sensor patches would be small and 
could be mas -produced inexpensively 
by use of state-of-the-art techniques for 
batch fabrication of integrated circuits 
and microelectromechanical systems. 
Each patch would be no larger than a 
few centimeters on a side - compara-
ble in size to an ordinary adhesive ban-
dage. The patch could even be held on 
the wearer's skin by the same adhesive 
as that used on bandages. The patch 
( ee figure) would contain a noninva-
sive microelectromechanical sensor in-
tegrated with electronic circuitry that 
would process the sensor output and 
transmit a radio signal modulated by 
the processed sensor output. 
The patch would not contain a bat-
tery. Instead, the patch would contain a 
circuit for extracting power from an in-
cident radio beam that would be pres-
ent during readout. For readout, a 
hand-held radio transceiver would be 
positioned near the patch; the trans-
-.---1:::= 3 em (Typical) =:j 
3cm 
(Typical) 
Patch Containing Sensors 
and Electronic Circuits 
Readout Unit 
(Radio Transceiver) 
Microelectromechanical Sensors and Electronic Circuits for radio telemetry would be contained in a 
small patch worn on the skin. A nearby hand-held radio transceiver would provide radio-frequency 
excitation to energize the circuits and would receive the sensor-readout radio signal from the patch. 
ceiver would transmit the radio beam to 
supply power to the patch circuitry and 
would receive the modulated radio sig-
nal tran mitted from the patch. 
This work was done by Gisela Lin and 
William Tang of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infar-
mation, access the Technical Support Pack-
age (TSP) free an-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the BiG-Medical category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail top 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-20651, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number: 
8 Improved Sensor Pills for Physiological Monitoring 
These pills would measure temperature and sense the presence of blood, bacteria, and chemicals. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Improved miniature biotelemetric 
units resembling large pills have been 
proposed for use in physiological moni-
tOling of the gastrointestinal tract. The 
broad principles of design, operation, 
and inexpensive mass production of 
these sensor pills would be the same as 
those of the sensor patche described in 
the preceding article. Of course, the de-
tails of design and operation would differ 
because the patches and pills would be 
used in different locations and would 
sense different phenomena. 
A sensor pill would be swal]owed and 
would pass through the gastrointestinal 
tract in about 24 hours. Like the sensor 
patche described in the preceding arti-
54 
de and like some sensor pills now avail-
able commercially, a sensor pill of the 
proposed type would emit a radio signal 
that would convey its sensor readings to 
an exterior monitor. Like some other 
commercially available sensor pills, the 
proposed ensor pills could include 
reservoirs of drugs and actuators to de-
liver the drugs to designated sites. 
The proposed pills would incorporate 
some advances beyond the commercial 
units. The only sensor readings provided 
by the commercially available sensor pills 
are temperature measurements. The pro-
posed sensors would also provide indica-
tions of the presence of blood, bacteria, 
and chemicals of interest. nlike the 
www.nasarech.com 
commercial sensor pills, the proposed 
sen or pills would not contain batteries. 
A ensor pill of the propo ed type would 
be interrogated by use of a hand-held 
radio transceiver, and would derive its 
power from a radio beam emitted by the 
transceiver (see figure), in the same man-
ner as that of a sensor patch described in 
the preceding article. 
TIle pH sensors would most likely be 
based on ion-sensitive field-effect transis-
tors (ISFETs), integrated onto the same 
chips that contain the communication 
circuits. TIle temperature sensors could 
also be integrated onto the same chip. 
The bacteria sensors would exploit sur-
face acoustic waves on membranes 
ASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
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2cm 
(Typical) 
O.Scm 
(Typical) 
Sensor Pill 
(Radio Transceiver) 
A large Pill would contain sensors and electronic circuits for radio t elemetry, 
and perhaps devices for local delivery of drugs. The pill would be interrogated 
andlor controlled by use of a hand-held radio transceiver. Recent develop-
ments in integrated circuits and microelectromechanical system would be ex-
ploited in designing and fabricating improved sensor pills. 
coated widl antigens to dle pedes of inter t (for example, H. py-
lori - dle specie iliat cause gastrointe tinal ulcers). The bacteria 
of intere t would eidler attach iliem elves to ilie antigen on dle 
membrane or el e pull dle antigens off; in eiilier case, me result 
would be a change in me mass of the membrane and dlus a 
change in me acoustic resonance frequency: 
Most likely, me ensory areas on a pill would be protected by a cap 
or by a single-use coat made of a biocompatible polymel~ until ilie 
time for sen or readings. In preparation for sensor readings, a rill-
croelectromechanical actuator could remove a cap; alternatively, a 
polymer coat could be melted or could be tom off by a micro-
electromechanical actuator. In ilie case of an array of sensors, me 
polymer coat could be removed from any or all sensor(s) at dle same 
time or at different times; mus, even if me sensors were single-use de-
vices, it would be possible to take readings at different times. 
This work was done by Gisela Lin, William Tang, and Linda Miller 
of Caltech and Shl()7no Raz of UCLA Medical School for NASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infannation, access the Technical 
Sup/Jort Package (TSP) free on-lim at www.nasatech.com under the 
Bio-Medical category. 
In accordance with Puhlic Law 96-51 7, the contractor has elected to re-
tain title to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its commercial 
use should be addrr:.ssed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stap 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-20652, volurne and number of this NASA Tech Briefs 
issue, and the page number: 
Urine-Sample-Collection Device 
for Use on the Space Shuttle 
Lightweight design, small size, and ease of use 
encourage routine collection of samples. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
The in-flight wine collection absorber (lUGA) is a Johnson 
Space Center U C) breakmrough. It features a lightweight, 
compact design and is easy to use for collection of urine samples 
by male and female space shutde crewmembers. The ruGA is su-
perior to currendy available hardware for flight urine-sampling 
protocols that do not require measurement of sample volumes. 
In addition its lightweight de ign make it desirable for pace 
flight, where weight is a prime concern. Its utility has been con-
NASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
firmed in tests employing stable isotopes 
(oxygen-IS and deuterium) conducted at 
] c. The e tests showed that the IDeA, 
which can be placed in either male or fe-
male urine-<:ollection funnels of the shul-
tle-waste-<:ollection s}tem, outperfonns 
the tandard urine collection device 
(UCD). Although there is no apparent 
commercial use at this time, the lUCA 
will benefit the pace program by increas-
ing capabilitie for re earch in life ci-
ence re earch capabilirie . 
On hutLle mission, collection of 
urine by use of UCD has typically been 
restricted to male crewmember. In 
order to collect samples from female 
crewmembers. it has been necessary to 
add flight hardware - a urine-monitor-
ing y tern. This sy tern was infrequently 
manife ted on Ilights becau e of its con-
siderable ize and weight. Although the 
CDs typically employed on the shuttle 
are cumbersome and are susceptible to 
leakage, they continue to be used LO sat-
isfy the urine-collection requiTements of 
many flight experiments. 
While many scientific protocols require 
information on urine volume, experi-
ments in which stable isotopes are used 
typically rely on the ratio between con-
centrations of two compounds in urine; 
hence, urine-volume data are not re-
quired. ""'hile recent modifications have 
improved UCD function, constraints on 
volume and weight of equipment carried 
aboard the spacecraft limit space for stor-
age of both empty and filled UCDs. and 
this limitation profoundly affects missions 
of any duration. Thus, identifying a 
means of coUecting small urine samples 
from male and female crewmembers that 
required minimal volume and weight be-
came a critical concern for] C scientists. 
The lUCA addresse tllis concern for 
urine-volume-independent smdies. Proto-
type IUCA units were developed LO collect 
mall samples during flight. Each unit has 
a conical hape and an area ",75 em'. It 
was built from a material that' known to 
ab orb 20.4 g of water per 100 cm' of 
area. Irs assembly weigh. ",20 g empty and 
35 g full. as compared. to the UCD as-
embl),. which weigh 65 g empt} and can 
weigh from 300 to 500 g when full. The 
IU is placed in either a male or female 
urine-colleetion funnel of the hunle-
wa te-control y tem (WC ). As a 
crewmember voids, the vortex action cre-
ated by the huule vacuum tern causes 
urine [0 samrate the r CA, pon com-
pletion of the void, the IUCA is removed 
from the W • placed in two zipper-
locked bags. and tored in an absorber 
containment bag for return. The proto-
type was tested se"eral times for volume 
recovery by use of a W mock-up in 
Building 5 at] C. However, due to gravi-
ASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
tational effects, re ults were inconclusive. 
Flight safety testing was completed. and 
the PTOIOt}'PC units were subsequently cer-
tified for use in flight. 
Preliminary studie were performed at 
] C to evaluate the effect of the ab-
orbent paper on the anal is of deu-
terium and oxygen-IS - two isotopes 
currenLl ' used to determine energy ex-
penditure. water metabolism, and body 
compo irion i.n flight. Data obtained by 
use of the absorbent paper were identi-
cal to those obtained in sampling by use 
of conventional methods. 
can advance life ciences research by mak-
ing it easy for all cre,,,members to coUect 
urine samples. While its compact nature 
assure compliance with huttle mission 
requirements, its advanced design will 
prove eqttally adaptable to the Interna-
tional pace ration and to future long-
duration space mission . 
The I CA will benefit the pace pro-
gram for which it was intended, where it 
This work was done by colt miLIL arul 
Helen Lane of Johnson Space Center and 
Janis Davis-Street and Jeannie, illen of Lock-
heed Marlin Enginming & Science. For fur-
ther information, access the Technical upporl 
Package (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech. 
rom under the Bio-Medical category. 
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@ AlGaN Photodiodes Respond to Ultraviolet C 
These are solar-blind photo diodes, for which there are numerous potential uses. 
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California 
Solar-blind photodetectors respond 
only to ultraviolet light at wavelengths 
shorter than tho e of the solar radiation 
that can penetrate atmosphere of the 
Earth. This wavelength range, tradition-
ally defined as wavelengths <2 0 11m, is 
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known a ultraviolet C (UV-C) _ Terre -
tdal olar light in this range is absorbed 
in the atmosphere, primmly by ozone, 
and does not reach the ground. How-
ever, UV-C radiation can also be pro-
duced on the ground by such combus-
tion processes as forest fires, artillery 
fire, or missile launches. Detection of 
UV-C under the atmosphere without 
background interference from longer-
wavelength solar radiation can serve to 
identify these terrestrial fire ources . 
Solar-blind detectors include gas-ioniza-
tion chambers (e.g., Geiger-Muller 
tubes) and conventional photodiodes 
and photomultipliers when used in com-
bination with blocking filters and phos-
phor down-conversion techniques. 
The material system that consists of 
nitrides of elements of column III of 
the periodic table offers the potential 
for solid-state photonic devices that are 
inherently solar-blind. These materials 
are a subset of the semiconducting 
compounds that comprise elements 
from columns III and V of the periodic 
table. More familiar IIl-V semiconduc-
tors include GaAs, GaP, and such 
ternary variations as AlGaAs. The dis-
tinctive aspect of the III-nitrides is that 
th.eir bandgaps fall in the energy range 
that corresponds to blue and ultraviolet 
wavelengths. The bandgap of a ternary 
III-nitride material, (e.g., lnGaN or 
AlGaN) can be tailored by varying the 
proportions of the column-III ele-
ments. For example, the bandgap of 
AlO.~7G<l{).6~ is 4.4 eV, which, as a pho-
ton energy, corresponds to a wave-
length of 280 nm - the long wave-
length edge of the UV-C band. In 
compadson, silicon, the most common 
semiconductor material for photode-
tectors, has a bandgap of 1.1 eV, corre-
ponding to a wavelength of 1.1 pm, 
which is in the infrared region. 
AlGaN Schottky photodiode that re-
spond pdmarily to radiation in the UV-C 
pectral band have been developed. Sin-
gle-element Schottky photodiodes, each 
having an active area of 0.5 nun', have 
been fabricated. The AlGaN layers of 
such a device are deposited by molecu-
lar beam epitaxy (MBE) on a sapphire 
ASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
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/GaN PIN Diode 
UV-B-ResponsMI AIGaN Scho!lky Diode 
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Figure 1. The Photovoltaic Spectral Responsivities of three column-III ni-
tride photodiodes are plotted together for comparison. 
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Figure 2. The Photovoltaic Spectral Responsivity of an AIGaN UV-C Schot-
tky photodiode is overlaid on solar irradiance spectra from above the at-
mosphere and from sea level to show that the AIGaN UV-C photodiode is 
blind to solar light that penetrates the atmosphere. 
substrate. The device consists of an underlying O.5-\.Im-thick n ' 
layer of AlGaN doped with silicon and an overlying l.O-11m-
thick layer of undoped AlGa . Standard photolithographic 
techniques are used for patterning the device. Inductively cou-
pled plasma (Iep) etching is used to form a mesa of undoped 
AlGaN layer and expo e the underlying n ' layer for ohmic-con-
tact metallization. A semit.ran parent nickel layer is u ed for 
the Schottky contact on the undoped AlGaN layer, 
Figure 1 depicts the photovoltaic spectral re pon ivity of a 
- responsive phoLOdiode of thi type. AI 0 hown for com-
parison is the re pon ivity of an AlO.17Glljj.85 Schottky photo-
diode that exhibits a peak re ponse at320 nm (the long-wave-
length cutoff of UV-B) and the re pon ivity of a GaN 
p-type/ intrinsic/ n-type (PIN) phOlodiode that exhibits a 
peak re pon eat 365 nm. 
The logarithmic re ponsivity scale of Figure 1 help to em-
phasiz the long-wavelength rejection of the UV-C-re ponsive 
photocliode. The respon e of this photocliode at a wavelength 
of 370 nm is only 10'" times its peak response. As the wave-
length increases to 500 nm, the re ponse falls another order of 
magnitude, and as the wavelength increase further to 650 nm, 
the response decreases to 1lY' time the peak respon e. With its 
peak re ponse at 280 nrn, the UV-C AlGaN choltk photodi-
ode is the shorte t-wavelength group-III nitride photovoltaic 
device demonstrated to date. The absolute response at 2 0 nm 
is considered to be fair. At 0.022 A !of it exhibits an external 
quantum efficiency of about 10 percent; this level of quantum 
efficiency is comparable to the quantum efficiencie of photo-
cathode in this spectral range. 
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Figure 2 hows an overlay of the re-
ponsivity of the -C ensor to the 
olar irradiance pectra at ea level and 
at high altitude. The AlGaN UV-C pho-
todiode i blind to olar light at ea 
level because the portion of the un-
light in its spectral-re pon e range i ab-
orbed in the atmo phere. 
Pholodetectors made from column-
III nitride compound are uniquely well 
suited for numerous ultraviolet-detec-
tion application, including en ing of 
flames in industrial settings, monitor-
ing UV curing and drying, detection of 
arcs, controlling UV terilization, moni-
toring UV in phototherapy, and olar-
blind detection of fires. Because the 
column-III nitride material system i 
table at high temperatures and during 
exposure to intense radiation it is a 
good choice for photodetector that 
must operate in harsh environments. 
This work was done under a under 1998 
i1SA Phase I mall Business Innovation 
Research (SBill) Contract by Jody J. 
Kl,aassen, James VanHove, Robert Hickman 
II, Andrew Wowchak, Christina Polley, 
David King, Matt Rosamcnd, and Peter P 
Chow of SVT Associates/Blue Lotus Micro 
Devices, Inc., for Dryden Flight Research 
Center. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be addressed to 
Jody Klaassen 
svr Associates, Inc. 
7620 Executive Drive 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344-3677 
Tel. o. (612) 934-2100 Ext. 247 
E-mail: WWW.5vta.com 
Refer to DRC-99-25, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
@Parallel 3D EMPIe Algorithm Using 
Nonorthogonal Grids 
This algorithm is suitable for large-scale simulations 
of plasmas. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Electromagnetic particle-in-cell 
(EMPIC) codes provide a capability for 
numerically simulating the motions of 
electrically charged particles in electro-
magnetic fields, and hence have be-
come standard software tools in plasma 
physic research. Most existing EMPIC 
codes are based on the use of orthogo-
nal computational grids (Cartesian or 
cylindrical). The applicability of such 
code is restricted to problems with sim-
ple geometries. 
A new, three-dimen ional (3D) 
E,MPIC algorithm using nonorthogonal 
grids has been developed recently for 
parallel supercomputers. The algorithm 
and a computer code that implements 
this algorithm can be used to smdy 
plasma problems involving complex 
geometries, such as those related to mi-
crowave devices. 
One prior EMPIC algorithm u ing 
non orthogonal grids is based on a finite-
element approach. The present algo-
rithm and code are based on a finite-vol-
ume approach. The major features of 
the present algorithm are the following: 
• The building blocks of computational 
grids are logically connected, 
nonorthogonal, deformable hexahe-
dral cells. As a result, grids can be 
made to accommodate complex 
w\\w.nasatech .com 
geometries for large-scale simulations 
of plasmas. 
• The electromagnetic-field-update 
phase of the computational cycle is 
based on a discrete-volume generaliza-
tion of the standard finite-difference 
time-domain (FDTD) algorithm; this 
formulation makes the algorithm sim-
pler than the corresponding finite-ele-
ment-based algorithm. 
• The particle-push phase of the compu-
tational cycle involves a hybIid logi-
cal/phy ical-space operation. 
• The implementation of this algorithm 
u es a domain decomposition of a grid 
and particles that is almost identical to 
that of a Cartesian grid based EMPIC 
algorithm. 
The combination of features makes 
it possible to perform 3D large-scale 
simulations of plasma physics problems 
involving complex geometries with a 
very high parallel-computing efficiency 
(> 96 percent). 
This work was done by Joseph Wang, 
Paulett Liewer; Dimitri Knndrashov, and 
Steve Karmesin of Caltech for NASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
NPO-20496 
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~ Parameterizing Shape Perturbations for 
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization 
Shapes are deformed by use of soft-objects 
animation algorithms. 
Langley Research Center; Hampton, Virginia 
A recently developed method of para-
meterizing complex shape that one 
eek to optimize differs from prior 
such methods in two major respects: (l) 
instead of entirely parameterizing the 
shapes, one parameterizes only shape 
perturbations (deformations of initial 
or baseline shapes) and (2) the defor-
mations are computed by soft-objects 
animation (SOA) algorithms commonly 
used in computer graphics . This 
method is suitable for multidisciplinary 
design-optimization processes, 
in which shapes of structures 
are optimized along with 
other aspects of design (e.g., 
aerodynamics). This method 
can be applied, for example, 
to the shapes of both exterior 
aerodynamic urfaces and in-
ternal structural components 
of aircraft. 
re ented by either ets of polygons or 
sets of parametric curves and surfaces. 
The SOA algorithms treat the models as 
though they were made of rubber that 
can be twisted, bent, tapered , com-
pres ed, or expanded, while retaining 
their initial topologies. In this respect, 
SOA algorithms are ideal for parameter-
izing airplane models that have external 
skins as well as internal components like 
spars and fuel tanks. The SOA algo-
rithms relate venice of the computa-
For example, in the case of 
an airplane wing ( ee figure), 
one starts with a known wing 
design and eeks to improve 
the performance of the wing 
by applying numerical opti-
mization techniques to per-
turbed wing shapes. Small 
change in the shape of a wing 
can engender ub tantial 
changes in aerodynamic per-
formance; as a result, the per-
turbations between a baseline 
and an optimized wing design 
are typically very mall. Pertur-
bations of a wing shape can 
readily be expressed a 
change in thickne , camber, 
Baseline and Deformed Planforms of a transport airplane 
are analyzed in a design-optimization process. Deforma-
tions can be represented with computational efficiency by 
use of SOA algorithms. 
twist, dihedral angle, shear, and plan-
form; this fact affords a computational 
advantage in that fewer parameters are 
needed to expre uch changes than 
are needed to de cribe the wing shape 
in its full complexity. 
OA algorithms have been cho en for 
this method because they are powerful 
computational tools for modifying 
hapes. In particular, SOA algorithms 
are suitable for deforming models rep-
ASA Tech Briefs, February 2000 
tional grid of an analysis model to a 
mall number of design variable. Con-
equemly, the OA algorithms can erve 
as part of the basis of an efficient hape-
optimization technique. 
This work was done by Jamshid A. 
a7TUlTl!h oJLangley Research Center. For 
Jurther inJormation, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free OIl-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the InJOT7TUltion 
Sciences categrny. L-I7841 
www.nasatech.com 
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e Low-Power, Fast Machine Vision System on a Single IC Chip 
This system would function as an electronic "eye/ brain machine." 
'ASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Aver atile, ultrafast, low-power ma-
chine vision system in the form of a sin-
gle integrated-circuit chip has been 
proposed for use in military targeting, 
industrial robotics, and other applica-
tion in which there are requirements 
for utilizing visual information in real 
time. The conceptual design of the sys-
tem takes advantage of recent advance 
in the design of integrated image-sen-
or/ processor circuits, electronic 
neural networks, microprocessors, sub-
micron very-l arge-scale integrated 
(VLSI) circuits, and massively parallel 
computation . The system could be 
characterized as an eye/ brain machine 
(EBM) because the conceptual design 
is intended to mimic basic fun ctions of 
biological vision systems. The system 
would be programmable to perform vi-
sion proce ing at all levels analogous 
to those of vision processing in the 
human eye and brain. The system 
would be c]~able of computation at the 
rate of 10 operations per second -
about 100 times the rate achievable 
with state-of-the-art microcomputer 
and digital signal-processing chips. 
Figure 1 depicts the computational 
aspect of the conceptual EBM design. 
Visual information would be processed 
in five stage: (1) collection of raw im-
ages from sensors, (2) generation of 
synthetic images that augment raw im-
ages with additional information, (3) fu-
sion of all images, (4) analysis of fused 
images, and (5) semantic interpretation 
of fu ed images. 
The EBM would comprise the follow-
ing two major subsystems: 
• The EBM eye would be a compact op-
toelectronic subsystem that would inte-
grate a variety of sensors with different 
geometric, radiometric, and spectral 
parameters cho en to satisfy require-
ments for a specific application . 
• The EBM brain would be a high-per-
formance control and data-handling 
subsystem that would contain most of 
the computational resource needed 
to perform machine-vision tasks. 
An earlier version of the EBM, cailed 
the ''Yiewing Imager/ Qimballed Instru-
mentation Laboratory and Analog 
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HUMAN EYE/BRAIN SYSTEM 
Collection of 
Raw Images 
EYE/BRAIN MACHINE 
Figure 1. The Computational Aspect of t he Proposed System is based on a simplif ied model of t he 
human vision system. with five stages of processing of image data. 
Neural Three-Dimensional Processing 
f,xperiment" (VIGILANTE), was de-
scribed in "Smart" Optoelectronic Sen or 
System for Recognizing Targets" ( PO-
20357), NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 22, No. 8 
(August 1998) , page 46. A prototype of 
the VIGILANTE was assembled largely 
from commercially available compo-
nents. The conceptual design of the pro-
posed system is based partly on lessons 
learned from the VIGILANTE prototype. 
Figure 2 depicts the electronic aspect 
of the conceptual EBM design . An ac-
tive-pixel-sensor (APS) camera, a 
"smart" window handler, a programma-
ble neural computer, and a microcom-
puter, and other ubsystems would be 
put together on a single chip. All subsys-
tems on the chip would be connected in 
a row/ column-parallel image-data-flow 
architecture that would eliminate the 
data-bandwidth bottlenecks of older 
data-bus architectures. 
The APS camera would constitute the 
array of sensors of the system. Under 
control by the "smart" window handler, 
windowed image data from the APS cam-
era would be fed to the neural computer. 
The neural computer would generate 
synthetic images, fuse all image, and 
Integrated-Circuit Chip 
Light 
From 
Scene 
Data Buses 
To/From Host 
Computer 
Microcomputer I .. t---~ 
Figure 2. All of the Subsystems of the proposed system would be put together on a single IC chip. 
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analyze the fu ed images (stages 2 3 
and 4 of image-data proce ing) at a 
high peed that would be achieved by a 
combination of programmability and 
massively parallel computing structures. 
A prototype of the neural computer was 
de cribed in "VLSI eural Processors 
Based on Optimization eural et-
works" ( WO-199 9), I1SA Tech Briefs, 
Vol. 22, o. 1 Uanuary 1998), page 58. 
The microcomputer would control the 
overall operation of the system and would 
perform the scene-interpretation func-
tion (stage 5 of image<lata processing). 
The S} tern could communicate with a host 
computer via a multibus interface unit 
The following are the anticipated ad-
vantages of building the system as a in-
gle IC chip instead of assembling it from 
components that are now commercially 
available: 
• A higher degree of system-level inte-
gration could be achieved. System-
level integration offers the capability 
to implement innovative parallel-pro-
cessing architectures and ultrafast 
data-tran fer structures while increas-
ing the robusmess of the system. 
• The power consumed by the proposed 
ingle-chip system would be about 10 
W, whereas a version of s)' tern capable 
of equal data throughput and as em-
bled from commercially available com-
ponents would consume about 100 W. 
• Integration of all subsystems onto a 
single chip would entail shorter inter-
connections with fewer contacts and 
driver circuits, enabling the proposed 
system to operate at greater frame 
rates and processing speeds. 
• The size of the proposed system would 
be about one-tenth that of the version 
of the system assembled from commer-
cially available parts. The cost of mass-
producing the system would be re-
duced accordingly. 
This UJGTk was done by Wai-Chi Fang of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at UIl./JUJ.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
NP0-20449 
D Special-Purpose Interface for Fast Writing on a Hard Disk 
Size, weight, and power consumption are less than those of a general-purpose HDD interface. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
A special-purpose interface circuit for a 
computer hard-disk drive (HDD) enables 
rapid writing of image data from a scien-
tific instrument to sequential sectors on 
the hard disk. The design of this interface 
exploits the fact that most of the hardware 
and software components typicaJJy used to 
control the flow of data to the HDD of a 
general-purpose personal computer (PC) 
are not needed in a special-purpose in-
strument application; as a result, the size, 
weight, and power consumption of the 
data-storage portion of the instrumen t can 
be made less 111an they would be if a gen-
eral-purpose interface were used. This in-
Source Data 
Source Clock 
Source of Data 
(e.g .. ceo Camera) Source Write 
tefface can be connected directly to any of 
a variety of commercially available HDDs. 
In the original application for which 
the interface was designed, the image 
data originate in a charge-coupled-device 
(CCD) camera that generates 12 bits per 
pixel, there being 3,072 pixels per line 
and 1,024 lines per image frame. Image 
data are read out from the CCD at a rate 
of l1.4Mb/s. Header information that is 
included with the data from each line in-
creases the data rate to 15.2Mb/ . The 
HDD must be capable of accepting data 
at this rate to store complete images. 
The interface ( ee figure) includes a 
r-----------I 
I Interface Circuit I 
I I I Serial·ta-Parallel I I Converter I I (on FPGA) I I I I I I 
serial-to-parallel converter, a first-
in/first-out (FIFO) buffer, and a custom 
interface control unit. The serial-to-par-
allel converter and the interface control 
unit are implemented on a field-pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA). The 
FPGA contains instructions in read-only 
memory (ROM) that initialize the HDD 
by use of an industry-standard interface 
protocol called "ATA-3." For each image 
line, the starting ector address is written 
to the HDD control registers. All of the 
source data (image data) pass through 
the serial-to-parallel converter, then 
through the FIFO buffer. The FIFO 
I I Buffered Source Data 
FIFO Buffer I I I I I I I I Source Enable I I I Control Data 
I I Hard-Oisk 
I I Control Addresses Oriw 
I Interface Control I 
I Urnt I Control Write 
I (Part of FPGA) I 
I I Control Read 
System Clock I I I Drive Status 
; I ___________ --1 
The Interface Orcuit enables rapid writing of source data to sequential sectors on a hard disk. The interface circuit can be connected directly to any of a 
variety of commercially available HODs. 
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buffer can tore everal image line i-
multaneou Jy, making it po ible for the 
control unit to wait while the HDD eeks 
the desired ector addresse . 
Mter a complete line has been writ-
ten, the control unit determine the ta-
tus of the HDD and waits until the HDD 
is ready to receive more data. When the 
HDD is ready, it accepts header infor-
mation, then accepts the ource data . 
During acceptance of the ource data, 
16-bit word are written from me FIFO 
buffer to equential HDD seClOr at a 
system clock rate of 10 MHz. Later, 
LOred data are retrieved from the hard 
di k b use of a separate commercial par-
allel input/ output P card. 
Going beyond th original application, 
this interface can be llsed in other appli-
cations in which it is necessary to write 
data on sequential hard-di k sectors at 
high peeds. Because the interface in-
dude an FPGA, it can be modified to sat-
isfy requirements of different applications. 
This work was MTU! byJoseph MiJw ofGod-
dard Space Flight Center. FOT further infOT-
1T1Lltian, access the Technical upport Padwge 
(TSP) free on-line at WUJW.nasatem.rom under 
the Electronic Cmnponent.s and >ystems cafi!grlry. 
G C-14177 
• Smless Interface Design for Space-Station Training Computer 
Commercially available hardware and software are used. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
ABA has developed a ystem of hard-
ware and oftware that can accommo-
date all necessary interface between (1) 
space-station flight computers and (2) a 
simulation host computer used in train-
ing, with the least host-computer pro-
cessing overhead, least cost, and least 
complexity. This system is said to be 
"SIBless" because it does not include a 
imulation interface buffer ( IB). The 
SIBless design is specific to the hardware 
I Central Processing Units ~ 
POWERchannel-2 #3 
HIO Bus I (320 MBfs) 
and software system of the station; it 
could also be moderately usefu.l as a 
basis for similar sy tern in other applica-
tions that involve training simulation 
computer and data-acquisition systems 
that process large amounts of input and 
output (I/O) information. 
The original design for space-station 
trainers called for a hardware and soft-
ware system - a simulation interface 
buffer (SIB) - that would enable the 
Host Computer 
POWERpath-2 System Bus (1,200 MBfs) 
I 
POWERchannel-2 #2 
HIO Bus I (320 MBfs) 
~S-l a 6 r-, r-r-I J 
10 ~10 ~10 ~10 ~I 
(160 MB/s) 
I VME 
n n "".m" VME 0 I 
J n n Erlernal VME I 
L-.J 
host computer (a general-purpose 
avionic computer) to interact with all 
required devices. However, a redesign of 
the space tation greatly affected this 
original requirement and led to the 0-
called IBless de ign ( ee figure). The 
SIBle s design succeeds on two levels: 
First, it succeeds as a means of quantify-
ing tlle performances of various I/O 
methods. The analysis method involved 
in the Silliess design makes it possible to 
Memory 
POWERchannel-2 #3 
HIO Busl(320 MBfs) 
6 -r- 6 r-r-
SCSI-2 (20 MB/s) 
L~~~ 
L=~~r-
MDM~ 0-
-
MDM~~ 
MDM Rack r--n n E •• mru VME D 0 R '"1 External VME "1 16 f1fl~ II P 5 5 16 r- II T 5 5--. 4 R 3 ••• 3 17 1 
-'1 17 6U Chassis 
VME 1553 Board 
(One of 66) 
NOTE: This diagram includes only OBCS interfaces. 
L", L-..J L-..J 
\. 
One of 23 MultiplexerfDemultiplexer Functional 
Equivalent Units With SCSI Interfaces 
The SI81ess Design accommodates all necessary interfaces in the original application, with the least host-computer processing overhead, least cost, and least 
complexity. 
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understand the architecture of the imu-
lation ho t computer (an SGI Challenge 
XL computer) and to quantify the per-
formance of this computer in different 
design alternatives. Thi analysis results 
in an under tancUng of the "sweet spOts" 
and "dead spots" in the I/O perfor-
mance of this com pUler with various 
commercial off-the- helf interface cards 
and programs. Te t re ults match e ti-
mate within about 5 percenL 
The SIBles de ign al 0 succeeds as 
one that requires few interrupts per 
frame. Analy i of the performance of 
the simulation host computer in han-
dling Ver aModule Eurocard (VME) 
and PO''''ERchannel hardware inter-
rupts revealed a need to reduce the 
number of interrupts as much as po -
sible. A review of 1553- tandard board 
vendor and an analysis of 1553 traffic 
characteri tics and the GI VME per-
formance lead to a de ign that stayed 
within the "sweet spot" of the simula-
tion host computer for ome of the 
1553 traffic; it al 0 resulted in no in-
terrupts for any of the 1553 traffic. 
The final design of a mall Computer 
y tern Interface (SC I) de\ice driver 
required only I interrupt per frame 
instead of the original 26 interrupt 
per frame. 
I Forward-Link/Simulator PCI Card 
The novelty of the SIBles de ign is 
that it provides an example of how much 
I/O can be accomplished when a imu-
larion host computer i u ed in real time 
and engineer employ a mart de ign. 
Although it is only a modified version of 
a previous de ign, the SIBle s design uc-
ceed on a couple of levels because it 
can contribute [Q ignificant cost and 
time saYing. Unfortunatel • its commer-
cial application are limited because it 
was de igned for space- tation support. 
This wurn was don~ "> Robert Harton and 
Cary Cheatham of Hughes Training and 
Dave Thornton of Loral for Johnson Space 
Center. MSC-22765 
Improvements include decreases in size, cost, and power consumption and an increase in speed. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
The forward-link/ imulator card (FLS) performs the funda-
mental satellite-telemetry data-transmis ion function for the 
forward (Earth-to-spacecraft) link in real time at rates up to 
400 Mbl . The FLS also simulate a Con ultative Committee 
for pace Data Systems (CCSDS) telemetry data source that 
outputs data at rates up to 150 Mb/s. using indu try-standard 
interface circuitry and standard connectors. Pre~iously. at least 
two cards, each containing a central processing unit ( PU), 
were needed to do what the FLS now does. CPU-based cards 
are complex; are expen ive to build, operate, and maintain; 
are susceptible to malfunction; and require a great deal of 
power and cooling. 
The FLS is a single industry-standard. fuJI-length. 32-bit, 33-
MHz. 5-V pelipheral component interface (PCI) expan ion 
card. In addition to the industry-standard PCI connector, it 
contains industry- tandard subminiature B connectors for 
emitter-coupled-Iogic (ECL) input, an industry- tandard DB-9 
connector for RS-422 output, and a connector for program-
ming nonvolatile logic devices. It contains an ECL output in-
terface circuit, an RS-422 output interface circuit. a PCI bus in-
terface appLication- pecific integrated circuit (ASIC), three 
large reprogrammable nonvolatile logic device , two large re-
programmable volatile logic device, and mi cellaneous active 
and pas ive de~ice . 
In a typical data- ource simulation. a test data pattern j 
loaded into a base pattern memory, control register are et up 
by the ho t computer in which the F i installed and the card 
proceeds to generate te t data automatically until it i stopped 
by the ho t computer. During typical forward-link operation. a 
pre-formatLed uplink data stream, (comprising, for example, 
CCSD telecommand frames), i loaded into a command 
buffer by the host, and the card proceeds to output the data 
automaticall}'- etup, control, in ertion of data. and monitor-
ing are performed through an entirely memory-mapped PCI 
interface by oftware running on the host computer. 
In compari on ,vith the previous as embly of at least two 
card. the FLS is smaller, les expensive, faster, and more en-
ergy-efficient- The CP -Ie • memory-mapped mode of opera-
tion of the FLS is impler and more robust than was the CPU-
based operation of the assembly of at least two CPU-based 
cards. The FLS i more flexible in that all logic is implemented 
in reprogrammable logic devices. 
ASA Tech Briefs, Feburary 2000 
This wom was done fly Robert C. Kunz of RMS, Jason Dowling and 
Terry L. Graessle of Lockheed Martin, and Christos Karasiotos and 
David Fisher of G T far Goddard Space Flight Center . Far further 
infonnation, access the Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasarech.com under the Electronic Componmts and S),stems 
category. 
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OUf Servers & Workstations 
re Going Places 
I 
Desktop workstation and server po r er been so portable or so 
rugged with industrial portables from B I. With a combmation of multi-
slor. multi-dri"e bay design, a I .... ge flat panel display and dual Pentium 
III processor performance. our portables provide you "ith full-fearured 
servers and workstations wherever your appliotion takes rou. asI 
Broadax Systems, Inc. 
1·800-872-4547 
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eries Arrow-
mouse™ EMA 4 minia-
ture keyboard that features 
eight unique keys that repli-
cate all mouse functions , 
and provides 101 / 104-key 
functionality. The ealed 
keyboard i available in a 
full enclosure for worksta-
tion application and an OEM version that measures x 5" with a 
depth ofless than I". 
The keyboard is made of custom-molded ilicone key with 2-mm 
travel. Each key has gold-plated contacts. Key legends are fused into 
each key for long life and abrasion re istance. The keyboard is suit-
able for medical, process control. and machining, and feature 
an integral ealing gasket and evenly spaced mounting holes. It pro-
vide pon-compatible mouse functionality without the addition of 
oftware drivers or hardware. 
.U,"0P 
:Jt!, -_\I, 
LX a /1 _ 
.... 
KB of recipe memory. 
The MKDL-VGA UniOP industrial 
color operator interface from 
EXOR International, WellingtOn, 
FL, features a TIT active matrix dis-
play, \vith passive ST ,EL, or LCD 
al 0 available. The interface al 0 
feature a 10.4" diagonal display 
with VGA resolution. A full keypad 
provide 49 alphanumeric config-
umble keys and 26 user-defmable 
LEOs. Along with passwords, alarm-
ing, graphics capabilities, and mul-
tilanguage features, the interface 
offers 2 MB of user memory and 32 
Standard Windows-based software allows the user to connect up to 
32 different operator interfaces together, or they can be connected 
to multiple PLCs. More than 130 different drivers connect to a range 
of PLCs and motion controllers. The interface also can be connected 
to high-speed bus networks such as Device et and Profibus DP. 
For More Information Circle No_ 737 
Two compact LCD 
displays are avail-
able from Peter 
Parts Electronics, 
Ontario, NY. The 
active matrix dis-
plays are available 
in 4" and 5.6" 
diagonal sizes, 
and accept I V p-p 
NTS compo ite 
signal video inputs. The 4" display features 442 x 23 pixel resolution, 
and the 5.6" model has 960 x 234. Both displays allow adjusunent of 
brightness, color, tint, and volume. 
The di plays can be used in handheld PCs, mall desktop monitor 
applications, and mounted in dashboards as readouts for GPS ys-
terns in vehicle . They al 0 have applications in ecurity systems, and 
electronic device. Both displays require 12 input voltage and con-
sume a few watts of power. 
For More Information Circle No. 735 
single-board 
computer that i de-
igned for PICMG-
compliant PCI/I A 
backplane y tern . It 
uses Intel ' ocket-370 
PPGA Celeron proce or and 440B chip et. Integrated feature 
include a PCI I bus, AGP Video controller, 10/ 100 Base-T 
LAN, two B ports, and a parallel port. 
The board provide connectors on its rear I/O bracket for a P / 2 
keyboard and mouse, LAN, and di play monitor. The board is avail-
able with CPU speeds ranging from 300 MHz to 433 MHz, and is com-
patible with backplane and terns that meet the PICMG 2.0 P I-ISA 
standard. 
For More Information Circle No. 739 
Teknor Applicom, Boisbriand, 
Quebec, Canada, has introduced 
the SxB6S and xB6L hoeBox 
industrial steel/nickel-plated 
cold roll steel computer plat-
forms with either a 6-slot I A or 
6-slot PCI/ISA backplane. The 
platfornlS can be configured for 
bench top, wall-mount, floor-
mount, or machine-bolted posi-
tioning, in either vertical or hori-
zontal orientation . They feature an 6.5-CFM fan for po itive pres-
sure cooling. 
The xB6S measure 7.4 x 6.8 x 10.1" and accepts up to ix half-
length ISA boards. It has a front-accessible bay with floppy, CD, and 
2.5" hard di k bays. The SxB6L measures 6.8 x 10.2 x 16", and accepts 
up to ix full-length or half-size boards. The platform also has a front-
acce sible 3.5" floppy bay, a 5.25" bay, and an internal 3.5" bay. Both 
platforms are de igned for applied computing applications in 
proce s/ machine control, data acquisition, and similar markets. 
For More Information Circle No. 740 
Microbus, Houston, TX, 
offers the MAT 891 sin· 
gle-board computer that 
combines an AMD K6-3 
500-MHz processor, UI-
tra2 S I, 10/ 100 Base 
Ethernet, and 4 MB 
AGP video, all in a sin-
gle-slot in a PICMGTM 
PI/ I A backplane. The 
board upports voltage 
and software watchdogs, 
a proce or thermometer, and a fan speed monitor. Based on the ALI 
1541 chipset, the card upports the l00-MHzfront side bus, 512K or I 
MB of cache, and P 100 SDRAM. 
The AGP video provides 4 MB of GRAM \~deo memory. Standard 
interfaces on the board include two B ports, IrDA, two erial ports, 
one parallel pon, a floppy drive, and keyboard and mouse ports. 
Other features include fused power Outputs, on-board headers, and 
BIO customization. 
For More Information Circle No. 738 
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New! An informath'e 
brochure from ~IIN­
ALEX, leader in 
clo e tolerance 
hape. to 3 1/ 2". 
illustrates typical 
applications and de-
scribes capabilitie 
including hon 
runs. MI NALEX . 
qual II) leader. delivers on time, every time. 
~1JN'-\LEX. PO Box 247. Whitehou e Station. NJ 
o 9; Tel: 90&-534-4044; Fax: 90&-534-67 
M inalex 
For More Information Circle No. 61 5 
VIBRATION 
ISOLATION & IMPACT 
ABSORPTION 
New. full<olor brochure describe 
the dynamic properties of Sorbo-
thane. the unique \ibration isolation 
and impact absorption material. ew test data details 
the damping properties of Sorbothane compared to 
other elastomers. Sorbothane is a patented ,isco-elas-
tic polymer. r neludes information on Sorbothane'$ 
new line of ad''3nced vibralion i olation/ hock 
absorption products. as well as applications engineer-
ing, manufacturing capabilities, and the many appli-
cations for Sorbothane. rbothane. Inc.; Tel: 330-
67&-9444; Fax: 330-67&-1303; e-mail: webmaster@ 
www.sorbothane.com; http:/ . www.sorbothane_com 
Sorbothane, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 618 
GOODFELLOW 
WEB SITE 
FOR METALS 
& MATERIALS 
By acces. ing ww\\'. 
goodfellow.com , re-
searchers and design engineers will find an extraor-
dinar)' seleclion of pure metals. allo),s, polymers. 
ceramics. compo ites. and honeycombs. available in 
small quantities and ready for immediate shipmenL 
More than 40.000 item are included. Print and 
CD-ROM catalogs are also available . Goodfellow 
Corp .. 800 Lancaster AYe .. &",)'n. PA 19312-17 0; 
Tel: ~21-2870 
Goodfellow Corp. 
For More Information Circle No. 621 
TUESDAYS AT 
TEN: ALGOR LIVE 
WEBCASTS 
Join Algor every Tuesday at 
10:00 a .m. Ea tern Time 
for a li .. e "'ebeast to learn 
more abolll Algor's soft-
ware from the most basic 
to full \fechanical [,ent 
imulalion. Engineers can 
phone or email que Lions 
to be an,wered b) .... Igor engineer during the 
Webcast. Addre : 150 Beta Dr .. Pittsburgh . PA 
1523 : Phone: +1 (412 ) 967-2700; Email : 
w .. bcastChlgor,com; or Fax ' ~l (412) 967-27 1; 
",ww.algor.com! webcast 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 624 
•• \5:\ Tn h Brief" Febn&aI) ~WO() 
CONTRACT 
DEVELOPMENT 
MEDCO coats. lami-
nates. and slits a wide 
variety of film. paper. 
foam. foil. cloth. and 
nonwoven webs for 
custom medical and industrial applications. Adhesives 
can be d",-eloped "ith an) of these materials. ~fEDCO 
also provides contract R&D and process-development 
services, along "ith sophisticated high-volurne manu-
facturing. MEDCO offers low minimums. quick 
turnaround, and flexible scheduling, PUtting cus-
tomer needs firsL MEDCO Coated Products. Di". 
MEDCO Labs. 5156 Richmond Rd .• Bedford Hts .• OH 
44146. Tel : 216-292-7546; Fa,, : 216-292-5900; 
e-mail: medcoJabs@aolcom; ...... ·.medcolabs.com 
MEDCO Coated Products 
For More Information Circle No. 616 
LIGHTED INTERFACE 
SWITCH 
CONTROLLER-XT 
Literature from taco witch 
details the Interface Controller-
XT ([FCXT) - a flexible. lo"~ 
COSt digital 1/ 0 controller 
designed to manage clusters of 
lighted pushbutton switches. LED • and incandes-
cent lamps. Features include 32 input and 32 output 
channels, audible tone generation. adjustable OUl-
PUt le"els of all lamps indhidually. and RS-232 and 
RS-422 capabiJil)'; simple software driver et; com-
pact ize; easy direct mounL taco "itch; Tel: 714-
549-3041 ; Fax: 714-549-0930; e-mail : sales@ 
stacoru.itch.com; \\-·ww.stacosWiLCh.com 
StacoSwitch CO. 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 619 
2000 COMPUTER-
BASED MEASUREMENT 
AND AUTOMATION 
CATALOG 
The Nalional Instruments 2000 
catalog features hundreds of soft-
ware and hardware soluLions for sol'ing your mea-
surement and automation applications. New prod-
ucts include additioru 10 our modular CompactPCI 
(PXI) platform, new computer-based insLn.menLS, 
and our late t software offerings such as LabVTE\V 
RT for making real-time applications easy. Call for a 
FREE 2000 Catalog or find it online at "",,w.nLcom. 
• ational In. truments; Tel : 512-79+0100. 00-433-
34 (U . • and Canada) ; Fax: 512-68~9300; e-mail 
info@ni.com; ",,,w.nLcom/ catalog 
National Instruments 
For More Information Circle No. 622 
ALGOR SOFTWARE 
ELIMINATES TIME 
& COST OF 
PERFORMING 
PHYSICAL TESTS 
Lse Algor's Mechanical [,-em 
imulation (MES) and kine-
mauc element technol<>g}' to imultaneousl) replicate 
motion and flexing for linear and nonlinear ",ents on 
CAD solid models. ~IES eliminates the need 10 deter-
mine forces \)\' external calculation because it does nOt 
require in~ d}namic loading inpuL Use InCW" 
to imporl d igo from popular CW solid modelers 
into Algor' ~IES. 150 Beta Om . Pilt<m"l:h. PA 1523&-
2932; Phone: +1 (412) 967-2700; Fax: +1 (412) 967-
27 1; &mail: info@algor:com;webslte: ...... :a1gor.com 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Informatio n Circle No. 625 
www.na....alech.CIll 
REMOTE VIEWING 
INSTRUMENTS 
ITI. the leader in remote ,iew-
ing. offers more than 2.000 stan-
dard RVl's for inspecting 
engines. air frames . or compo-
nents in inaccessible area . 
Products include ne'" Camera 
Dedicated Borescopes and patented PROTEClir" 
Fiber copes and Yideoscopes. Custom and OE~f 
scopes are a specialty. All component parts carry a 
one-year warrant), from date of purcha e . 
Instrument Technology, Inc., PO Box 381. 33 
Airport Rd .• Westfield, MA 010 6-0381 ; Tel: 41~ 
562-3606; Fax: 41~5fiS.9809; e-mail; iLi@scopes.com; 
www. copes.com 
Instrument Technology, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 617 
PRECISION 
DRAWN METAL 
STRUCTURES 
A fu1l<olor brochure outlines 
ShapeForrn's exclusive metal-
forming technology and 
unique equipment. Shape-
Form engineers and produces 
superior close tolerance, 
deep-drawn parts from most 
metals at competitive prices. Our engineering, tool-
ing, and manufacturing capabilities produce com-
pIe". seamless. one-piece shell •• tubes. and other 
shapes for the commercial. military. and aero pace 
induslries. Buckeye ShapeForm, 555 Marion Rd .. 
Columbus. OH. 43207; Tel: 800-72&-0776; Fax: 614-
445-8224; "".w.bucke)eshapeform.com 
Buckeye Shape Form 
For More Information Circle No. 620 
INDUSTRIAL DAQ -
DATA ACQUISITION 
SOLUTIONS GUIDE 
With the InduSlrial DAQ -
Data Acquisition Solulions 
guide. see how corporation 
use computer-based measure-
ment and aUlomation tools in 
a "ide variet), of industrial applica:ions, including 
environmental and industrial monitoring. industri-
al control . and machine vision and inspection. Call 
or ,isit our Web site to receive a free copy of the 
Industrial DAQ - Data Acqui ition Solutions guide_ 
• 'ational Instruments. Tel: 88&-280-7645 (U.S. and 
Canada) . 512-79+0100; Fax: 512-683-9300; e-mail: 
info@.ni.com; ",,,~,.ni.com /industrialdaq 
National Instruments 
For More Information Circle No. 623 
LIMITED-TIME 
INVENTORY 
CLEARANCE 
. ow engi neer can buy the 
hardco> .. r vc~ion of the beSI-
elling books. F1nl/~ E/nnt1ll 
,\Iod~/ing in Engmming Prarliu 
and Lin-ar a1/d .\'oll/in,ar Fini/' 
EInTU'Tl1 A nalys/.l in Engl1lunng Prarllu. at a pecial 
elearance price. Dozens or dra\\ings. chans. graphs. 
equation , table and olher ,.;sual aids help make 
lhese books tand out from other -hea,} and bor-
ing- engineering lexts, Address : 150 Beta Dr., 
Pittsburgh. P .... 1523 ; Phone: 1 00-1 -ALGOR: 
E-mail: apd@algor_com; Web: "",,·.algor.comf apd; 
or Fax: +1 (412) 967-27 1. 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 626 
67 
DATA LOGGER, 
LOW-COST PC 
COMPATIBLE 
. data logger displays 
eight thennocoupl channels 
on monitor. printer. and disk 
for 49 complete. Designed 
pecificall} for laboratol) and 
industrial temperature moni· 
toring, it is eas) to set up. An RS-232 interface powen 
the convener, eliminating sensor wires at the comput· 
er. QuickBasic. M source code and compiled pro-
gram are provided. Other features include 16<hannel 
and linear options. DC Corporation , 7300 N. 
rescent Blvd., Pennsauken, NJ 0 110; Tel: 856-662-
7272; Fax: '6-662-7862; "",,w.thomasregister.com/ dcc 
DCC Corporation 
Keithley's 2000 / 2001 cata· 
log of computer·based mea· 
surement products pro\ides 
pecification , election 
guide, and background on 
mea urement techniques. 
Products include voltage, current, and resistance 
meters; Qurces, switches, oft\vare, real-time con-
trol hardware, signal conditioning hardware; acqui· 
ition , digital I/O. and motion control board ; and 
semiconductor products. Keithley Instruments , 
Inc., 28775 Aurora Rd. , leveland , OH 44139; 
Tel: 1-88 KEITHLEY; www.keithley.com 
Keithley Instruments, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 630 
LCR METERS 
The R700 eries 
LCR meters measure 
R+Q, L+Q, +R, and 
C+D with a basic 
accuracy as high as 
0.05% . Features in· 
clude variable test frequencies from 100 Hz to 100 
kHz, internal or external DC bias, eries and paral· 
lel equivalent circuits, and external capacitor bias-
ing. An RS-232 computer interface i tandard. 
GPlB (IEEE488) and parts handler interfaces are 
optional. R715 (0.2% basic accuracy), U.S. list 
price: 1,295; SR720 (0.05% basic accuracy). U.S. 
li t price, 1,995. Stanford Research ystems, 
Tel : 408-744-9040; Fax: 408-744-9049 ; e·mail: 
info@thinkSRS.com; www.thinkRS.com 
Stanford Research Systems 
For More Information Circle No. 633 
FIRESTONE 
MARSH MELLO~ 
SPRINGS 
The fubric-reinforced rubber 
springs from Firestone 
Industrial Products Co. pro-
vide constant \ibration isola· 
tion with changing loads, 
have a high load-<arl)'ing 
capacity, and do nOt bottom 
out. They are low noise, low cost, and low mainte· 
nance. Call Fire tone at 1-800-79 5005 for a free 
Manh Mellow® design manual. Fire tone Industrial 
Products Co., 12650 HamiltOn Crossing Blvd., Cannel, 
I. , 46032; Tel : 800- -0650; e·mail : uppon@ 
firestoneindustrial .com; www.firestoneindusuial.com 
Firestone Industrial Products Co. 
For More Information Circle No. 636 
SMALL PARTS 
CATALOG NO. 20 
QUALITY 
COMPONENTS, 
MATERIALS, AND 
TOOLS 
This catalog is packed "ith prod-
ucts for engineering de ign , 
re earch and development, prototype and model· 
ing, and industrial assembl '. Thousands of items are 
in tock, including miniature fastener , specialry 
components, fluid and motion control de\'ices, 
elect materials, and precision tool. MALL 
PART , DlC., 139 0 rw 5 th Court, Miami Lakes, 
FL, 33014, Attn: Free Catalog· Dept. 200F; Tel: 00-
220-4242; Fax: 00-42~9009 ; www. mallparts.com 
SMALL PARTS, INC. 
TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENT 
AND CONTROL 
CATALOG 
Lake hore Cryotronics ' new 
Temperature and Control cata· 
log features infonnation on the 
com pan ' cryogenic tempera· 
ture senson; temperature contrOlIen and monitOn; 
current sources, temperature trail miners, and temper· 
ature accessories. The reference section compares avail· 
able sensor types and outlines installation techniques 
for low·temperature measurement . Lake hore 
Cryotroni ,Inc., 575 McCorkle Blvd., Westerville, OH, 
43082; Tel: 614-891-2244; Fax: 614-818-1600; e-mail: 
sales@1akeshore.com; w\\w.1akeshore.com 
Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 631 
FREE CATALOG OF 
TOOLING 
COMPONENTS 
The Reid Tool Supply catalog 
offers more than 40,000 items. 
Products include handwheels, 
handles, knobs, spring and ball 
plungers, vibration·i olation 
item , leveling pads, clamps, set-up accessories, locat· 
ing devices, linear motion slides, latches, hinges, 
thread inserts, bearings, and more. Most items are 
available in inch and metric. All items are in stOck 
for same-day shipment, with no minimum·order 
requirement. Reid Tool Supply Co., 2265 Black 
Creek Rd., Muskegon, MI 49444; Tel: 800-253-0421; 
Fax: 00-438-1145; www.reidtool.com 
Reid Tool Supply Co. 
For More Information Circle No. 634 
POROUS 
CERAMIC 
VACUUM 
CHUCK 
PhotoMachining of· 
fen a porous ceramic 
vacuum chuck for use 
with lhin films and olher flat sample , Pore ize 
under 25 rrticrons assure uniform uction and holding 
power for even the mall est parts. PhotoMachining 
al 0 provides contract laser-manufacruring services, 
and designs and builds custom laser-based manufac· 
luring equipment. PhotOMachining, Inc., 4 Industrial 
Dr., Unit 40, Pelham, NH 03076; Tel: 603-882-9944; 
Fax: 603-886-8844; nchaeffer@photomachining.com; 
""".photOmachining.com 
PhotoMachining, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 637 
CANADIZE 
HYDROGEN-FREE 
COATING PROTECTS 
TITANIUM PARTS 
AGAINST WEAR 
-"-
CA..'1ADIZE- for titanium i a 
uper.hard , fracture-free ur· 
face-enhancement coaling 
de-doped to prevent hydrogen 
absorption. It dramaticall increases surface resistance 
to abrasion and wear wlille eliminating galling, bind· 
ing, and seizing. Magnaplale-applied CANADlZE also 
protects parts against chemical attack and corro· 
ion. Operating temperature range from -200' F to 
.,.1200' F. General :liagnaplate, linden, NJ 07036; Tel: 
00-852-3301; Fax: 90 62 .. iH 10; e-mail : info@mag' 
naplate.com; www.magnaplate.com 
General Magnaplate 
For More Information Circle No. 629 
OMEGA PRESSURE, 
STRAIN AND FORCE 
MEASUREMENT 
HANDBOOK AND 
ENCYCLOPEDIA® 
OMEGA's new 21 t GenturyTM Pre ure, train and 
Force Handbook™ contains more than 1,200 pages of 
new, advanced products for measuremen t, display, and 
contrOl of p ure, differential pressure, barometric 
pressure, absolute pressure, and vacuum. A special sec· 
tion covers dynamic pressure and force transdu ers, 
and accelerometers. To obtain a request form by fax, 
call I -800-848-4271 and request Document #2000. 
OMEGA Engineering, One Omega Dr., P.O. Box 4047, 
Stamford, CT 06907-4047; Tel: 203-359-1660; Fax: 203-
359-7700; e-mail: info@omega.com; www.omega.com 
OMEGA Engineering 
For More Information Circle No. 632 
POWER LINE 
FILTERING & SURGE 
SUPPRESSION 
SYSTEMS 
Control Concepts offers a broad 
range of power line filters and tate-
of-the-art surge suppression to meet 
all of your power-<juality needs. Our products make it 
easy and cost-effective to safeguard any electronic equip-
ment from malfunction, downtime, or fhllure. Send for 
a free brochure and our handy informational guide to 
Surge uppression and Filtering, or call us toll free ac 
800-288-6169. Control Concepts, 328 Water I. , P.O. 
Box 1380, Binghampton, NY 13902-1380; Tel: 607-724-
2484; Fax: 607-722-8713; e-mail: cconcepts@control<o .... 
cepts.com; www.controkoncepts.com. 
Control Concepts 
For More Information Circle No .. 635 
MAGNETIC 
MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Walker Scientific has over 50 mod-
els to choose from. Fluxmeter, 
gaussmeten, magnetOmeten, field 
monitors, calibrator equipment, 
precision reference tandards, and 
much more are included in our brochure. This family 
of precision magnetic measuring in truments, refer· 
ence standards, and calibration equipment is designed 
to meet the most demanding magnetic.field measur· 
ing applications ... the broad t range available. For a 
free copy, contacC Walker Scientific Inc., Rockdale St., 
Worcester, MA 01606; Tel: 508-852-3674, 800-9624638; 
Fax: 5Q8..85&.9931 ; www.walkencientific.com 
Walker Scientific Inc. 
For More Information Circle No, 638 
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Servo Drive 
The PCBOO sen'o d.rive from Pacific 
Scientific, Rockford, IL, offers alI-digital 
servo capabilitie . It measures 3.5 x 8 x 
6.25" and accepts tep and direction or 
analog commands. An internal profile 
generator allows the user to accomplish 
pre-set index moves. The PCBOO also rea-
[Ures the patented Digital Re olver to 
Digital Conversion (DRDC) algorithm. With 24-bit position resolu-
tion, DRDC provide the drive with position accuracy as low as five arc 
minutes. With greater than 400 kHz, the drive offers high velociry-loop 
bandwidth for faster drive et-up and tuning. Circle No. 718 
Digital Signal Processors 
eff Instrument Corp., Mon-
rovia, CA, offers individual digital 
signal proces ors designed to pro-
vide identical time delay even with 
different filter cutoff frequencies. 
The self-contained system offers 
tranSducer conditioning, includ-
ing programmable excitation, 
excitation read back, and auto-identification of cbannel configuration. 
Other features include programmable gain amplifier, built-in auto cal-
ibration, programmable filter cutoff frequency, and rolloff rates 
greater than 290 dB per octave. Phase mismatch between channels is 
unaffected by channel cutoff frequency, temperature changes, or 
aging of components. Applications include wind tunnels, materials 
and structural testing, and detection and analysis of vibration generat-
ed by rotating machinery. Circle No. 719 
Color Mark Sensor 
Omron Electronics, chaumburg, lL, has 
introduced the E3M-V color mark sensor that 
features remote-control functionaliry and push-
button programming to allow adju tments to be 
made from anywhere on the plant floor. The 
sensor's green LED enables detection of yellow-
on-white and other color mark combinations 
that are difficult LO ense. The ensor was 
_ ... r."'~'" designed to provide detection even on shiny 
....... _~ __ ....... _..&.: .... surfaces. Its lP67 watertight construction allows 
use in water-washdown environments. Applications include use on 
high-speed packaging and production lines to detect index marks on 
labels, containers, and film . Circle No. 721 
Digital Camera 
The Cooke Corp., Auburn Hills, 
MI, offers the HSFC-Pro CCO-
based digital camera designed to 
cap[Ure up to eight high·resolution 
images with an expo ure time 
down to 1.5 nanoseconds. Features 
include a 1280 x 1024 scientific-
grade ceo and 12 bits of dynamic range. light is imaged with a 
lens input, and is then channeled to four intensified ceo modul , 
where images are di~layed on a computer monitor for analysis. Ughl 
sources such as pulsed lasers can be synchronized with the camera to 
image the d}TlamiCS of events such as hypervelocity impact studies, ultra-
sonic Dame propagation, and laser ablation . Circle No. 724 
NASA Tech BriefS, February 2000 
Flexible etched-foil heaters . Odd shapes, profiled or m~l­
tiple elements . Efficient heat transfer: Up to 110 Wfln 
• 200°C polyimide, 235°C rubber, 600°C mica, 120°C 
transparent insulations . Optional sensors & controllers 
Precise, reliable heating . Minimal space, mass, & design 
overhead . Medical diagnostic instruments . Aerospace 
devices . Commercial appliances . Packaging machinery 
• Scientific instruments . Electronics 
MIN CO PRODUCTS, INC. 
7300 Commerce Lane . Minneapolis, MN 55432-3177 U.S.A. 
Telephone: (612) 571-3121 . FAX: (612) 571-0927 
For More Information Circle No. 438 
The Deschner Kinechek precisely regu-
lates the speed of moving devices such as 
air cylinders or automatic machine slides 
and controls the feed rate of drills and 
other tools. Kinecheks are used in numer-
ous applications worldwide including food 
and packaging machinery, computer equip-
ment, and industrial robots. They are easily 
Fi.UIII adjustable and can control loads from 5 to 
1200 pounds in stroke lengths of 1/2, 1. 2, 3, 4 and 6 inches. 
Reliability and constancy are unequalled due to the patented 
hermetically-sealed design and the long lasting, high-perfor-
mance materials used in their construction. They operate mil-
lions of cycles without losing a single drop of fluid. A compan-
ion unit, the leakproof adjustable Cushioneer shock absorber, 
stops fast moving equipment without bang or bounce. 
The Deschner Corporation, 3211 W. Harvard Street 
Santa Ana, California 92704 
Telephone: (714) 557-1261 
(800) 457·6666 
email: de:5chlcoro(!i)al:ll.c:or 
For More Infonnation Circle No. 439 69 
SEAL MASTER 
~-~ 
INFLATABLE SEALS 
smp l7i 
Custom inflatable rubber seals offer 
innovative and resourceful ways to 
overcome many design headaches. 
We've developed over 5,000 
distinctly different products to 
meet a wide range of applica-
tions. We 'll custom design and 
build one for you. Call or write 
for complete information. 
CLEVER SOLUTIONS FOR DIFFICULT PROBLEMS 
~ s~N~~AB~!T!D~TH~~!!~!Jp~2~Ts 
368 MARTlNEL DRIVE, KENT, OH 44240-4368 USA 
(330) 673-8410 • FAX (330)673-8242 
E-mail: info@sealmaster.eom. www.sealmaster.com 
For More Information Circle No. 440 
Humphrey's new FM02-Series 3-Axis Magnetometer is designed 
for demanding applications requiring high accuracy, compact size 
and low power consumption « 40 mw).lnputvoltage is +12VOC 
nominal; dynamic range is +/- 70,000 nT; 
scale factor is 7,000 nTN. .----........ 
Custom configurations are 
available. The FM02 is ideally 
suited for use In attitude 
heading reference 
systems, borehole 
navigation and 
magnetic 
measurement 
systems. 
HUMPHREY, Inc. 
9212 Balboa Aven.Je 
Sen Ooego, CA 92123 
Ph 858 5656631 
Fax 858 5656873 
.,. hu'apwo" 0 ernec.com 
......".,. www.h..rnplYeyroc.oom 
HUMPHREY 
A SUBSIDIARY OF REMEC 
70 For More Information Circle No. 441 
Newon 
DISK 
Solid Modeling 
isionary De ign y tern , anta 
lara, has released IronCADTM 3.0 
olid modeling oftware that incorpo-
rate more than 300 enhancements. The 
new Unified ,fodeling Engine imulta-
neously incorporate multiple olid 
modeling kernels, enabling users to impon and expon native geometry 
from most of the leading CAD, CAE, and CAM terns. The software 
suppons both CI · and Parasolid™ kernels. Other features include 
innovation in drag-and-drop, handle-based solid modeling; 2D drawing 
enhancements; enhanced part and assembl modeling; and flexible 
parametric relationship and constraint exten ion. Circle No. 715 
Data Visualization and Analysis 
Amtec Engineering, Bellevue, WA, 
has introduced Tecplot Version .0, 
which enable Web-based visual anal is 
and collaboration. It also allows users 
to publi h re ults in HTML; read and 
write to ftp and http ites; or save data 
in a new packaged layout format. U ers 
can add, edit, and change data aving 
update in formats uch as AV!, BMP, and P G. Other enhancements 
include new plotting feature and capabilities for value blanking and 
frame linking. sers can specify precise thre holds or constraints for 
2D contour lines and flooded contour region. Circle No. 710 
Scientific Imaging Software 
Data Tran lation, Marlboro, MA, offers GLOBAL IAB Image/ 2 
(GLI/2), a custOmizable, object-<>riented application package for sci-
entific imaging. lL can be used at three levels: as an out-<>f-box, stand-
alone application; as a base for user-written custom tools; and as an 
object-<>riented application programming interface (API) for custom 
imaging applications. The software is divided into a main application 
and a et of imaging tool. The main application allows users to load, 
view, save, print, and modify images with the included tools. Pre-built 
tools cover measurement, line profile, and blob analysis. Circle No. 712 
Engineering Simulation 
AN 5.6 CAE oftware from ANSYS, Southpointe, PA, is designed 
to provide a virtual product development environment for applica-
tions ranging from mechanics to MEMS. The new version includes 
enhancements in nonlinear structural mechanics, including multi-
body contact. Advances in multiphysics capabilitie include computa-
tional fluid dynamics, electromagnetics, and coupled-field imula-
tions. Other features include enhancements for modeling contact, 
such as plasticity, creep, and elastomeric material behavior; and an 
electrostatic-structural solution that yields capacitance results u ed by 
circuit imulation packages. Circle No. 713 
Web-Based Design 
Alibre, Richard on, TX, has introduced Web-centric mechanical 
de ign that provides a di tributed Web environment where design 
ervices can be acces ed from anywhere at any time, with flexible , 
ecure data haring. The ubscription-based service also will help 
companie avoid the large capital expenditure and resmctive licens-
ing associated with mechanical design software. The ystem i com-
patible with Micro oft Window 2000 and Window DNA technolo-
gies. Circle No, 714 
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Motion Control Systems 
Parker Hannifin. Compumotor Div .• 
Rohnert Park. CA. has released a 248-page 
catalog of motion control systems. 
Products include cootroilers. drives and 
drive/controllers. and seno motors. Also 
included is a lUtorial focusing on moLion 
control product election for specific 
application . Circle No. 700 
Data Acquisition System 
A demo CD from IOtech. 
Cleveland. OH, describes the 
LogBook/300™ standalone 
data acquisition system, a 16-
bit. 100-kHz ystem that 
lores data on removable 
PC-Card memory. The CD 
fealUres voice-over narra-
tion and movie-like clips of 
software demos. It also 
hows how to configure an 
acquisition and manage data using 
IOtech's LogViewTM Out-of-the-Box software. Circle No. 701 
Clamps and Accessories 
BAND-IT. Denver, CO, offers a full-
line catalog of stainless-steel clamps. 
fittings. installation tools, and acces-
sories. ew products include Band-
Lok. a Lie featuring single-piece con-
struction and self-locking Ball-Lok 
ties. A series of free-end clam ps also 
has been added to the Ultra-Lok 
Band Clamping ystem. along with a 
rechargeable. battery-operated ap-
plication tool. Circle No. 702 
Touch-Sensitive Switches 
A 10-page brochure from EAO witch Corp .• Milford. cr. describes 
touch-sensitive. solid~tale switches. Serie 75 de\ices, including key-
pads and ke)board • employ high-frequency S\\itch technology. They 
can be sealed behind glass against chemical attack. operator abuse. 
vandalism. and hygienic "'ashdown in a variety of indoor and outdoor 
public-acce and process-control applications. Circle No. 703 
Infrared Cameras 
FUR Systems. orth Billerica. MA, 
offers an eight-page brochure describing 
the ThermaCA..\fe PM 595 handheld 
infrared camera system de igned to 
make predictive and preveotive mainte-
nance inspections. The brochure details 
new camera fealUre and specifications, 
applications. report generation. image 
and trending analysis software. camera 
accessories. and training programs. 
Circle No. 704 
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